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THE FIRST THING IN LIFE.*

BY WILLIAM M. SALTER.

In a grave moment the question may arise, What is

the first, the most important, thing in life ? Ordinarily

we are concerned about other things ; often we may be

troubled and anxious in our minds—and yet at just such

times we may ask, what is best worth troubling about,

what among the things we care for is that thing we could

least afford to miss or lose ? And perhaps we cannot

answer at once. May we not at an hour like this—an

hour set apart for reflection over the higher concerns of

life—take it up ? What is that first, that essential thing

in life, which if we have we may put up with the loss

of many other things, but if we have not, we have

missed the mark altogether ?

Sometimes it is said the first thing in life is to be

well. Health is the best wealth, said Emerson. Self-

preservation is the first law of nature, is a common say-

ing. And in one sense it is true. We must surely

have a measure of health if we are to do anything or

become anything in the world. No one can over-

estimate this blessing. One of the worst things about

the lack of health is that we have to spend a great deal

of valuable time in simply trying to get it. And yet

the very fact that we can speak of it in this way shows

that we do not regard it as an end in itself. No one

could say that the worst thing about a lack of knowl-

* A Lecture given before the Ethical Societies of Philadelphia, Chi-

cago and St. Louis.

(I)



2 THE FIRST THING IN LIFE.

edge is that we have to spend a great deal of valuable

time in trying to get it. Health (or some measure of it)

is the possibility of doing anything. Without this ma-

terial basis of life we are nothing—our loves, our

thoughts, our strivings of every sort vanish away. But it

is a basis for something. With our roots in the ground

we are to grow. On this foundation we are to build a

structure. Suppose a person were so anxious about the

foundation that he forgot to build his house : he would

not be more irrational than one who viewed a perfect

physical condition as anything else than a chance, an

opportunity, for something beyond itself. Plainly, all we

can mean by " first " in connection with health is, first

in order of time—just as the foundation must come first,

although the reason for the foundation is the house.

The same line of thought applies to the idea of get-

ting-on, of money-making, that we are so familiar with

in this country. Undoubtedly this as a matter of fact

is the first thing in life to many people among us.

Yet no one in his senses— not the most confirmed

money-getter, I think, when he stops to reflect—would

say that money was more than a means to an end ; would

say that wealth, however useful and however necessary,

was so with any other purpose in view than to make

possible of attainment a full and rich human Hfe.

Health, comfort, wealth—these are all means, ma-

chineiy by which to accomplish something ; but it is a

sad and an inglorious mistake to stop with them, to

make them an end in life, to sacrifice higher things for

them, to become stunted in our spiritual being for the

sake of them—as, alas ! many do. What is it to be

sound and fair in body, and to have no soul ? What is

it to be successful in business, a prosperous workman.
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or manufacturer, or merchant, and have no thoughts, no

interests, beyond one's shop, or office, or counting-

room?

Granting then that what is of supreme moment in life

is beyond these things, shall we locate it in some defi-

nite higher attainment such as intellectual culture or the

development of the heart, or shall we try to settle

whether our first duty is to ourselves or to society, or

whether science or art or religion or politics is the most

pressing concern of man ? But what broadly-thinking

person will deny that all these objects are of impor-

tance ? I confess for myself it seems invidious to dis-

tinguish between these higher interests and to say of

some of them, It is of the greatest moment. Science,

art, religion, politics, self-improvement and social im-

provement, and the cultivation of every faculty of our

being—all, it would seem, have their place.

No, I do not care to draw invidious distinctions. I

do not even wish to emphasize morality (in the ordinary

limited sense of the word) and to say after Matthew

Arnold that conduct is three-fourths of life, leaving art

and science to divide the other fourth between them.

In one sense science is as necessary to man as morality

is—^yes, as necessary to morality itself, since without

science, that is, without light, knowledge, morality may
go astray, and we may be blind leaders of the blind

;

and art feeds and embodies one aspect of the human
spirit as truly as "morality" does another. The real

good for man is no one thing ; when we turn the matter

over in our minds we see that nothing short of a total

perfection can satisfy us—a full, all-round development

of humanity, a perfect social state and every faculty of

every individual in play in it. The various single goods
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we may rationally strive for are but parts of this or steps

towards it or conditions of it. They are good just as

every forward movement on a journey is good, or every

preparation for it, or everything that outwardly facili-

tates it, because all help in bringing us to the journey's

end.

What I would propose as the first thing in Hfe is just

the will toward this all-inclusive good of which I speak

—the aim for it. For here are really two things—the

ideal as I have described it, unattained and far off, only

a possibility as yet, and, on the other hand, ourselves as

we are, yet capable of willing and striving for the ideal.

Of course, to a certain extent the ideal may be attained

without conscious thought or effort of ours by the co-

operation of causes and circumstances outside of us
;

with that, or nature's action in the matter, we have

nothing to do. But to a large extent the attainment of

the wished for end may depend upon ourselves ; and

with this part of the process we have everything to do.

According as we think now and act and will, progress

to the goal may be easy or hard, sure or uncertain,

rapid or slow. Nay, since the end of which I have

spoken is in essence a spiritual end, is, I mean, a certain

state or perfection of spiritual beings (for this is what

science, art, civilization, justice really are), it must be

won by us in a far deeper sense than it can be given to

us. Our aim, our will, our effort, become thereby in-

dispensable. Now it is just this aim, this effort, this

good will on which I wish to enlarge. I wish to show

and make you feel that it is the greatest thing in life

—

not greatest in comparison with other things, but great-

est as the condition of all other things, greatest as

the fountain from which they flow, itself richer than
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any single product of it can possibly be. Practically

it is a very simple thing. The man with a good will

may be far from perfection ; but there is one thing

that can be said of him, and that is that when he is

aware of anything that is good, he instinctively leans

that way and tries for it. It makes little difference what

the good thing is—if he recognizes it as better than he

is or has or is doing, he straightway reaches after it, if

it is at all within his grasp. The good may differ in

detail for different individuals. We are in different cir-

cumstances, at different stages of the journey, so to

speak. But the good ivill is the same in all ; it may be

identically the same for the man of the largest knowl-

edge, of the finest character, and for him who is but tak-

ing his first steps in wisdom and in virtue and is stum-

bling at that. In both cases, in all cases, it is an upward

look, an onward effort—and this alone it is that has vital,

absolute significance. For, think of it, if one is intent

on what is good {i. e., because it is good), it follows that

while he may seek one thing now, he will seek another

thing at another time and still another at another, and so

run through the whole scale of what is good, as the

opportunity and need arise. If a child learns to do

what is right simply because it is right and he ought to

do it, he will in the same way do what is right when he

is a man, though the particular things be different.

There is great misunderstanding about doing what is

right because it is right or loving what is good because

it is good. It is sometimes spoken of as an irrational

thing. But without going into the whole question, I

think it can easily be shown that there is a sense in

which doing or seeking what is good because it is good

is reasonable. For granted that a thing is really good
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(either in itself or with reference to some end beyond

it), it may be regarded in either of two ways—either

as to what particular thing it is (e. g., learning a

lesson or casting a vote or overthrowing some op-

pression), or as regards the general form which we

give to it when we say it is a good thing to do.

Many different things may be alike in being good,

though they are very unlike one another. Hence by a

process of abstraction and generalization (which even a

child is familiar with, though it may not know them by

these names), we may separate out the goodness of the

actions and consider it apart from the particular content

with which in each case it is associated. In a word, we

may form the general idea of good (and the same is

true of right), and this idea, like any other idea, may
become a ground of action. Though we don't wish to

do a certain thing, yet if we come to realize that it

would be a good thing our aversion may be overcome,

as, for example, when we take a disagreeable medicine

or witness for some unpopular cause in public. The

good simply as good may come to have a certain power

over us ; once convinced that a thing is right, we may

not need to have anything more said to us—we will to

do it. There is surely nothing unintelligible or unrea-

sonable about this—it is not inconsistent with a thou-

sand and one considerations to determine what is good

or what is right, it only means that when this is once

determined we ask no more— we are ready to act.

Hence, while learning a lesson may be in itself no rea-

son for casting a vote, and while casting a vote may be

in itself no reason for remedying a social injustice, if we

have learned a lesson in childhood because it was the

right and good thing to do, this may be a reason for
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casting a vote now if it is also the right and good

thing to do, and in fact it is a reason for doing every

right and good thing under the sun (that is in our

power), whether it be aiding some workingmen who

are struggling at a disadvantage or rising against a

political boss or working for *' a parliament of man, a

federation of the world." If you do anything that is

good, really because it is good, you are in consistency

bound to do everything that is good that you can do.

And this is what I mean by the good will—the will

bound to the good, loyal to it, taking it as a principle,

and so seeking all good, or if it ever fails and lapses, as

indeed it often may, picking itself up, righting itself,

asserting itself anew.

This good will, rationally speaking, cannot stop short

of aiming at that total development of humanity of

which I spoke at first, with all the riches of science and

art and civilization and a perfect social state it impHes
;

possibly, when the metaphysics of the matter are thor-

oughly thought out, we cannot avoid feeling that this

good will is but our human response to another and a

Higher Will—"the Will that asks our will," as Mrs.

Humphrey Ward says—the Will that is the ground

and spring of all the progress that is in the world ; but

meantime one may have this good will who never heard

of the ** total development of humanity" and who has

no consciousness of a Higher Will. The good will may
be in all, whatever their age (so they can discriminate

ideas at all), whatever their circumstances, whatever

their stage of culture, however little or however great

their opportunities and however little or however great

their power to make use of the opportunities. It is not

measured by what we do, but by what we would do if
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we could—not even by what we are, but by what we
want to be. Ineffectual it may be, and yet real. Blind

it may be and yet have its own value. It may even go

astray or lead astray, and yet never need conversion,

but only enlightenment. Its very errors may be worth

more than the correct behavior of others which is with-

out a ground of principle.

And now with this, I trust, measurably clear idea of

what I mean by the good will, let us see how deep and

how great a thing it is in life and how necessary its cul-

ture is as compared with that of any of the single, defi-

nite objects about which we concern ourselves. What a

spring of life and action anyone has in him who has a

good will ! Contrast him with an indifferent person,

one who has no preferences, no choices, and no feeling

that he must do one thing and not another ! It is a

matter of chance how such people go, or rather, from

sheer inertia, they are apt to go, as they have gone or as

others go about them. They have no originative power
;

they do not lead the world onward. The world is full

of people who have nothing positive about them, who
have no strong leaning in any direction, whom it is hard

to win for any cause, who think of themselves and of

their families, perhaps, but of little or nothing beyond.

How different with those who have a ready response to

whatever their reason discerns to be good ; to whom it

is enough if a cause is in the line of progress to make

them ready and glad to help it ! It does not matter so

much what the good thing is—it may be the founding

of a hospital, it may be the endowing of a university, it

may be some plan for beautifying the city, it may be

some needed political or social reform—the people of

good will, generous and ready and loyal, are those who
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make it go. Nothing can atone for the lack of this

aggressive quality. Health and wealth do not take the

place of it ; scientific attainments do not take the

place of it ; artistic capabilities do not take the place of

it—for one may stop with these things and have no

spring of action beyond them. Nay, with the lack of a

good will, these things themselves may be shorn of the

blessing they might otherwise be to the world, and may

even work harm. Science and invention may of them-

selves make it possible to do injury to the race as well

as good ; even art may render effeminate and pander to

what is base as well as to what is noble ; and what we

call civilization may raise as many problems as it may
solve if it is a one-sided thing and is not guided, in-

spired, by moral purpose. All other things seem to

require direction
;
good will is the director. If things

do not come from a pure source, they require continual

righting and correcting. There is deep truth in Emer-

son's contention that the moral sentiment " lies at the

foundation of society."

I do not forget that the good purpose may go astray,

may make mistakes ; that intelligence or science is

as necessary as good will. But this hardly means that

intellligence or science can be a guide of itself; and, on

the other hand, if the will for good is strong, it will in

time correct its mistakes, and beget intelligence or sci-

ence—its very will for what is good will make it do so,

to the end that it may really accomplish what is good,

just as the good physician will out of love for his pa-

tients be driven to observe and study and find out true

remedies. Love or good will does not take the place

of knowledge, but it may lead to the acquirement of

knowledge as nothing else can. It may make one a
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pupil and always a pupil of whatever observation or ex-

perience or history have to teach.

I do not forget, either, that good will without good

acts is of little value. But it is a spurious good will

that does not pass into acts. Real good will can no

more be hindered from issuing in good deeds than a

fountain can be kept from flowing. It is but the idea

and the anticipation and the purpose of good deeds.

Of course, I say all this on the supposition that there

are no external hindrances ; sickness and other causes

may keep a man from acting, but where a man can act

and does not, this really shows not that there can be a

separation between the intention and the deed, but that

the intention or good will did not exist, that it was a

mere sentiment, or half-indulged wish, that some other

wish or disposition was stronger than it. Hell may be

paved with good intentions in the sense of idle wishes

and empty resolutions and watery sentiments, but it is

not paved with good will—even if, owing to accidental

circumstances, the will was not carried into effect.

Good will, we may more truly say, makes the very

climate of heaven ; it is that without which good acts

themselves, externally considered, lose all their savor

and worth and sweetness.

To awaken or quicken the good will in a man is thus

the deepest, the most radical service you can do him.

It is more than giving him knowledge, for it is stirring

the disposition to use knowledge and to get knowledge

for himself. It is more than persuading him to a good

act—it is putting in him a principle from which good

acts will come of themselves. It is more than making

him temperate or truthful or chaste—it is giving him a

spirit that will lead him to acquire these and all other
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virtues. For it is one and the same spirit which, as Em-
erson says, is differently named love, justice, temper-

ance, in its different applications, only as the ocean

receives different names on the several shores which it

washes. It is surely more to open up a well of life in a

person than to give him a few bucketfuls of water, how-

ever pure and wholesome the water may be. This is

the profound meaning of the old doctrine of regenera-

tion, and hence arises the well-founded distrust of the

old religious order as to the efficacy of any mere

preaching of morality, in the sense of outward acts and

habits. Nothing will answer but a new creature.

Hence, too, the secondary nature of temperance soci-

eties and white cross societies and organizations to pro-

mote special measures and special reforms. There is

wanted a sea of good will to float them. They are nec-

essary, but something else is more necessary still—the

power, the readiness to go along these hnes, just as a

head of water when once made descends and goes easily

and naturally, of itself as we say, along a dozen differ-

ent channels to enrich the land or turn the wheels of

industry.

And yet, may it not be said, however great the good

will is, is not the attainment of the ends to which the

good will itself is directed the greatest thing? We
ethical teachers are sometimes good-naturedly warned

against the danger of making moraHty an end in and

of itself.* And I recognize that morality is a means

rather than an end, that the good will or purpose aims

always at some good beyond itself. And perhaps it

would have to be admitted that if all the good we can

*E. g. , by Dr. F. E. "White, in International Journal of Ethics, July,

1895, p. 486.
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conceive of were realized, there would no longer be any

occasion for a good will. If I may use such an illus-

tration without irreverence, I suppose that God could

not be said to have a good will or purpose—all that he

could desire he is conceived of as having or being

already ; he is the plenitude, the perfection of being

—

can want nothing or will nothing. Of course, he may
have a will or purpose for his creatures, but not for

himself—there is nothing beyond him. Now, if we

had all we desire- (or could conceivably desire), the

good will might cease, for the good itself is the ulti-

mate end. But need I ask my fellow human beings

how the case actually stands with us ? Surely we have

not all the good we desire, and when we do for a

moment compass what we want we generally soon find

that there is some other good that we have not attained.

We are individually, and humanity is collectively, like

people climbing some mountain height—we think we

have gone a considerable way, and lo ! the summit is far

on beyond us. Nay, in humanity's ascent there seems

to be no summit. We are always reaching beyond any-

thing we have attained to, and it may be the heavens

will witness our race, when the term of its tenancy on

the earth is reached, still stretching out its hands to

what is beyond. Perhaps, after all, we are children of

Infinity, never content and never meant to be content

;

at least this seems to be the character of some races of

men. The insatiableness of the human mind, the insa-

tiableness of the human heart, the insatiableness of

human energy and will, we, at least, who live in our

Western world know, for we have the evidence of it in

our science, in our social aspirations and in our endless

and ever-renewed conquests over nature.
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But if this is so, the good will has a practically limit-

itless significance. It is not indeed greater than all

good, but it is greater than any good we know. The

scientific instinct is more valuable than any present sci-

entific acquirements ;* it would cease if all knowledge

were attained ; but as things are it is the very means of

of opening new and wider fields. Better than any truth

is the love of truth. So I say, better than any good is

the love of good—greater than any attainment is the

good will
;
practically and taking things as we know

them, this and nothing less is the root principle of prog-

ress, which ever leads man on. In our daily lives we

reach one stage of virtue and then we find there is an-

other beyond us. We solve one intellectual problem

and find ourselves conducted to others. In our social

relations we accomplish one reform and then discern

that another is needed. Modern political society got

freedom, liberty to govern itself, with the French Revo-

lution and our War for Independence ; and now it finds

it has to get something else, if it is to continue or even

to have peace where it stands. It is not enough in any

department of life to cling to what is : we must have

more, and the bottom impulsion to the more is what I

mean by the good will. The very thing we set so high

a value upon—character—may be narrow, and want

life, impulse, plasticity, to make it truly great. There

are those we call excellent people in a way, and yet how
small the way is ! For example, they never lie, they

never steal, they never over-eat or over-drink, they

never commit adultery, and yet they care feebly for pub-

* " The scientific spirit is of more value than its products and irration-

ally held truths may be more harmful than reasoned errors."

—

Huxley, in

Science and Culture
, p. 319.
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lie affairs and are poor citizens. Or they may be among
what are called good citizens and yet without any

deep sense of social justice. Their goodness has got

petrified ; it has no longer a living background and

spring of good will. And because they rest in and are

contented with what of virtue they have, it may be

actually easier sometimes to wake up some person who
has little or no virtue at all than one of your model

husbands, model business men, or model citizens. Char-

acter itself, the best and solidest framework of virtues

you can get, needs the inspiring quality of a good will

behind it to keep it alive, to keep it open and plastic, to

make it responsive to the unattained, to make it impos-

sible to say of its possessor that he is " dead in right-

eousness," as others may be dead in their sins. Yes,

even greater than character in any such form as we
ordinarily find it, is the good will that makes character

and that can make ever a better and a better one.

One thought more. Who does not feel that the

strong direction of the will toward a worthy object is

itself a good thing, just as strong and hardy muscles

are themselves admirable as part of our idea of a per-

fect physical frame? This is the significance of Les-

sing's famous saying, I suppose, that if God held out

" truth " in one hand and *' seek after truth " in another,

he should in all humility take "seek after truth." To
have the truth is great, but to gain the truth is somehow

greater. There is a certain glory in the development of

human faculties themselves—it may be even better at

any one time not to have the truth, or to have a wrong

idea about it, than to have it, however perfectly, without

effort of our own. For my own part, I feel this

deeply about the striving of a good will, and I could
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paraphrase Lessing's language by saying if God held

out to me "good" in one hand and ''strive for good"

in another, I should take '' strive for good ;" for I know
of no other way in which the good could become really

mine, in which it could become inwoven and ingrained

into the fibers of my inward being. In fact, I will

waive all reserves (and it may go as a personal confession,

whether you can agree to it or not,) and say that to me,

of all mortal excellencies, daring in a good cause is the

greatest ; that the good will or purpose is the sublimest

thing I know of; that it is this or the signs of it that

readiest move me to tears and to admiration ; that wit,

that genius, that talent, that achievement even, may all

leave me cold, but that the strong purpose of a good

man touches me, awes me, in an indescribable manner,

and does so no less, or shall I say more, when I see it

laboring in the face of difficulties and contending against

great odds.

And now, friends, whether you can assent to just this

or not, if you agree at all to what I have been saying,

you will admit that two things follow. The first is, that

all of us have a question to address to ourselves

—

namely, have we this good will or purpose in our hearts ?

No one can know, no one can test this but ourselves.

And even for us it may be sometimes hard to tell. We
have good wishes, but have we a good will ? We do

not mean to do wrong, but do we mean to do right, all

that is right, right on principle ? It is a hard saying,

but unless we do, we have not really a good will. If we
willingly make exceptions we are lost. If we pick and

choose, if we say this I will do, but that is hard, distaste-

ful, and I will not even try, we are not really bound to

duty, but only, however we may disguise it, to our own
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pleasure. Air that are called our duties may not be

duties, and the settling that is an intellectual process
;

but when we know what our duty is, there' is nothing

under heaven but to do it—at least try to do it—how-

ever repellant it may be, however much it taxes us to

make the effort.

Secondly, we see the place and the function of an

Ethical Society. Such a society is not formed to culti-

vate any one virtue, but the germ of all the virtues.

The morality it furthers is a life, a process, an unfolding

—not a good habit or two, but a principle that will not

allow one to rest till he reaches the stature of a perfect

man ; not a reform or two, but something that will not

allow us to rest short of a perfect society. It is a cer-

tain spirit we try to feed men by, it is a certain temper

and spirit we try to develop in private hearts, and, so far

as we can, in the sentiment and life of the community.

Let us, I pray you, dedicate ourselves afresh to this

task, and more and more as the years go on may our

Ethical Movement elevate and refine the temper and

spirit of men and hasten the advent of a happier order

of society

!



THE SPIRITUAL MEANING OF
MARRIAGE.

BY FELIX ADLER.

What we need is an enlarged and a more satisfactory

ethical theory of marriage. Of unethical theories there

is, at present, an unwelcome profusion. The ** Anti-

Marriage League," as it has been called, displays the

greatest activity in almost every country of Europe.

In French, in German, in Scandinavian, and recently, to

our surprise, also in English literature, its subversive

doctrines are propounded with an almost fanatical perti-

nacity. With these attacks we are not here concerned.

To refute them is not our affair except indirectly by the

criticism which is implied in every positive statement.

But when we look about for a positive and ethical theory

of marriage, we find that almost the only one in the

field, the only one, at all events, that has authority over

great multitudes of men is the Christian theory. And
the question arises : Is that satisfactory ? Is it suffi-

cient ? Can we rely on that to withstand the attack that

is now being made by a host of able and determined

foes?

Perhaps it may seem to you somewhat pedantic to go
in quest of a theory from which to deduce the duties

which husbands and wives owe to each other. Are not

these duties obvious ? Is not wedlock the one instance

(17)
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in which inclination and duty go together, however they

may pull apart in other relations ? Does anything more

need to be said than that those who assume this tie

should make sure that they really love one another.

And, if they do, will not love teach them their duties

better than any other pedagogue ? And, if they do not,

can they perform their duties ? Is it needful to tell

any man who is not utterly brutal, what he owes to

the woman who trusts her whole happiness into his

hands, to arouse in him a chivalric response to that tacit

appeal ; to impress upon him that he ought to be gentle

to her, because she is weaker than he ; considerate, be-

cause she has no weapon against his violence ; that he

ought to protect, support, and cherish her, make the

way of life easy for her, and shield her from all harm ?

And, later on, when the glory of maternity surrounds

her brow, is it necessary to tell him, if he is capable in

the least of thinking and feeling rightly, what he owes

to the mother of his children ? Or, on the other hand,

is it needful to explain to a loving woman the obligations

which she is under to the man who depends on her so

largely for his strength, his peace, his success, whom
her influence contributes to *' make or mar" in a

thousand subtle ways ? Must we call in the head ?

Can we not safely leave the direction of conduct in

marriage to the heart? I freely admit that, to a cer-

tain extent, we may. As the poet, in his Ode on Duty,

has expressed it

:

'
' There are who ask not if thine eye

Be on them ; who, in love and truth,

Where no misgiving is, rely

Upon the genial sense of youth :
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Glad hearts ! without reproach or blot

:

Who do thy work, and know it not

;

May joy be theirs while life shall last

!

And thou, if they should totter,

teach them to stand fast
! '

'

" Glad hearts," he says, " without reproach or blot

;

who do thy work and know it not ;" yet he realizes that

even these may totter, and calls on Duty to teach them

to stand fast. But, apart from this, there is the spiritual

side of marriage. There are spiritual meanings to it

which the heart alone fails, commonly, to apprehend,

with respect to which the feelings need to be instructed,

to be illuminated, by the far-seeing mind. And espe-

cially is this necessary because, as we have seen, the

higher meaning of marriage is being rudely questioned

by those who attack the marriage institution, because

the fact that there are great ethical purposes which

marriage is intended to subserve is being denied. And
therefore it is all the more needful to lift these purposes

out of the dim twilight of mere feeling and to set them

into the clear Hght of the conscious understanding.

Granted, then, the need of an ethical theory, does the

current Christian doctrine fully answer the requirements

of such a theory ?

The attitude of Christianity toward marriage has been,

from the outset, a paradoxical one. On the one hand,

Christianity depreciated marriage. St. Jerome, speaking

of the birth of the Virgin, says that marriage is " the

thorny bush from which has come the rose, virginity."

St. Thomas, while he did not go so far as to say that

the love of husband and wife is incompatible with the

love of God, did say that it is an obstacle to the highest
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manifestation of that love. He admits that the human
soul is not debarred from the attainment of virtue by-

marriage, but he asserts that it is hindered in the attain-

ment of the summit of virtue. And this view of course

implied the belief that the celibate life is better than the

wedded life, that it is purer, nobler and worthier, and

better comports with human dignity—a belief which was

universally accepted in Christendom for fifteen centuries

and is still very widely entertained ; a belief which

led men and women to flee conjugal society, as if

there were contagion in it, and to bury themselves in

the wilderness or in the solitude of convents and mon-

asteries.

On the other hand, the Catholic Church characterized

marriage as a sacrament. How are we to understand this

seeming contradiction ? If marriage is an obstacle to the

attainment of perfection, if celibacy is unquestionably to

be preferred to it, if it is '• the thorn on which blooms

the rose of virginity," how can it be a sacrament?

There are seven sacraments in the Catholic Church :

baptism, confirmation, the eucharist, penance, holy or-

ders, extreme unction and marriage. It is necessary,

for the purposes of my argument, to dwell in the brief-

est possible manner on the nature of sacraments. What
is a sacrament ? It has been defined as the sign of a

sacred thing, as the visible form of an invisible grace.

It is, in the first place, a sign or symbol, useful because

of what it suggests. Take the sacrament of the eucha-

rist, for instance. The wafer, the unleavened bread, is

received by the communicant. As the bread is the

nourishment of the body, so Christ is the nourishment

of the soul. Or, take the sacrament of baptism. As
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water in general cleanses the outside of man, so this

baptismal water cleanses the soul. But the sacrament,

from the orthodox point of view, is far more than a

mere symbol. It is also efficacious to produce that

which it symbolizes. The water of baptism, for in-

stance, does actually remove the stain of original sin.

The wafer, when consecrated by the priest, does actu-

ally nourish the soul—that is, build up in it faith and

goodness and promote a renewal of the inner life. But

how is this possible ? What efficacy has bread or

water to produce a change in the inner, unseen

realm of ideas and motives ? The answer is that

the sacraments have no such efficacy except as it is

communicated to them miraculously by God. A sac-

rament is merely a channel through which the flood

of supernatural influence pours into the human soul.

The first point, therefore, to be remembered is that

when the Catholic Church declares marriage to be a

sacrament it does not dignify it as greatly as might be

supposed. Marriage, as such, is not an instrument of

moral perfection for those who enter into it. There is

no intrinsic virtue in the conjugal relation to transform

the character of husband and wife, to lift them to a

nobler plane of being. Whatever grace may be con-

ceded to it is connected with it rather in an external

fashion, as spiritual purification and spiritual nourish-

ment are connected with water and bread.

Secondly, what are the higher ends which, according

to the view of the Church, marriage is intended to sub-

serve ? They are described notably in two passages of

Scripture—the one, the passage in Genesis, where we
read "Therefore shall a man leave his father and his
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mother and shall cleave unto his wife, and they shall

be one flesh " — which means one being ; and the

other in the famous fifth chapter of the Epistle to the

Ephesians, where the author defines the terms on which

this union between husband and wife is to be concluded.

"Therefore," he says, *'as the Church is subject unto

Christ, so let the wives be to their husbands." ** For

the husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ is

the head of the Church." And husbands shall love

their wives, as Christ loved the Church that he might

sanctify it and purify it, that he might present it to him-

self, a glorious Church, holy and without blemish ; so

ought men to love their wives as their own bodies.

From these words we gather that the Apostle assigns

to the husband the duty of saving his wife, of sanc-

tifying her, and freeing her from blemish. It almost

seems as if woman were supposed to be one remove

farther away from Christ than man ; for as Christ is

the head of the Church, so the husband is to be the

head of the wife—that is, her lord, her guide, and

she is to submit herself in all things to him. It

almost seems—yes, in my estimation, it clearly follows,

that woman is regarded as morally the inferior of man,

a weaker person, of feebler understanding and less

steadfast will. The husband is to love the wife with

complete self-sacrifice, to present her to himself a glori-

ous being free from any flaw. But the inference through-

out is that this influence is not to be reciprocal. He is

to save her. She is not required also to save him, for he

is elevated above her. There shall, therefore, be unques-

tionably, a perfect union between them. But in this

union the dominating role, the role of ruler, savior.
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teacher, is assigned to the man. And this, it must be

remembered, is the highest point of view with respect to

marriage which the Christian Scriptures reached. The

reasons why marriage was converted into a sacrament by

the Catholic Church are obvious. First, because the

power of the Church over the family was enormously

increased by making the validity of matrimonial engage-

ments subject to its consent, and by asserting for the

ecclesiastical courts the right of judgment in all disputes

that might arise afterwards. Secondly, as the position

continued to be maintained that wedlock is merely a

concession to the frailty of human nature (*' it is better

to marry than to burn "), and that the single life is bet-

ter, it was deemed proper, at least, to redeem this less

worthy relationship by spiritualizing it as far as possible.

Yet, of all the sacraments, that of marriage seems to

have been esteemed the least spiritual, and the inherent

contradiction that lies in the persistent glorification of

celibacy, on the one hand, and in the attempt to elevate

matrimony, on the other, was never entirely overcome.

In the days of the Reformation the sacramental the-

ory was abandoned. The view, however, expressed by

the Apostle Paul as to the subordination of woman to

man in wedlock continued to prevail, and prevails to this

day. In this point there seems to be no disagreement

between Catholics and their opponents. A prominent

French theologian of the present century, speaking of

the home, compares the husband to the king, the chil-

dren to the subjects, and the wife to the prime minister.

Her position is an intermediate one. She is, like the

children, subject to her sovereign, but she has the priv-

ilege of giving him advice and of carrying into effect his
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decisions. Jeremy Taylor, who, in his book on ** Holy

Living," has, in some respects written excellently of

marriage and given counsel which well deserves to be

read and heeded, yet, when he comes to speak of the

point here in question, compares the wife to the human
frame and the husband to the soul that animates it, thus

again clearly emphasizing the subordination and inferior-

ity of the former. Milton baldly asserts, on the author-

ity of Genesis, that woman was created for man, to be

a helpmeet at his side, and not conversely, man created

for woman. In one of the standard works on Catholic

theology, recently published, I find the statement that

it belongs to the husband to be the ruler in the home,

on the ground that woman is physically and intellec-

tually the feebler of the two. And the same statement,

almost in identical language, I find in a leading work on

Protestant theology. Finally, in the marriage service

of the Episcopal Church, we find that the minister

addresses the bridegroom in these words :
" Wilt thou

have this woman to be thy wedded wife, etc. ? Wilt

thou love her, comfort her, honor and keep her, etc. ?"

But when he addresses the bride he says :
*' Wilt thou

have this man to be thy wedded husband ? " and before

the words *' Wilt thou love him, honor and keep him ?
"

he inserts the words, '' Wilt thou obey him and serve

him ? " And when the bridegroom speaks he says :
" I

take thee to my wedded wife, to love and to cherish,

€tc." And when the bride speaks she is required to

say : "I take thee to my wedded husband, to love,

cherish and to obey, etc." Do not these words, taken

in connection with the past history of the Christian

doctrine of marriage, clearly show that, to this day, ac-
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cording to the accepted Christian theory, the husband is

regarded as the superior, the wife as the inferior ?

I have dwelt on this theory in order, by contrast, to

set forth my own views the more plainly. There are

two points at which I find myself differing from this

current Christian theory : First, I hold that the conjugal

relation, if rightly understood, is inherently holy—not

hallowed by some supposed supernatural afflatus com-

municated through the priestly blessing ; that it has

intrinsically the power of refining and exalting the char-

acter; that it can be and ought to be a school of virtue.

Secondly, I hold that that neither the wife should obey

the husband nor the husband the wife ; that neither the

one nor the other is to be regarded as the superior

or the inferior of the other; nor yet that they are

equal in the sense of being wholly alike, but that each

has a peculiar sphere of influence, and that these two

spheres are not indeed equal in the sense of being the

same in kind, but equivalent—that is, equal—in value.

I hold that there are fundamental differences which

distinguish the sexes in their mental and moral make-

up, and that marriage is designed to bring about the

co-relation of these differences, their mutual adapta-

tion and reconciliation in a higher harmony. Whether

my hearers will agree with me as to the ethical theory

of marriage, which I wish here to indicate rather than

to develop, depends upon whether they agree with me
as to the nature of these fundamental differences. I

shall proceed briefly to point out what I have in mind.

This is a subject which must be approached with dif-

fidence and in a reverential spirit. The last triumphant

achievement of the human race will be self-knowledge.
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Man will know the stars and their courses, his eye will

pierce the veil that shuts him out from the surrounding

universe, and he will go far in fathoming the intimate

secrets of Nature before he will ever be able to solve the

enigma of his own nature. That riddle will be the last

to be read. So, when we speak of the ultimate differ-

ences that distinguish man from woman, we touch upon

a matter in which there are depths below depths, and in

which, at best, only a few main points, that rise conspic-

uous to the surface, can be seized. I am convinced

that the present tendency to accentuate the qualities in

which the sexes are alike is only a temporary reaction

against the unjust discrimination in the past in favor of

men, for the differences are more important than the

similarities. I am convinced that the more attention is

turned to this subject—and it is only beginning to be

carefully considered—the more distinctly will these dif-

ferences be delineated
;
yes, I believe that, as evolution

progresses, new differences between the sexes will

emerge which do not yet appear, or exist only poten-

tially ; and that one of the fairest results of the devel-

opment of the human race will be the increasing differ-

entiation of the sexes, leading to ever new, ever more

complex, ever more subtle reciprocal adjustments in the

organization of wedded life.

Among the most common opinions as to the differ-

ences which actually subsist I mention the following

:

Woman's gift, it is said, is that of swift intuition
;

man's, that of sustained and strenuous reasoning.

Woman excels in the observation of details ; man, in

the apprehension of universal principles and in their ap-

plication. Woman particularizes ; man generalizes.
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Woman represents the element of emotion and impulse

in society; man, the intellectual element. None of

these distinctions are quite satisfactory. The last, espe-

cially, is manifestly unfair. On the one hand, woman's

mind, too, is capable of the greatest intellectual expan-

sion. Some women in the past have shown themselves

equal to the most difficult intellectual feats, and, if the

number of these has not been greater, it is but right to

remember that their opportunities for intellectual cultiva-

tion have been far inferior to those of men. On the

other hand, man, too, is capable of rich and varied

emotions. If he were not, how could we explain the

fact that the greatest interpreters of the emotional life,

the greatest masters of the arts of poetry and music,

have been men ?

To arrive at a more just conclusion, to get a positive

footing, let us inquire what actually has been the influ-

ence of average woman in human society, and what has

been the influence of rare and exceptional women on

some of the most eminent of men. If we find that both

sorts of influences coincide, that they differ only in de-

gree, and not in kind, then we may permit ourselves to

believe that our estimate, if not entirely adequate, is at

least correct as far as it goes.

The influence of women on men in the past, it seems

to me, has been chiefly three-fold. In the first place,

they have called out the slumbering energies of men,

have put men on their mettle. He who remembers

what a handicap to progress the vis inertice is, will

realize the capital importance of any influence in human

society which is capable of overcoming this inertia, this

indisposition to put forth effort. Woman's influence has
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been a main factor of progress from this point of view.

Even among the lower animals we find that the males

display their fiercest prowess in those contests of which

the females are the prizes ; and that birds exhibit their

most gorgeous plumage and pour forth their most en-

trancing song in the season of courtship. In the human
world the praise of woman has been an incentive of a

still more potent kind and in a far higher way. In the

Bible we read that when Saul and David returned from

their terrible struggle with the hostile Philistines, it was

the women who apportioned the meed of praise to the

victors, singing :
** Saul has slain his thousands ; David

his ten thousands." And it was the relative dispraise

implied in this song that darkened the mind of the

king. In Sparta, when the soldier returned from the

war " neither with his shield nor upon it," but with-

out it, it was the scorn of the women that made hfe

to him intolerable. In the Middle Ages, again, what

deeds of daring were performed in the tournaments, by

the knights, under the eyes of women ! The stimulating

effect of woman's favor in spurring on ambition and

calling forth great deeds is too well known to require

comment. But it should be noted that in the humblest

walks of life the same effect has been and is perpet-

ually produced. The desire to be found worthy in

the eyes of some woman, to win her hand, her favor,

is one of the principal means of rousing young men to

initial efforts in the struggle of life, of disciplining

them in habits of industry and patient endeavor. And
the obligation of supporting a wife operates, later on,

in the same direction. The favor of women and the

dependence of women on men are thus important in-
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strumentalities toward overcoming that natural inertia

"which hinders progress.

The second influence which woman exerts is to make

men gentler. She has conquered, and tamed, and civil-

ized man by the strength that lies in her weakness. She

has taught men to respect rights which cannot be enforced^

Those who forget this leave out of account one of the

most important factors of human culture. Physically,

woman is at the mercy of man. In any conflict of

strength she is no match for him. What keeps man in

a certain awe of her ? It is admiration for her beauty,

and reverence for something in her that is greater than

beauty. It seems to be woman's mission to lead the

world upward morally. She does this largely by teach-

ing men that there are rights which they must respect,

on penalty of losing their self-respect. It has often been

said that no class can safely leave the protection of its

rights in the hands of another class ; that justice will

never be done to those who have not a share in the gov-

ernment—in other words, to those who cannot back up

their claims by bringing force to bear. I believe this to

be true of all classes, but not of the sexes. I do not

believe that woman requires a share in the government

in order that justice may be done to her. If the laws

formerly discriminated against her, it was because opin-

ion discriminated against her. As soon as opinion

changed the laws changed. The securing of their

property rights to women, the protection accorded

by factory legislation to women, the opening of the

gates of the professions, and of the higher institutions

of learning to women, have all been accomplished

without their having had a direct share in the gov-
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emment. I do not exclude, indeed, that they should

possess such a share on other grounds. I simply ex-

press my conviction that those are mistaken who think

that they can increase woman's influence for good by

teaching her, like man, to wield the instruments of

force in her own behalf. On the contrary, woman's

forte has always been to conquer without force, to

teach men to respect rights to the respecting of which

they cannot be constrained. Yes, the greatest good

she has conferred upon the world has been due to just

this teaching.

But the third factor of woman's influence is the high-

est. It is peculiarly woman's function in the moral

world to hold up the standard for man to which he

shall conform in his acts. She does not commonly

express this standard in abstract formulas. She re-

flects it in her ways, and in what she approves or dis-

approves of Woman is the appointed guardian of the

unwritten law. Let courts of justice protect the written

law ; she preserves the unwritten law. She is keenly

aware, by a sort of instinct, of what is right to be done.

She insists that it be done. It is for this reason that

the teachings of mothers are often so much more

effectual than those of fathers. It is the voice of tra-

dition, the voice of humanity, the conscience of man-

kind pregnant with implicit truths which it would be

impossible perhaps to make explicit, that speaks from

the lips of mothers. It is more often the voice of the

individual understanding that speaks from the lips of

fathers. And the former has infinitely more weight

than the latter. But of course there are two sides

to this influence. The unwritten law is made up
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partly of moral elements, partly of custom and social

convention ; and the influence of women, therefore,

who cling to what is customary is likely to be both

evil and good— evil in so far as they are apt to

take the conservative side blindly, to maintain what-

ever is traditional merely because it is so
;
good be-

cause, among the traditions which they support, the

moral traditions are particularly dear to them. It is

evident, from what has been said, that we are not to set

up woman in an extravagant fashion as a divinity. If

she holds up the standard, the standard may be faulty

and require correction ; it may be narrow and re-

quire expansion. But this I take to be the right rela-

tion between the sexes, these the offices which they

can render one another, that woman shall call out the

slumbering energies of man, his inmost capabilities

;

that she shall teach him to submit to a law which is

not sanctioned by force ; and that, in matters of the

intellect, as well as of morals, she shall become his

guide—not by a formulated code, but by the things

that she approves or disapproves. And that con-

versely it is man's function, by his influence upon her

mind, to enlarge and widen and raise ever higher the

standard by which she is to judge him.

Think of the immense broadening of woman's sphere

that is implied in the position thus indicated. Nothing

short of the very best education that the universities

can give is required in order that she may fitly fill this

role of judging the intellectual pursuits of men, of crit-

ically estimating the intellectual ends they work for, and

of suggesting to them other, higher targets ; of prevent-

ing men from becoming one-sided in their mental life by
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over-specialism, and of keeping the various sciences

themselves in touch with the needs of life. I take this

last to be perhaps the deepest expression of woman's

peculiar mission. Woman is the cherisher of life. In

her bosom the life of the race is perpetuated. And it

is her peculiar office, in the intellectual realm also, to

make good the claims of life. At the present day, for

instance, the natural sciences, or, at least, many of the

scientists, have reached conclusions by which mankind

cannot live, conclusions which conflict with the hopes, the

aspirations, the needs of the human race. When woman
shall come to play her distinctive part in the sciences,

when the differentiae of sex shall be accentuated in the

scientific realm, we may expect that her influence will

show itself precisely in preventing such aberrations.

She is to stand, as I think, for the total point of view.

Her supreme function is that of criticism, not only of

negative criticism but of positive criticism. I do not

mean that she shall impertinently interfere with the search

for truth by pressing the so-called claims of the heart,

but rather that she will judge of the results which

science reaches, and, if they are not such as men can

live by, that she will rightly insist on treating them as

provisional, as not yet representing the highest form of

truth.

And, in like manner, woman will require the broadest

possible understanding of the social problems of our day

if she is to help us by setting up a standard of action with

respect to these problems ; if she is to expound for us the

unwritten law of conduct in the domain of social ethics.

A woman of such a kind, a woman who has grasped

the tendencies of science and is able to direct them to-
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ward what should be their remoter goal, who sees the

trend of social evolution and is able to indicate, even

though it be in merest outline, the path along which it

should move, and who thus discharges the function of

positive criticism, would not be less than an Aristotle, or

a Kant, or a Spencer, but possibly greater than these.

What in them is knowledge would, in her, be fused into

wisdom. What in them is understanding would, in her,

be ripened into insight. But in truth the relation which

I have described is a reciprocal one. In such relation-

ships there can be no question of inferiority or superior-

ity. And the Christian theory is here transcended. Not

woman is to obey man any more than man is to obey

woman. Not man alone is to be the savior of woman,

but woman, also, the savior of man, intellectually as

well as morally. The influence of each is necessary to

the other. Each performs a function different from that

of the other, but indispensable to that other. Whatever

is achieved is their joint attainment.

Has there ever been, as a matter of fact, any such in-

fluence exerted? Let me choose two examples from

two great lives, the one that of Michelangelo, the other

that of Goethe. During his last sojourn in Rome,

Michelangelo met Vittoria Colonna. She was the widow
of the famous conqueror of Pavia, the Marquis Pescara.

She was the daughter of a proud and ancient house.

Pope and Emperor distinguished her with their favor.

Princes vied in vain for her hand. She had been, in

younger years, of rare beauty. She was reputed the

first among the many poetesses whom Italy produced

in the age of the Renaissance. When Michelangelo

met her, he had already achieved those masterpieces by
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which he has become immortal. He had painted the

frescoes of the Sistine Chapel. He had carved his

Moses and the Slaves, and the tomb of the Medici in San

Lorenzo. He was on the summit of his renown, and he

was well advanced in years—in his sixtieth year. The
verses, therefore, which he addressed to Vittoria, and in

which he celebrates her power over him, are not to be

regarded as the extravagances of a romantic imagination,

but rather as the sober utterances ofa sincere nature. And
what does Vittoria do for Michelangelo according to his

testimony ? Precisely the thing which, as we have seen,

it is in the nature of women to do for men ; which ordi-

naiy women do in a more ordinary way, and exceptional

women do in an exceptionally complete and beautiful

way. She challenges him to his highest performance.

She sets him tasks. His chisel and his brush are active

in her service, and, as he expresses it in one of his son-

nets, the best he can accomplish seems poor to him

compared with the divine grace which rains from her

spirit—that " divino spirito di cui era inamorato." Thus

she helps his mental development by what she suggests,

by what she exacts. And on the side of character, too,

she helps him, as he himself tells us in that sonnet, in

which he likens himself to an unfinished model in clay

which is by her perfected ; she adding what is missing,

and, with sharp file, removing what is redundant, and

reining in his all too fiery impulses, and strengthening

him always by her trust in him, her appreciation of him
;

as, when he brought her his wonderful painting of the

Crucifixion, in which the angel Michael, the most beau-

tiful figure of the group, is seen standing at one side of

Christ—she, with a sweet play upon his name, said that
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the angel Michael, whom he had painted so worthily,

should one day yield his place in Paradise to him

—

Michelangelo.

And my other example is taken from the life of

Goethe. Goethe said that he owed what he was to two

persons—to Shakespeare, among the dead, and to Char-

lotte von Stein, among the living. And what were the

things, according to his own account, that she did for

him ? Precisely the same things which we have set forth.

He says :

'

' Thou didst scan each feature of my being,

Note of every inmost nerve the thrill.

Thou didst read me with thy glance, far-seeing,

Who, to others, am impenetrable still.

Thou didst moderate the hot blood's headlong force.

Thou didst guide aright my wild and erring course."

In other words, mentally she helped him by understand-

ing him and teaching him to understand himself; and

morally she helped him by ** moderating the hot blood's

headlong force."

And now I have reached the end ; and yet I have

only spoken of the relations of men and women in gen-

eral, of what they ought to do for each other, and be to

each other, and not of husbands and wives in particular.

But the application is easily made. The wife is just the

one woman who can best perform these high offices for

her husband, decipher his soul, discover what qualities

are latent in him, read his defects in the light of his pos-

sible excellence, spur him on to his best performance,

sustain him by her faith when he fails, and when he

succeeds and gains the world's applause help him to

rate such applause at its proper worth, and to aspire
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beyond it toward aims that rise above the common
approbation. And the husband, on his side, renders

a similar service to the wife, by helping her to become

such a woman as she aspires to be, as she may be.

And only those who are linked together in life-long

companionship, in the bond of love, only two that are

become as one, can do this and be this one to another.

Such is the spiritual meaning of marriage as it appeals

to me. Glad should I be if it appeals to you also ; and

happy, indeed, if I may have contributed toward mag-

nifying in your eyes a relationship than which, if it be

rightly understood, none can be more favorable to in-

ward growth and inward development, and none purer

—pure as angels' salutations !



A SUMMARY OF THE MORE RECENT
VIEWS CONCERNING THE BIBLE.—I.*

BY WALTER L. SHELDON.

I.—THE ENGLISH BIBLE.

What we have before us for our study is not a book,

but a whole literature. It is we of later times who have

named this ''The Bible." In early times it went under

no such title. It was " Ta Biblia," " The Books," for in

the early ages the people well knew what they had was

a sacred "literature."

For a man of the present day, with education or cult-

ure, not to know about the Bible implies downright

stupidity. No other set of books of any literature or of

any race has ever begun to have the influence which has

been exerted on the civilized world by the Bible. And
this is as true of civihzation to-day as of a thousand

years ago ; even if the people read it much less nowa-

days than formerly.

Furthermore, in no other literature do we have such

an opportunity for tracing almost in a continuous line the

advance of the human mind in the direction of ethics.

It is through the growth of the Bible, part by part, that

we see how the evolution of the religious consciousness

has been along ethical lines. But we cannot understand

this unless we have a clear outlme of the history of the

The contents of this and the ensuing number of Ethical Addresses

will be found to be made up of condensed statements from a series of eight

lectures by the author on " The Bible from the Standpoint of the Higher

Criticism."

(37)
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various portions of this literature in the chronological

order of their development.

It is the new scholarship, to my mind, which has

given us back the Bible, and which is going to make it

of more interest to the average reader, and in certain

ways more popular and more influential than it ever has

been before. And this will be done by the new schol-

arship of our day, by giving us that sacred literature

just as it stands, rid of all the conflicting philosophy

which has been forced into it, free of the fanciful theo-

ries which it has been made to prove—presenting it to

us as it originally stood before it had been mangled by

sects or sectarianism.

Why is it that at the present time the average man of

culture knows more about his Shakespeare than his

Bible?

It is deplorably true and perplexes many a thoughtful

person. But the reason for it is on the surface. It is

because people have not been taught how to read or

study their Bible, while they have been taught how to

read and study their Shakespeare. They may have

their Dante clubs, or their classes for the study of

Goethe ; they may organize a movement for investi-

gating the literature of the Buddhists ; they will come

together in numbers to read and discuss Shakespeare

—

all this with downright pleasure. But when it comes to

^' Bible classes," more often it is not pleasure but duty

which brings them together. Yet the literature of the

Bible is greater than your Dante, your Buddhism, or

your Shakespeare. You cannot understand the most

ordinary facts of history unless you know something

about the Bible.

I
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The trouble has been that conventional theories have

ruled in the matter, and on that account have made the

Bible oftentimes dry and uninteresting as a study. We
have been going on the theory that it was all just one

book and all parts of it equally valuable, equally

instructive and equally inspired. It has been too often

the custom to treat the Bible as if it had appeared all at

one time, every part written with reference to every

other part and all making one compact whole. But if

you will read it and study it as you would the philoso-

phies of Greece or the literature of England, and see it

as a growth, then you will get your Bible back again.

I do not think that it can be doubted that the Eng-

lish Bible was the forerunner of democracy. If we have

republican institutions in the United States of America,

if we have a free ballot, if there is an opportunity for us

to manage our own affairs to some extent as a people,

if we still rest our faith on the Declaration of Indepen-

dence—^then we may safely assert that all this has come

more than anything else through the direct or indirect

influence of the English Bible.

When the English Bible went broadcast to the world,

democracy, at some time or another, was inevitable.

In other translations the effect is the same elsewhere.

At this day, the Bible is breeding the democratic spirit

in Russia, and the Czar, pious soul that he is, scarcely

knows what to make of it. It is setting up each man as

an individual, making him in a way an institution by

himself

We have rightly named the volume in popular use

nowadays the " English " Bible. Oftentimes it is a

paraphrase rather than a translation. Only in part does
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it correspond to the original Bible. Its divisions into

chapters and verses, its columns of reference, the head

lines at the top of the pages, the dates at the corners of

each page, the topics at the head of each chapter—all

this was not in the Scriptures in their original form.

But this book to-day, the English Bible, has become

part and parcel of the language, the music, the thought,

the very soul of the English-speaking world. We talk

in it even if we have never read a line of it. We breathe

its atmosphere, reading it in other books or other litera-

ture without knowing it, or when, perhaps, we have

never directly looked upon one of its pages.

We speak of the English Bible as being the King

James version, as if the translation belonged to the

beginning of the seventeenth century. But that is all a

mistake. There have been only three great English

translations of the Bible, and not one of them was the

King James version. Our Bible, in popular use to-day,

is the lineal descendant from the translation made by

William Tyndale sixty years before the so-called " au-

thorized " version was given forth to the world. Of the

other two great translations, the one was made by John

Wycliffe in quaint English, which would scarcely be in-

telligible now, about the middle of the fourteenth cen-

tury. The other, and a most important one, which peo-

ple ought to know more about, was the " Rheims and

Douay" version, made under Roman Catholic auspices

on the Continent of Europe by refugees from England

in the reign of Queen Elizabeth.

But it was William Tyndale, more than any other one

man, who gave to the world the English Bible. There

have been other translations for scholars, and these have
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appeared in many forms during the last 200 years. The

greatest of them all is just now appearing at the close of

the nineteenth century in what goes under the name

of ** Polychrome " Bible. In this work we are getting

the parts of each section in the Bible arranged on a

scheme of colors, so that we can see to what age each

part belonged and what parts came from the same author

or the same epoch.

But a translation made for the scholars will never be

the Bible of the people. Even the " revised version,"

as it is now called, which was put forth a few years ago,

has been a practical failure. It is stated on good author-

ity that not one per cent, of the English Bibles sold at

the present time are of that new version. The trouble

of it was that the translators made too few changes for

the scholars and too many changes for the minds or

ears of the people. On this score my sympathy is with

the people. In spite of its greater accuracy, this new
version will not triumph over the old, because it lacks

the music of the old version.

II.—THE ORIGINAL BIBLE.

A long while ago—I do not know the exact date

—

some remains of sea shells were found near a mountain

top. "How did they come there?" it was asked.

" Why," it was answered, " they were put there in order

to perplex the scholars and lead them to make fools of

themselves." The scholars smiled and said nothing.

But they set to work to understand and explain it. Then
they gave their reply :

" The mountain top at one time

had been at the bottom of the sea, and that is how the

sea shells got there." At first, to these assertions, there
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was scorn and laughter. But now it is all settled beyond

any doubt, and the fact is even taught in the school

books. By means of such misplaced facts, as it were,

the remote records found on the earth's surface, or

underneath it, by means of such fossils, the scholar has

been able to read the story of the earth, and trace it

back for millions of years.

"What has this to do with the Bible?" you ask.

Why, I reply, a great deal. It was just by this same

method that the scholar has been reading the history

of the Bible. The misplaced passages or misplaced

facts are there, too, in great numbers, and it had been a

story perplexing to many a thoughtful person. But by

means of those very passages the new scholarship has

been able to trace up the growth or evolution of the

Bible. In a certain respect we know more definitely

concerning the development of many parts of it than we

know about the development or appearance of the plays

of Shakespeare.

It has been a fascinating revelation and has given an

interest to the Bible which many people had never felt

before. In a word, it has given them their sacred litera-

ture back again by restoring to them the original Bible.

But how has it been done ? In what way could the

new scholarship go back to the original Scriptures?

Consider the difficulties which they had to face. The

writings themselves were in dead languages—the New
Testament in Greek and the Old Testament in Hebrew.

The oldest manuscript of the Hebrew Bible dates from

the year looo or iioo A. D.—scarcely 900 years ago,

and 1 200 years or more after the last of that literature

was written. Until the middle of this century, the oldest

I
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complete manuscript of the Greek New Testament

dated from the sixth or seventh century—after the

birth of Christianity. Again, what is more, even the

manuscripts in existence were not always in accord.

To some extent they would vary in their texts, and it

was hard to make them agree. Besides this, and most

perplexing of all, in the original manuscripts when the

Bible had been written there were no punctuation marks,

not even a separation or space between words. The

reader of those days had to guess all that. And this is

the condition of the oldest manuscripts which have come

down to us. Fancy what it would mean if the original

text of Shakespeare had been without punctuation marks

and with the words all running together, not even sep-

arated by any spaces or form of division. Add to this

that the translations which had been made in early times

from the original Scriptures and which had been handed

down to us are found to be sadly out of accord with the

oldest Greek or Hebrew manuscripts now in existence.

Yet these translations are most valuable ; for the men
who made them were much nearer to the times when

the Bible had been written. All this surely was pain-

fully confusing to the scholars. But they set to work

nevertheless.

As good fortune would have it, about forty years ago

a new manuscript was found in an old monastery at Mt.

Sinai. It contained the whole of the New Testament in

Greek. As this was older and more complete than any-

thing which had been found for a long while, dating

from about 350 A. D., it gave a new starting point for

the higher criticism, and the manuscript became famous

as the ** Codex Sinaiticus." Yet it, too, for the most part.
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is without punctuation marks and with the words all

running together without division or spaces.

But besides this, it was necessar}- to more completely

master the history and conditions of the times when the

various books of the Bible had been written. The lan-

guages and customs of surrounding countries had to be

studied and the monuments explored. It became abso-

lutely essential to reproduce the historical setting for the

writers of the sacred Scripture.

At the time when the books of sacred Scripture were

written, people understood them well enough. But

since that time they have been encrusted over with tra-

ditions concerning them not contained in the text, but

which people have]come to look upon as being true, just

by force of habit. Tradition, for instance, had said that

there was one sublime book in the Bible all written by

the prophet Isaiah. But when the scholar comes to

study the book, if he goes according to that tradition,

he is utterly at a loss to know what to make of it. The

parts do not fit together, the style is not the same, the

language is not in keeping with the language of any one

particular epoch. And so the scholar goes to work

reverently, with painstaking care, and he finds that there

were five or six parts to this book, coming from epochs

separated by hundreds of years. Instead of there

having been one mind, there must have been five or six

minds through whom these sublime thoughts were given

forth to the world. To-day, with wonderful accuracy,

the new scholarship is able to take that book of Isaiah

apart, reconstruct it and give us the five or six real

books belonging there, each part by itself, so that the

whole work is replete with meaning such as it never
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could have had before. From this standpoint we can

read our book of Isaiah with intelligence and catch a

new glow from its inspiration.

And what has been the first result of the researches

of these scholars ? Why, it has been the discovery that

the order of the books of the sacred Scriptures or of the

parts of the books themselves, needed to be made over

again. The men who had received those wonderful

manuscripts, so full of sublime thought, had been sadly

careless in the way they had handled them or pieced

them together. Not Providence but human carelessness

has been responsible for the seeming confusion in the

Bible. And it is the new scholarship which is taking

away a great deal of that seeming confusion and mak-

ing those Scriptures intelligible to us.

I open my Bible and on the second page read the

story of the Garden of Eden. It is a beautiful story,

fascinating of its kind, and most instructive. According

to tradition this was the earliest part of the Scriptures

ever written. Then I go on toward the end of the Old

Testament until I come to the prophets, and begin to

read there. But how is it that not one of those great

prophets makes any allusion to Adam and Eve and the

Garden of Eden ? They talk about '* Moses," and the

"Crossing of the Red Sea" and the "Wilderness."

Why have they nothing to say about the first story in

the Bible? For the best reason in the world, the new
scholarship answers

; because in all probability most of

those prophets had never heard of it. This story, in its

present form, belongs to a later epoch and came into

the Scriptures after many of those prophets had written.
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Chronologically, it may belong near the end of the

Bible rather than at the beginning.

I turn again to the historical books of the Bible and

read some of the fascinating chapters concerning Saul

and David, contained in the Books of Samuel, and

the Books of Kings. Then I turn to another book

called Chronicles. But the accounts concerning David

and Saul in this other book are not always in accord

with what I find in Samuel and the Kings. Does this

mean that the authors of those books were intentionally

deceiving the world ? By no manner of means. To be

sure, in the order of the Scriptures these books stand

along side by side. But in point of date, they are hun-

dreds of years apart.

What about the book of Jonah ? It is true that in this

book there is a story of a big fish swallowing a man,

and how the man came out alive in spite of the ex-

perience. To most of us, I assume, this has been the

important feature of that book in the Bible. ** Jonah
"

has not been made much of by thoughtful people who
wanted to find a spiritual significance in their Bible.

Now I want to remind such persons that the new schol-

arship has shown this book of Jonah to be one of the

most wonderful chapters in all the sacred Scriptures and

one that conveys the profoundest spiritual thought they

can possibly desire.

In the first place, in order to understand this, ask

yourself when was the book written ? You turn to

tradition—mind, I say tradition and not the book itself

—

and it assures you that it was written about somewhere

in the ninth century B. C. All that is very interesting

but very perplexing if you happen to know much about
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the history of those times. The spiritual point has

almost no meaning for the ninth century.

And what is more, our scholars look at the language

of the book. It is in Hebrew, to be sure. But they

find there at times a certain " Aramaic " phraseology.

What is to be made of this ? In the ninth century

B. C. the Aramaic language had not come down into

Palestine among the Israelites. The author is using

terms which belong to the third and fourth century and

not to the eighth and ninth century B. C.

This is enough to settle the fact once for all. We
know now pretty definitely when the book was written.

However, in order to understand its meaning, suppose we

ask ourselves concerning the conditions of mind at that

time. We know how the teachers and the priesthood

were working with might and main in that age to em-

phasize in the highest degree the distinction between Jew

and Gentile, in order to encourage a feeling of scorn and

contempt for other races. We are aware how race

was being made the crucial point, in religion, and

how this was narrowing the religion of Judaism and

threatening to make it a dead force so far as the future

of civilization was concerned. But it so happened that

while that narrow sect was working in one direction, a

small school was working toward an opposite attitude.

And of this school was the author of the book of Jonah.

The hero of the tale had been sent to prophesy against

the wicked people of Nineveh and to warn them of a

coming destruction. The people repented and then

Providence forgave Nineveh and did not destroy it. And
the prophet was angry and humiliated because the ruin

he had foretold was not realized. And there came the
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sublime answer to the hero, overwhelming his narrow

prejudices and putting him to shame :
" God said to

Jonah, Thou hast had pity on the gourd, for the which

thou hast not labored neither madest it to grow, which

came up in the night and perished in the night ; and

should not I have pity on Nineveh, that great city
;

wherein are more than sixscore thousand persons that

cannot discern between their right hand and their left

hand?"

And what does this mean ? Why, it is as plain as the

sunlight. The author points with his finger upward and

exclaims :
" Almighty God knows naught of your Jew,

of your Gentile. Your race distinctions, your sense of

superiority, that may be good or bad according to cir-

cumstances. But all that is a human affair. In the eye

of the Omnipotent there is only one race, one human
creature, one brotherhood."

This is the whole point of the story. Already, by

three centuries, the author of Jonah had anticipated the

great thoughts of Jesus and showed us the turning point

in the world's history, from the belief in a God of one

race or people, to a belief in a God of all races and all

all peoples.

II.—THE BIBLE AND HISTORY.

Does the Bible teach history ? one asks. Yes, we

answer, most emphatically it does teach history. The

new scholarship has settled that beyond any doubt. The

former theory of certain radicals that the Bible was a

book of fabrications is all silly nonsense. If you wish

to read history, obey the old mandate—Search the

Scriptures.
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And what kind of history does it teach ? is one's sec-

ond query. As to that, first and sublimely, it is the one

literature where more than anywhere else in the world

you can see how man slowly and sublimely came to find

out the ethical God, the God of righteousness. You see

it written there, the evolution of the moral or religious

consciousness in its many stages from the crude to the

sublime. I do not mean to say that it is an easy matter

for any person to open the Scriptures and read this, see-

ing it all just as it stands. In reading literature, or his-

tory, just as in reading or interpreting the rocks and

fossils of the earth as records of the past, a man must

bring a certain degree of intelligence to bear upon it ; he

must have some knowledge of the handwriting.

What about the matchless story, for instance, concern-

ing the sacrifice of Isaac ? Does it necessarily mean

that there was a man with the particular name of Abra-

ham, who had a particular son Isaac, and went to a par-

ticular place called Moriah, where a particular ram was

substituted in place of the sacrifice of his own son to his

God? Not necessarily. This may or may not have

been true. This history is a record not so much of a

person as of an event, an important epoch in history. It

means that at a certain age somewhere back in the past,

the human consciousness began to grow refined and be-

come more spiritualized. And at that time there was a

transition to animal sacrifice in place of the blood offer-

ing of a human sacrifice.

The standpoint which I am unfolding to you is called

the Development Theory. It means that portions of

the books of the Sacred Scripture lie there like strata,

representing the stages or growth in the moral or re-
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ligious consciousness of mankind. In different places in

the Bible you find different stages of growth in spiritual

knowledge. Read certain passages in the Old Testament

and they indicate to us how far along the religious con-

sciousness of man had advanced at the time when those

passages were written.

First and supremely, bear in mind that the books of

the Bible teach more about the history of the times

at which the books were written than, about those times

concerning which the books were written. The history

is all there. It only requires accurate scholarship to

make use of it.

The year 586 B. C. holds as one of the great dates of

history, ranking perhaps next in importance to that of

the Christian era. Around that former date centers the

history of the Bible. The rise of what we call the Sa-

cred Scriptures is connected with the first fall of Jerusa-

lem. It is to that epoch, including the exile of the Jews

at Babylon and the restoration of Jerusalem, that the

new scholarship refers the establishment of the great

Jewish Church, which in former times was attributed to

the period of Moses, nine hundred years before. On this

point the scholars are pretty well in accord. The Books

of the Law which had been thought to belong to the time

when the Israelites were wandering in the wilderness, are

now looked upon as belonging to an epoch centuries

later. In round numbers we may fix the date for the es-

tabhshment of a canon of Sacred Scriptures as the year

444 B. C. All that elaborate ceremonialism, with the

rites and forms of the Jewish Church such as we come

upon at the time of Jesus—the temple worship, the ex-

clusive regard for the sacredness of the city of Jerusa-
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lem, the excessive emphasis on the observance of the

Sabbath, the sacrificial offerings—all these things are

now looked upon mainly as centering around that

period connected with the fall and restoration of Jeru-

salem.

It was seen that the historic books of the Bible had

gone through a series of revisions long before a canon

of Sacred Scripture had been adopted by the Jewish

Church. A most striking illustration of such revision

can be seen in the growth or development of the Deca-

logue. Most of these scholars are now agreed that the

Ten Commandments in their original form stood each in

one short sentence, running adozit as follows : Thou shalt

have none other gods before me ; thou shalt not make

unto me a graven image ; thou shalt not take the name

of the Lord thy God in vain ; remember the Sabbath

Day to keep it holy ; honor thy father and thy mother
;

thou shalt do no murder ; thou shalt not commit adultery
;

thou shalt not steal ; thou shalt not bear false witness
;

thou shalt not covet. This appears to have been the first

form of the Ten Commandments. If they came from

Moses, they came from him in about that language,

—

although the second one about ** images " may not have

belonged to the original group, but have been introduced

later on. Yet as a matter of fact, more than one of

these scholars assure us that the Decalogue, even in

this simple form, did not come into existence until four

or five hundred years after the death of Moses. On that

point, justice must rest in abeyance for awhile.

But be that as it may, we see how a number of these

Commandments were expanded ; how the one concern-

ing the Sabbath Day was developed by a long addition.
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as we find it in the Book of Exodus. And when we

turn to Deuteronomy, this same commandment is still

more enlarged and also somewhat modified fi-om the

form in which it stands in Exodus. Here, therefore, we

see three changes or stages of growth in the Decalogue.

Furthermore, the scholars find a number of other sets

of Ten Commandments or Decalogues contained in the

early books of the Bible. The one we make so much
of and regard with such reverence, only gradually came

into this supreme position, taking rank above all the

others.

When efforts were made to explain this series of revi-

sions of the historic books in the Bible it was thought

by many persons that these books had grown up by a

series of changes or alterations in the text, by which the

writers readapted the language and sentiment to the new

stages of culture. But this view has been partially

abandoned, and the standpoint which now appears to be

recognized by this new scholarship is the one known as

the " Document " theory. In other words, it means that

what we have in those books mainly consists of the orig-

inal documents themselves not so materially modified or

altered as has been supposed, but rather pieced together

with other documents and added to by means of expla-

nations, in a series of revisions down to the fourth cen-

tury before the Christian era. It has been the work of

the scholars to go back and take the books in their pres-

ent form to pieces carefully, thoughtfully and most rev-

erently ; separating the various documents and locating

them at the epoch when those documents probably were

written.

The Pentateuch is a sublime monument of historic rec-
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ords. It will be quoted by the scholars for historic pur-

poses as never before. To be sure, it may tell us less

about the time of Moses than was supposed.

We can trace the thread of three or four documents

running from Genesis clear through the Book of Joshua.

Sometimes they can be identified by the special names

used for the Deity, or by other phraseology. We can

see where there are two accounts of the same event

showing how the compiler introduced the passages from

various sources. But the history is there just the same

to those who know how to read and interpret it. It was

but natural that, when the great Jewish Church was

finally established, the custom should have grown up

of tracing what is found in the Pantateuch back to the

days of Moses. This was done in the spirit of reverence

for the mighty leader who had founded the Hebrew

State.

Only to those who are superficial observers or readers

need it seem as if this was a method of tearing the Bible

to pieces. On the contrary, to the thoughtful person it

is a magnificent reconstruction of the Bible.

And where does Moses come in, one asks, in accord-

ance with this theory ? Surely the question is meaning-

less. In a spiritual sense, it all dates back to Moses,

He gave the spirit for it by the foundations he laid for

the Jewish Church when he led the Israelites out of

Egypt into the Wilderness of Sinai. Seldom in history

of the remote past has it happened that the man who
gave the impulse or spirit to a movement also wrote the

words for it. No, the words came a long time after.

They cannot take shape until the people who have re-

ceived that impulse have developed up to a certain point
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of culture or civilization. Then the mighty impulse

started by the original leader comes into form and

language. Thus came the Jewish State and still more the

great Jewish Prophets. But it all started with Moses.

IV.—THE BIBLE AND PROPHECY.

In dealing with the books of the " Prophets " in

the Bible, the new scholarship has had a problem

quite different from that which presents itseJf in deal-

ing with the historic books. It has been not so

much a question of fixing the right dates for the proph-

ecies, or determining their authorship, as it has been of

interpreting their meaning. It has taken a long while

for men to come clearly to a conception of the fact that

in its original sense prophecy did not apply especially to

the gift of foretelling the future. The term which has

been applied to those books has more and more been

recognized as a misnomer. They are not prophecies,

but ethical judgments. They are fulminations of the

moral sense rather than a forecasting of coming events.

In its original sense the name " prophet " did not mean

one who reveals the secrets of the future. Those men
were talking less of the future than of the present, pour-

ing forth judgments and denunciations upon the iniqui-

ties of the people. And the people had no relish for it.

While it has been established that a number of the

books of the prophets came from many more authors

than their titles would suggest, and belonged to a wider

period of time than had formerly been supposed, yet

they are for the most part original documents, coming

straight from the men who wrote them.

The great point of discovery had been that, contrary
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to the tradition of former times, the established Jewish

Church, which had been attributed to Moses, really came

after the great prophets instead of before them, belong-

ing to a time connected with the destruction and restora-

tion of Jerusalem, 400 or 500 years before the Christian

era.

We can see, too, that when they did talk of the

future, it has been an error to assume that the judg-

ments of the prophets related to distant times. They

were addressing their own generation and speaking of

judgments or hopes which would be realized speedily

and not a thousand years hence. The same mistake has

been made with regard to the book of prophecy called

" Revelations," in the New Testament. We know now

that it referred to times and conditions connected with

the Roman Empire and not to anything pertaining to

the nineteenth century.

The burden of the prophecy of the Old Testament for

the most part was monotonous, exasperating and mourn-

ful. It was woe, woe, woe—one long wail of woe. The

people cried, " Let us alone !" But the new prophets

would not let them alone.

In dealing with these solemn teachings of the proph-

ets, we are striking the turning point of human his-

tory. The origin of the ethical religion of the nine-

teenth century begins in that age. Whence came it ?

one asks. Humanly speaking, there is no answer. You
cannot explain it. The incentive to it, like the incentive

to all intense thinking and philosophizing on a profound

scale, came from impending calamity. The mutterings

of the storm from the distant east, which was to break

over Palestine, could already be heard. And the pro-
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phets were the ones to interpret them. As Zephaniah

exclaims: "The great day of the Lord is near. It is

near and hasteth greatly, even the voice of the day of

the Lord. That day is a day of wrath, a day of trou-

ble and distress, a day of wasteness and desolation, a

day of darkness and gloominess, a day of clouds and

thick darkness."

We can only appreciate the import of these utterances

by grasping fully the significance of the antithesis be-

tween priest and prophet. While the established Jew-

ish Church had not come, there was a priesthood, cere-

monialism, religious rites, altars and sacrifices. The
voice of the priesthood was for custom or tradition. It

rested on the cry, ,** Thus said Moses." But the voice

of the prophet was direct and personal, with the cry,

"Thus saith the Lord." Both institutions, the priest

and the prophet, have been essential to the development

of civilization. Yet their functions have been radically

unlike.

And what was the first burden of the new cry of the

prophet? Strangely enough, it was practical to the

very core. It was a voice of judgment against the

oppression of the poor, as the prophet spoke :
" For as

much as ye trample upon the poor and take exactions

from him of wheat, ye shall build houses of hewn stone,

but ye shall not dwell in them
;
ye have planted pleas-

ant vineyards, but ye shall not drink the wine thereof.

Wherefore would ye have the day of the Lord ? It is

darkness and not light—even very dark, and no bright-

ness in it."

As we read on and on, in the sublime utterances of

these prophets, it comes over to us more and more that
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there are but two keynotes in that long array of solemn

warnings or judgments. Over and over again it is the

same cry. The first of those keynotes was the new

interpretation put upon what constituted right worship

of God. And this was the turning point. At about

the year 750 B. C, in that small country of Palestine,

there was an earthquake in religious thought, and there

came what was perhaps the greatest revolution in the

world-history of religion. The bold language of the

prophet burst forth with the assertion that right conduct

or right living, and not altars, sacrifices, prayers or cere-

monies, constituted the kernel of true religious service.

Nowhere in the world's literature do we find such thun-

der tones as in these fulminations of the prophets, against

substituting outward observance, prayer or ritual, in the

place of honest life, as a true worship of God. And
the cry went forth from Isaiah :

** To what purpose is

the multitude of your sacrifices to me ? Bring me no

more vain oblations. Wash you, make you clean
;
put

away the evil of your doings from before mine eyes.

Cease to do evil ; learn to do well." Where else can

we find a surer basis for the foundation of a true ethical

religion ?

First came a number of the so-called ** minor

"

prophets, such as Amos and Hosea, of whose writings

only fragments have survived. Then appeared the

giants of prophecy, the first Isaiah, and after him Jere-

miah, who witnessed the destruction of Jerusalem.

During the exile comes Ezekiel in whom the prophetic

spirit is giving way to the priestly spirit. But again it

flames up in all its old grandeur in the " second " Isaiah

as the exile was nearing its end.
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But the other keynote is larger in its significance,

universal in its scope, sublime in its insight. It offers

us a philosophy of history ; it gives the foundation of

the science of Sociology. In a word, it was the prophet

of Israel who pointed out explicitly the fact that nations

also rise or fall in the long run, according to their moral

character ; that there is a moral character for the race

or nation as well as for the individual person. "The
nation that sinneth, it shall die."

/' God fights on the side of that army which has the

most artillery," has been the doctrine of the worldling.

But that whole theory found another interpretation

when the prophet intimated that the nation, in the long

run, which has the most ''artillery"—in a universal

sense—will be the one which cultivates justice and

honor and obeys the unwritten laws of right which

know no change.

It almost frightens us to see the boldness with which

the prophets turned to their own nation and said, ** You
have got just what you deserved." We see how true

was the theory of the prophet in the application we
make of it to later times as we watch the way the

Roman Empire went to pieces because it became rotten

to the core. We see how the same fate hangs over the

Turkish Empire of to-day, and for the same reasons.

We trace the decay and collapse of the early Israelitish

Kingdom owing to the same causes. Twenty-five cen-

turies ago the Hebrew prophet was teaching what the

new science of Sociology asserts at the present day

:

" O house of Israel, cannot I do with thee as this potter

doeth with the clay, saith the Lord. Behold as the clay

in the potter's hands, so are ye in my hands, O house of
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Israel. At what instant I shall speak concerning a

nation, and concerning a kingdom, to build and to plant

it ; if it do evil in my sight that it obey not my voice,

then I will repent of the good wherewith I said I would

benefit it." It was the language of Jeremiah with his

''thus saith the Lord."

To be sure, it may be observed that there is a good

deal in all this about the " Lord" in the prophets, and

some may say that they are not interested in the Lord.

But if not, it is high time they were.

In the prophets the name of the Lord stands in a uni-

versal sense for a force, call it by what name you will,

or attach what personality or impersonality to it you

may please—a force which individuals or nations cannot

dodge or escape from. It stands there for a unit of

force which controls the events of history in the long

run according to ethical principles, and works out those

principles by an inevitable law.

And yet there was one thread running through the

prophets which gives another important significance to

all their utterances. At the very time when it would

seem as if they had reached the heights of their lan-

guage of fury, at the very climax of their music of woe,

once and again we come upon a sudden turning, and

there begins to sound another keynote of hope or prom-

ise. It is contained in the allusion to " the remnant of

the righteous." An ideal had started which should not

die. The Israel of that day was to perish ; but there

was an ideal Israel which was to survive, living on in

that " remnant " and by and by to give rise to ** A New
Jerusalem."

In all the darkness of the storm, a ray of light was
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seen in the distance. The same prophet who speaks

with terror of the day of the Lord, is the one to say

:

" The remnant of Israel shall not do iniquity, nor speak

lies. Sing, O daughter of Zion ; shout, O Israel ; be

glad and rejoice with all the heart, O daughters of Jeru-

salem. The Lord hath taken away thy judgments ; he

hath cast out thy enemy. The king of Israel, even the

Lord, is in the midst of thee ; thou shalt not fear evil

any more."

It is in such a cry that we come upon the very kernel

or core of the teachings of the Bible. It is of the ideal

the prophets are thinking, a spiritual " kingdom of

heaven," which was to come on earth. And as we read

through those prophecies, chapter by chapter, page by

page, and take them altogether, they come to us like a

mighty symphony, as a music of the spheres, telling us

in sublime sentiments of the eternal law of right which

works itself out in the history of the ages : Let justice

run down like the waters and righteousness like a mighty

stream.



A SUMMARY OF THE MORE RECENT
VIEWS CONCERNING THE BIBLE.—II.

BY WALTER L. SHELDON.

v.—THE BELIEFS ABOUT "GOD" IN THE BIBLE.

If there is any one subject more fascinating than another

in the history of human thought, it is to be found in the

behefs of men about God. By means of those behefs

we are able to trace the steps in the growth of the moral

sense. When going back to the early times and study-

ing the evolutions of the mind of man, the best way to

find out what man thought about right and wrong is to

find out what he thought about God. It would seem to

be a law of history that man's idea of the Deity must

keep up with the growth of his moral sense. The human
soul will not admit that the God which it believes in

can be inferior to its own ethical ideal.

If the Bible is attractive to us more than any other vol-

ume of Hterature, it is just because we are able to follow up

in that book the stages through which these beliefs have

passed. They are all there from the lowest to the high-

est. It has been the work of the new scholarship to

show how the idea of God grew and expanded in the

Scriptures from the earliest times down to the age when
the Bible was completed.

At about the time 444 B. C, when a Jewish Church

was established in Jerusalem, and a Canon of Sacred

Law was coming to be adopted, we come upon a clear,

pure, supreme ethical-monotheism. It had not come

(61)
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from Greece, because the belief at Athens in a one God
was a doctrine of the philospher, not of the people. It

did not come from India ; because there, too, it was the

doctrine of the few, and furthermore had about it the

haziness which is associated with Pantheism. But this

belief in a one only God was the ethical belief of the

people themselves in the City of Jerusalem at the time

I am speaking of And we see it all plainly in the Bible
;

but we see it as a growth, passing from the earliest forms

down to the sublime monotheism of that new age.

I read, for instance, the language of the Psalmist

:

** Like as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord

pitieth them that fear him. For he knoweth our frame
;

he remembereth that we are dust. The Lord is full of

compassion, slow to anger and plenteous in mercy. He
will not always chide ; neither will he keep his anger

forever."

Is not that beautiful, and does it not go straight to the

heart ? But then I turn back to another song in the Book

of Judges. It is a war hymn and the spirit of the music

there is of another kind, as the song of Deborah ends

with the cry

:

*' So perish Thine enemies all, O Yahweh ! But be

Thy friends as the sun when he rises in power."

This, surely, is in another tone. It is the Vengeance-

God which we read of in the song of Deborah ; while

in the language of the Psalmist what we found was the

Mercy-God. How shall we explain it? Why, it is all

on the surface. That war-song belongs to the very ear-

liest portion of the Old Testament, whereas the beautiful

psalm from which I have quoted belongs to the very

latest portion. The Vengeance-God was the Deity of

the Children of Israel in the twelfth century B. C.
;
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while the Mercy-God was the Deity of the Children of

Israel in the fifth century B. C. There had been a lapse

of 600 years.

In this way, as we go back over the growth of the

mind of man on this sublime subject, we see the stages

through which it passed. First, there was the Ven-

geance-Deity of the earliest days, in the time of the

"Judges," then there was the Justice-Deity of the

" Prophets," and, lastly, the Love-God of the " Psalm-

ist." And thus we note the ethical changes in the God-

belief.

It is sublime, too, when we go back and watch the

changes of thought in the mind of man up to the final

point of belief in a one only God. We see how one of

the very names of the Deity in Hebrew literature had a

plural form, showing that in the prehistoric times the

Israelites had been polytheists. We discerned this in

the language of the first chapter of Genesis, in the way

the Deity is spoken of in the plural. To the patriarchs,

God may have been many rather than one. Then came

the mighty change in the eighth century, through the

prophets, ringing out in the cry that, for the Children of

Israel, there could be only one God, Yahweh, or
**
Jeho-

vah." Did this mean to the mind of the people, or even

to the prophet, at that time that there were no other

gods ? Not necessarily.

The second stage is the supremacy of the God of the

Israelites over all others, as we see it in the language of

the first commandment :
'' Thou shalt have no other

Gods before me." Not yet is the language precise, with

the assertion :
** I am the only God."

Lastly comes the ultimate stage of all, in the Prophet

Jeremiah, to whom the gods of the Canaanites had no
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existence and were as not. He it was who could say to

the people concerning those deities :

'• Be not afraid, for they cannot do evil ; neither is it

in them to do good."

Yet even at that time this was the voice of the pro-

phet only. It took another 200 years before it had

become the belief of the people, before they were able

to rid themselves of the fear of other gods, even while

they never doubted the supremacy of their own Deity,

Jehovah.

What a striking fact it is that the Children of Israel,

in the final age when their Bible was compiled, had come

to believe in an imageless God ! Around them every-

where was idolatry ; but in their temple was no image of

their Deity. The Being they worshiped was all spirit-

uality.

Had it always been so ? By no manner of means.

In that very temple itself were the evidences of a by-

gone idolatry. In the beautiful symbols which existed

within that sacred edifice, were the indications of an

earlier epoch when those objects were more than sym-

bols. The sacred " horns " at the altar pointed to a

time when Yahweh, the God of Israel, was worshiped

in the form of a bull. And we know that this bull-

worship had existed only a few hundred years before

among the Israelites in Palestine—not to them as a form

of idolatry, but as a true worship of the God of Israel.

What now was symbol, had once been fact to the

people.

I read the sublime language of the prophet, speaking

with regard to the temple at Jerusalem :

" Will God in very deed dwell on the earth ? Be-

hold the heaven and the heaven of heavens cannot
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contain thee, how much less this house that I have

builded!"

On the other hand, what about the ''ark," of which

we read so much in the Bible ? Had it not been wor-

shiped as if it were the actual abode of Yahweh, the

God of Israel ? Had the people not taken it into battle

with them, with the conviction that if it went before

them their God went with it and fought on their side ?

But this sublime speech of the prophet who compiled

the '* Book of Kings," which we have just quoted,

was written hundreds of years after the temple was

built. To the writer of these words the ark was only

a symbol, like the two tables of stone. But once, in

earlier times, it had been a fact rather than a symbol.

And thus we see how the mind of man went on grow-

ing in its conception of the true God.

Can we find anywhere in literature more solemn lan-

guage concerning Deity than we find in the poetry of

the Bible ? To the Psalmist and to the Prophet, Deity

is an invisible, supreme being, the author of all that is.

"It is he that sitteth upon the circle of the earth,

and the inhabitants thereof are as grasshoppers ; that

stretcheth out of the heavens as a curtain and spreadeth

them out as a tent to dwell in ; that bringeth princes to

nothing. He maketh the judges of the earth as vanity.

To whom will ye liken me, saith the Holy One."

What language more exalted concerning Deity is to

be found than this we meet with in the Prophet Isaiah ?

This is all spirituality. Yet we can see how this attitude

of mind had grown up little by little. Back in the dim

past we read of another standpoint. We turn to the

story of the giving of the Decalogue at Mount Sinai,
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where the language is more than poetry. There is a

realism of actual belief about it as we read

:

** And Mount Sinai was altogether on smoke because

the Lord descended upon it in fire. And when the voice

of the trumphet was louder and louder Moses spake and

God answered him by a voice. And all the people saw the

thunderings and lightnings and the voice of the trumpet

and the mountain smoking. And when the people saw

it they trembled and stood afar off and they said unto

Moses : Speak thou with us and we will hear, but let not

God speak with us lest we die."

In this we see the indications of that remote time far

back in history when the Children of Israel had thought

of their Deity as the God of the storm, and believed that

in very deed Mount Sinai was His abode. It was the

thunderbolt before which they trembled ; while in the

peals of thunder they heard the actual voice of their

Deity. But that was in the day when the human race

was yet in its childhood, a thousand years before the clear,

pure, sublime, ethical momotheism of the Bible had es-

tablished itself

By a long, slow process covering a thousand years of

time, from the days when Abraham had wandered as a

patriarch in Canaan, on into the time when the Children

of Israel were in their servitude in Egypt ; then through

the epoch of their wanderings in the wilderness of Sinai

;

and so on through the age of the Judges when they had

crossed the Jordan and stood in Palestine ; down through

the days of David and Solomon, up to the rise of proph-

esy, on through the exile—through it it all we trace the

steps of advance, from the Storm-God hovering over

Mount Sinai to the Spiritual-God of the Prophet ; from

the Vengeance-Deity of Deborah to the Love-God of the
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Psalmist ; from the many-gods of the hilltops to the one-

God of the Temple. It is all there, and in most beauti-

ful form, in the sublime records of the Bible.

VI.—THE MESSIANIC EXPECTATION.

It is in the word of the Second Isaiah, speaking near

the close of the exile, that we see the basis of a Messi-

anic Expectation :

" Comfort ye, comfort ye my people, saith your God.

Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem and cry unto her that

her warfare is accomplished, that her iniquity is pardoned,

that she has received of the Lord's hands double for all

her sins."

Yet this is not what that expectation meant to the peo-

ple of Jerusalem at the dawn of the Christian Era.

The historic books of the Old Testament, closed with

the year 444, at the time when a canon of Sacred

Scripture was first adopted and a Jewish church first es-

tablished. As yet, however, only about two-thirds or

three-fourths of the Old Testament had been written.

The last of its books were not to appear until about the

year 160 B. C. During that interval most of the Psalms

were written, the Book of Proverbs compiled, several ofthe

" Minor " prophecies appeared, and probably also the

Book of Job.

Our next important date in the history of the Bible,

after the year 444, is the date 4 B. C, connected with the

birth of Jesus and the rise of Christianity. A wonder-

ful change had come over Palestine during that four hun-

dred years, and one that is hard to account for. A new
atmosphere was abroad among the people. We
come now upon a belief in the resurrection of the dead

and the immortality of the soul, in a judgment day, in a
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heaven and a hell. It is, however, the growing opinion

of many of the best scholars in Europe and this country

that there are no statements of such beliefs to be found

in any portion of the Bible which had been written up to

that former date, 444, when, as I have said, a canon of

Scripture was first adopted. All this has to be accounted

for during these last centuries. Furthermore, we come
upon a complete scheme of angelology, with hosts of

good and evil spirits, many of them with personal names

and special rank, in a great hierarchy. But there are

only the faintest indications of all this in the earlier por-

tions of the Bible.

We are to see how Judaism began to absorb the

thoughts or beliefs of other nations. The faith in an

immortality and a judgment day, with most of this

angelology, came, in all probability, through Persia

and the religion of Zoroaster. But wherever it came

from, it was to become a vital part of Judaism and

Christianity.

Most striking of all, we see the atmosphere of the new

age saturated with expectations over the coming of a per-

sonal Messiah. How shall we account for this ? What does

it all mean ? " Why," you may say, " it is to be found

everywhere throughout the Old Testament." But I

shall have to tell you that the new scholarship gives a

contrary view. It is practically certain that of a siiffer-

mg Messiah there is no intimation whatever in the Old Tes-

tament. KJesus was not anticipated by the great prophets

of the Bible. More than this and stranger still, there are but

slight intimations ofthe coming oiapersonal Messiah in the

writings of the great prophets. This was the vital change

through which the Messianic Expectation passed during

the important interval of which I am speaking, the transi-
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tional age by which we connect the earher Bible with the

New Testament. In the beautiful language I have cited

to you from the Second Isaiah, which is the foundation

or basis for a Messianic Expectation, there is nothing

said of a person who should take that role in history. In

so far as such a thought is held forth anywhere in the

Second Isaiah, it is with reference to the pagan king

Cyrus, who was to set the exiles free.

No, the dominant note of a Messianic Expectation

throughout the prophets was of another kind. It had

reference less to a person, but more to the thought of a

glorified Israel, a new Jerusalem, a kingdom of God on

earth. In a certain sense in their thought, Israel itself,

was to become the Messiah. Now and then, to be sure,

these prophets talk of a ** Deliverer" who was to bring

about the new kingdom of God. The emphasis, how-

ever, was not on the Deliverer, but on the new ideal king-

dom which was to arise.

How, then, shall we explain the change which took

place ? According to all accounts, the rabbis of Jeru-

salem, as well as the peasantry around the Lake of Gal-

lilee, at the dawn of the Christian era were looking for

a personal Messiah. They saw prophesies of such a

coming everywhere throughout the Old Testament. But

bear in mind most that important changes had taken

place during that transitional period. Hebrew had be-

come practically a dead language. It is perhaps in this

change where we find our cue to the new interpretations

put upon the great prophets of the Old Testament.

When a language ceases to be the speech of the peo-

ple, its words come to have another meaning. All sorts

of mystical interpretations are possible because the plain,

homely sense of the words is no longer there.
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Yet besides this intimation in the changes of languages

as a clue to what had taken place, we have the great

change recorded in the literature of that epoch. Most of

what came into the Bible during that period, was in keep-

ing with the thoughts or sentiments of the prophets or

older historic writings. One most important book, how-

ever, of quite another kind, crept into the canon ; and

in this book, the last to be written of all the books of the

Old Testament, we see all the indications of the changes

which have taken place. It is asserted that the most

popular book of the Old Testament at the dawn of the

Christian era was " Daniel." And in this book of Dan-

iel we have an example of a new kind of literature which

had arisen during these last centuries. Now the people

were to have real and definite forecasts from the new

class of prophets who had appeared. The language of

Daniel is not one of denunciation for the sins of Israel.

The author of that writing is not an ethical judge,

but a man who is holding out definite promises to his

people to be realized in the near future. More import-

ant perhaps than even this Book of Daniel was another,

which for some strange reason, never became a part of

the Bible and from which whole clauses found their way
into the New Testament. I am speaking of the " Bless-

ings of Enoch " which is assumed to '* Out-Daniel Dan-

iel " in its visions and its forecasts of the future.

In these two books we have clear intimations of the

new literature which had conquered the hearts of the peo-

ple in Palestine. The thoughts of the masses had turned

now to the " Apocalypses," rather than to the prophets.

And it is in these other books where we find the missing

links. In this new literature we come upon a fully de-

veloped belief in the resurrection of the dead, in a judg-
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ment day, in a heaven and in a hell. Here we meet with

the whole scheme ofangelology, and its hierarchy of good

and evil spirits, with a Prince of Evil and a Prince of

Good, and supernatural agencies helping or hindering the

soul of man in its advance toward righteousness or

God.

It has been asserted, and with a certain degree of

truth, that the Book of Daniel has had more influence

on the popular faith of Christendom than any other book

of the Old Testament.

But what brought this literature into life ? How came

this change among the teachers or thinkers in Palestine ?

Humanly speaking, it is to be accounted for mainly

through a new attack made from without upon Judaism.

What saved this religion from extinction centuries before,

had been the destruction of Jerusalem and the captivity

of the Jews in Babylon. What saved it again now was to

be another frightful onslaught from without—an onslaught

of a more terrible kind than had ever been experienced

in Palestine before.

The question has been raised, why it is that Greek

culture, which was such an insidious foe to the religions

of the old world, did not overthrow Judaism. It con-

quered Rome ; it caused the ancient religion of Egypt,

the oldest one in the world, to disintegrate. Yet, in a

certain respect, it left Judaism firmer and stronger than

ever, in its hold in Palestine. The reason for this is,

that an exceptional method was employed in Judea.

One of the rulers or successors to the empire of Alex-

ander the Great, undertook to deliberately stamp out

Judaism by force, to blot it out of existence, through

pillage and slaughter, through persecution and death.

By this means, humanly speaking, Judaism was saved.
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We know the story of the " Maccabees," and the stern

defiance which the people of Judea bade to the onslaught

made upon them. The story is told in the historic

literature which belongs to this transitional epoch. Out

of the frightful struggle, when doom and death was

being dealt to the Jews of Palestine, came the new

Apocalyptic literature. Out of that experience were

born the books of ** Daniel " and " The Blessings of

Enoch." In their gravest hour of gloom which the

people had ever experienced, their hope rose strongest

—now, however, not only for the Glorified Jerusalem,

or the Glorified Kingdom, but for the Glorified Deliv-

erer, or Messiah, who was to bring it about. In the

last century before the Christian era, the enthusiasm

which of old had centered upon the kingdom of God
itself, now began to center supremely on the person, or

leader, who was to introduce it.

The Greek sway was no more. The suffering people

of Israel were now under the iron heel of a firmer des-

potism than they had ever before endured. They were

bent under the sway of Rome ; but though bent down

their hearts did not waver, as their hopes grew stronger

for the deliverance which was coming. And at that

time of gloom in Palestine a new voice appeared. Down
by the Jordan, not far away from the Dead Sea, a strange

new figure, uncouth in dress, but stern in language, was

lifting up a new voice and saying :
" Repent, for the

kingdom of Heaven is at hand." The hour for the

reappearance of the old spirit of Israel had struck. The

new age was to dawn. It was the " Forerunner," John

the Baptist.
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VII.—THE TIMES OF JESUS AND THE INFLUENCES
OF JESUS ON HIS TIMES.

In coming to study the life of Jesus and to analyze

the influence which he exerted on his times, a few very

significant facts should be kept in mind. We must re-

member that, unlike the older prophets of Israel, he left

not a single word in his own writing. All that we have

from him comes to us second hand. Furthermore, it is

a striking fact that, whereas the Old Testament for the

most part has come down to us in the language used

and spoken by the founders of Judea, the whole New
Testament, on the other hand, has come down to us in

the language not spoken by the founder of Christianity.

Our English version, therefore, of the sayings of Jesus,

is, as it were, a translation of a translation from the

words which fell from his lips. The New Testament is

in Greek ; but the language of Jesus was Aramaic.

Most important of all, we must keep it in view that

we have no real life or biography of Jesus, even in the

Bible. The memoirs there, scarcely make the pretense

of giving a consecutive account of his work or teach-

ings. They are rather a grouping together of scattered

reports or traditions, arranged by each author as suited

him best. Sometimes there is a connection between

the chapters, and then again a connection is wanting

altogether. Two of the gospels begin with the ac-

count of the public ministry of Jesus, and have not

one word to say of his life before that time. We
have only one anecdote of him from his infancy to his

thirtieth year.

All this does not imply that we have no real history

or trustworthy material in these memoirs ; on the con-

trary, there is undoubtedly a genuine historic picture
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there ; but it is one which you can fed the unity of,

rather than describe.

What we have, therefore, is just a sketch, and not a

finished picture—a few lines, as it were, drawn here and

there, giving us hints or suc^gestions as to thoughts or

characteristics of the man, but scarcely anything more.

If we were to take all that we have in the Gospels,

omitting repetitions, it would scarcely make a volume of

more than fifty or seventy-five pages, in the style in

which biographies are published at the present time.

But the fact that we have only a sketch rather than a

finished picture in these memoirs, has been of great

value, and perhaps we have reason to be glad of it.

This circumstance has left room for the heart of the

human race to fill out the picture. The opportunities

for idealizing there have been manifold. The paintings

of the old masters, the church music, the cathedral

architecture, the aspirations of devout minds—these all

have contributed to give us the Jesus of to-day. And
yet you can say, if you will, that it was all suggested in

the lines of the sketch we have in the memoirs contained

in the New Testament.

There was not a great deal that was altogether new
in the teachings of Jesus. This will appear strange,

perhaps startling, to many persons. Yet it would be

possible to assign most of the thoughts given to us by

Jesus, to their respective sources in the literature of his

age.

In point of truth, I must remind you that the subtle

force which changes the current of events in the world's

history, is not so much thought as the influence of per-

sonality. All the teachings of this New Prophet might

have been abroad in his day, and yet no new religious
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movement have come, in spite of that fact. Only when

such thoughts fuse into a unity in some one great soul,

does the real change come. The revolution all started

from Jesus, nevertheless. They were his thoughts and

teachings, as much as if they had been uttered for the

first time by him alone.

Humanly speaking, Jesus was the last of the prophets.

In the kernel, or core of what he gave to the world, we

are made aware of the reappearance of the old prophetic

spirit of Israel. The grand old teachers, Amos and

Hosea, Isaiah and Jeremiah, had come back to life again

in another Teacher greater than them all ; but in One

who had the same spirit and the same conception of the

true religious life. Had Jesus come two or three centu-

ries earlier and brought forward the same standpoint, it

is possible that there would have been no break with

Judaism, no revolution, but only a sweeping advance.

There might have come, instead, only a greatly univer-

salized Judaism, with all that was best in its teachings,

sifted out and launched anew as a religion for all man-

kind.

But since the days of the exile and the restoration of

Jerusalem, the life of the people of Israel had changed,

and their conceptions of the religious life as well. It

was because of this radical change which had taken

place in Judaism itself, or in the conceptions which the

people had of their own Judaism, that a revolution had

to come through the influence of Jesus. When the

Jewish Church was founded, in the year 444 B. C, there

were two great tendencies more or less working together,

which we know of as the priestly spirit and the prophetic

spirit—the one tending to make religious life subjective

and spiritual and to throw the emphasis on the ethical
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side ; the other tending to make religion objective and

to throw the emphasis on outward forms or ceremonial

observances.

It was because the second phase, represented by the

priestly spirit, had triumphed overwhelmingly during the

succeeding centuries and thrown the old prophetic con-

ception of religion into the background, that the influ-

ence of Jesus was so radical and caused such an up-

heaval. Who could have foretold the fact that the

Fourth Commandment, dealing with the observance of

the Sabbath day, was to assume a greaier importance in

the eyes of the teachers of Israel than perhaps all the

other nine Commandments taken together? Who could

have anticipated that the grand old Judaism of a few

centuries before, was to play out into an exaggerated

externalism and formalism ? Who could have prophe-

sied that a mystical meaning would finally come to be

attached to what had only been intended as rules for

health, like the commandment not to eat the flesh of

swine ? It was a pathetic fact that the very ceremonial

observances which had been designed to build up the

spiritual life, had come to take the place of the spiritual

life as if they were each an end in itself It has been

said, for instance, that in the life of the pious Hebrew,

at the dawn of the Christian era, one had to be kept

occupied throughout the whole six days in thinking

about what one should not do on the seventh day.

What Jesus stood for in history more than anything

else, was a revival of the old prophetic spirit in reaction

from this formalism or externalism in religion. He cut

it all at the root with his well-known saying : "The
Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sab-

bath." The blind gropings of the world at that time all
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fused in his spirit, and out of that fusion an impulse

which, in the end, brought on revolution. Judaism was

to be universalized, in spite of itself

In the midst of the spirit of separateness, or exclu-

siveness ; in the face of this sad formalism, or external-

ism ; with the emphasis on hair-splitting distinctions

about prayers, Sabbath-day keeping, fasting, cleanliness,

the kind of food one was to eat or avoid, as if this made

the whole religion—in the face of all this, came the

mighty influence of the new personality of Jesus with

the old prophetic spirit saying once more : "Thus saith

the Lord," instead of " Thus said Moses." We shall

never know exactly what sort of a man Jesus was. We
can only feel that there must have been something sweet

and refined, something strangely divine or spiritual about

his face, his voice, his whole presence. There must

have gone with him the fact of a commanding supe-

riority.

We can never explain the influence o(personality. It

belongs to the mysteries which are never to be solved.

Why the prophetic spirit should have revived in Jesus

then and there, we cannot determine. The same mys-

tery is attached to this event that we must attach to the

first appearance of prophecy seven or eight centuries

before.

When you read over the memoirs of Jesus in the New
Testament, you may find it difficult to make out a unity

there. The parts may not always hang together. No
system of philosophy is developed in the Gospels. The
creeds of later times developed out of the Epistles of

the New Testament, and not from the direct teachings

of Jesus. We feel after all that what Jesus did was to

start a movement, or tendency, bringing the old prophetic
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spirit back to life again, adapted to the conditions of the

new world, and launching it forth as a mighty impulse.

Out of that impulse, which we cannot exactly describe

in language, came the earthquake that was to shake the

old institutions to their foundations and begin a new era

in the history of the world. Perhaps, after all, the

truest memoir of Jesus ever written has been Handel's

'* Messiah."

VIII.—THE GROWTH AND COMPLETION OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT.

The last portion of the Bible goes under the name of

the New Testament.

With regard to the dates and trustworthiness of this

special literature, the tendency within the last few years

among scholars has been reactionary. In the middle of

the century the higher criticism was rather iconoclastic,

as regards the New Testament, seeming to leave very

little in which one could put much confidence. There

was a disposition to regard a good deal of it as having

grown up in times long after the apostles. But now the

conviction of the scholar is quite strong that we can

trace these books back to the latter part of the first

century, and that what we have to-day in the New Tes-

tament came substantially from that time. Yet we have

not the same unanimity of opinion here as with the Old

Testament.

It is a curious fact that the Epistles, in the middle

portion of the New Testament, would seem to have

exerted more influence in certain ways on the develop-

ment of thought in Christianity than the memoirs, or

Gospels. It is in these Epistles that we see the teach-

ings of Jesus being developed or reduced into a system,
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or philosophy. It is here where we come upon the

great doctrinal discussions which have agitated the

church for eighteen centuries.

We have every reason to assume that the New Testa-

ment was 2i growth, appearing in parts just like the old

Bible. The time during which it was developing and

coming to its completion was, however, comparatively

short. Practically all of the books of the New Testa-

ment came into existence in the course of about one hun-

dred years after the death of Jesus ; whereas we count

over six hundred or seven hundred years during which

the growth of the Old Testament was going on.

As to the authorship of the books of this latter portion

of the Bible, we cannot speak very positively. There is

a pretty strong and well justified opinion to the effect

that not a single writing in the New Testament emana-

ted directly from one who had lived with Jesus or known

him personally. Furthermore the first parts to have

been written appear to be a number of the Epistles of St.

Paul rather than the memoirs or Gospels. There is no

evidence that a single memoir of Jesus had been written

for a whole generation after his death. It is to the Epis-

tles of St. Paul that we must go for the first direct ema-

nation in the thought-side of Christianity.

Then, too, it must be remembered that not one of the

writers of the books in the New Testament could have

had any idea that he was preparing anything which was to

become a part ofa future ** Bible." The authors of the Epis-

tles or the Apocalype or the Gospels, could not have had it

in mind that they were writing something to be handed

down for future ages. It is certain beyond a doubt that

every book in the New Testament was written with a pur-

pose in view and belongs to what we call " purposive " lit-
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erature. The Epistles, for instance, were, some of them,

written in answer to direct questions which had been

submitted to their authors, or had reference to particular

conditions in the special churches to which these Epis-

tles were addressed. We should be sure to misinterpret

such writings, therefore, if we read them without some

knowledge as to the circumstances which called them

forth. Even the Gospels must have been prepared by

their respective authors with the plan in view of adding

information in special directions where certain persons

seemed to be misinformed.

Too much emphasis cannot be laid on the fact, there-

fore, that the New Testament is decidedly a volume of

literature belonging to the century when it grew up,

and written in every part with reference to the attitude of

the minds of the people at that time. Why was this, do

you ask ? How shall we account for the fact that so lit-

tle interest was attached to writing biographies of Jesus

or handing down accounts of his teachings to future

churches ? The answer is all plain. We know that the

early Christians were all expecting the near coming of

the judgment day, or the end of the world, with the sec-

ond coming or reappearance of their Master, Jesus.

With such conviction in mind what use would they have

supposed they had for preparing documents or biograph-

ies to be read in future times ? This one fact is the clue

to the gradual development and peculiar characteristics

of the New Testament.

Not until about the end of the second century, in

round numbers the year 200 A. D., was there coming

to be a settled opinion that the Christian Church had

other Sacred Scriptures besides what was contained in

the Old Testament. Bear in mind that what is now con-
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tained in this literature is only a small portion of what

was in circulation in the second century. We know

that there were at least a score of memoirs or Gospels

purporting to tell of the life or teachings of Jesus, and

most of them attributed directly to the Apostles them-

selves. Besides this, there were abroad at that time a

large number of " epistles " also claiming a like author-

ship. No definite or universal opinion prevailed at the

beginning of the second century as to just what was

authentic or what was not authentic, what came or what

did not come from the Apostles. Out of all that mis-

cellaneous literature for which such claims were made,

we find that certain portions were gradually singled out

and looked upon as peculiarly trustworthy or authori-

tative.

By the middle of the second century we meet with a

growing tendency to look upon the four gospels now

contained in our New Testament as belonging together

and taking front rank in the new literature. Most of

the other gospels or memoirs in circulation at the time

have been lost, although a few survived and are extant

to-day. But the Epistles which now belong to the New
Testament did not at first have such a general hold upon

the early church. At the outset such letters remained

just with the special churches to which they had been ad-

dressed. Not until the latter part of the second cen-

tury had they come to be brought together and to be

looked upon also as a part of the Sacred Scriptures of

the New Church. We do not know how many of these

Epistles came from St. Paul and we shall never know

;

probably at least four of them ; the two to the Corinthi-

ans, one to the Galatians and one to the Romans—per-

haps also three or four others.
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We are sure, for instance, that some of the other lit-

erature in circulation at that age came very near being

incorporated in the New Testament, and that some of

the books we find there now came very near not going

in at all. As to the Book of Revelations, there was a

great deal of dispute, although it was finally adopted as

a part of the Canon. Yet the opinion is pretty strong

that it is not an original work, but rather a revision of

Jewish Apocalyptic literature, made over with some
additions into a form suitable for the Christian Church.

On the other hand, in the oldest manuscript of the Bible

we possess, the Codex Sinaiticus, we find two books

which are not now regarded as a part of the New Testa-

ment.

But, on the whole, we know that the four gospels

were coming to be looked upon with a special regard by
the year 125 A. D., and that they had developed pretty

much into their present shape by that time. They may
have changed since then to some small extent. We
know this for a fact, because of the variations in the

manuscripts which have survived. Even in the revised

version of our English Bible, certain passages have

been bracketed or omitted which had found place in the

King James version of 161 1. These changes had to be

made because of modern discoveries with regard to

early manuscripts. The beautiful ending of the Lord's

Prayer, for instance, in the Gospel of Matthew, " For

Thine is the Kingdom and the Power and the Glory,

forever and ever," has been struck out, as it appears to

have crept in long after the Gospels had been written.

The second portion of the New Testament to be

brought together was, as we have said, the Epistles. At
first, only the four Gospels were kept together as the
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important literature of the New Church ; but at the end

of the second hundred years we find references to col-

lections of the New Testament literature made up

pretty much as it stands to-day.

On the other hand, it would seem as if the Church

did not settle down to anything like certainty in the

matter for about two centuries longer. It is hard to

find anywhere an authoritative statement on the part of

the whole Church at large as to exactly what books

made up the New Testament, even down to the Refor-

mation.

But toward the end of the second century our Bible

had practically become completed. It had been grow-

ing and developing for a thousand years. From the

time when the " Yahwist " and the '* Elohist " were

preparing their documents, and the prophets were first

beginning to write or speak in the eighth century

before the Christian era, it went on growing or expand-

ing. In its pages we see a thousand years of the his-

tory of the human race advancing toward the light.

In turning over the pages of the last portion of the

New Testament, we can see that, humanly speaking,

Christianity was mainly a fusion of Judaism with the

religion of Zoroaster from the East and Greek philoso-

phy from the West. This does not necessarily take

away from its originality nor from the originality of its

founder. The fusion with the teachings of Zoroaster had

begun before the time of Jesus. And as to the influ-

ence of Greek philosophy, you can assume, if you will,

that this philosophy was needed in order to bring out or

develop what lay germinal in the teachings of Jesus.

What the New Prophet did was to call the attention

of the human race to the value of the spiritual side of
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life and to make make man feel that the spiritual life

was the one life worth having or living. Out of this

reappearance in Jesus of the grand old prophetic spirit

of Israel, developed the new belief in what we call

" Soul ": Life is more than nieat^ and body than raiment.

Along with this teaching as to the supreme value of

soul, went the beautiful humanitarianism of the New
Prophet. I call to your mind that picture of the judg-

ment day in those memoirs of the New Testament. It

is the King speaking to those on His right hand, and

He is saying :

Verily I say unto yotc, inasmuch as ye did it unto one

of these my brethren^ ye did it unto me.

And was this new ? No. After all, it was the Pro-

phetic Spirit of Israel coming back again. Isaiah, the

prophet of Israel, had been saying to his people

:

" Behold the Lord God will come as a mighty One,

and His armies shall rule for Him. He shall lead His

flock like a shepherd ; He shall gather the lambs in His

arms and carry them in His bosom, and shall gently

lead those which are with young."

As I read this, and then turn to that picture of the

judgment day in the teachings of Jesus, it would seem

as if I had found the kernel, or core, of both teachings.

At this point it would seem as if Judaism and Chris-

tianity might fuse into one.
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Approximate Dates in Connection with the History of the

Bible, Given in Round Numbers, According: to the

Wore Recent Opinions of Bible Scholars,

1 300 B. C.—Moses and the Flight of the Israelites from

Egypt.

1000 B. C.—Time of David and the Foundation of the

Kingdom at Jerusalem.

750 B. C.—Rise of Prophecy, with Amos and Hosea
in the North, and the Revolution in the Religious

Spirit of Older Judaism.

722 B. C.—Fall of the Northern Kingdom by the

Attack of the Assyrians, and the Time of the
*' First " Isaiah at Jerusalem.

621 B. C.—Pubhcation of the First Elements of a

Bible—The Book of Deuteronomy.

586 B. C.—Destruction of Jerusalem by the Babylon-
ians, in the Time of the Prophet *' Jeremiah," fol-

lowed by the Period of the " Exile," as the Time
of the Compilation of the " Pentateuch " out of

Older Documents, and the Probable Date of the

Writing of the Books of the " Kings"; also, the

Period of the Prophet Ezekiel, and a Little Later

the " Second " Isaiah.

444 B. C.—First Regular Establishment of a Jewish
Church and the Adoption of a First Canon of

Sacred Scripture, under Ezra and Nehemiah—fol-

lowing the Restoration of Jerusalem. The First

Canon of Scripture adopted, including probably
only the ** Pentateuch."

160 B. C.—The Struggle with " Hellenism " and the

Greek Empire The Time of the "Maccabees."
The Date of the Closing of the Old Testament
with the Writing of the Book of " Daniel." Be-
tween This and the Preceding Date, 444 B. C,
Probably to be Ascribed the " Chronicles," "Job,"
" Proverbs " and Most of the " Psalms."
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4 B. C.—Birth of Jesus and the Dawn of Christianity.

50--60 A. D.—First Portions of the New Testament to be
written. Some of the ** Epistles " of St. Paul.

69 A. D.—Final Destruction of Jerusalem by the Ro-
mans under Hadrian.

70-100 A. D.—Probable Period of the Writing of the

Four '• Gospels." Also More of the "Epistles"
and the Book of " Revelations."

120 A. D.—The Four ** Gospels " Coming to be Rec-
ognized as the Starting Point of a New Sacred Scrip-

ture, which, however, did not as yet include the
" Epistles " or the Book of ** Revelations."

200 A. D.—The Whole of the New Testament about as

we now have it, coming to be accepted as an Addi-
tional Canon of Scripture for Christianity.

The date of the " Apocrypha " is not Given Above. But
as the Connecting Link between the Old and New
Testaments it is most important. In round num-
bers the '• Apocrypha," Including the Significant

Apocalypse of the Book of "Enoch," belongs to

the Transitional Epoch from the Maccabees to the

Birth of Jesus.

Important Translations of the Bible.

I.—The " Septuagint," a Translation of the Old Testament in-

to Greek made for the most part in the Two Centuries Pre-

ceding the Christian Era.

II.—The " Peshito," a Translation of the Bible into Syriac made
in the Early Centuries of the Christian Era.

III.—The Gothic Bible. A Translation and Gothic Language
made by Wulfilas in the Fourth Century.

IV.—The "Vulgate," a Translation of the Whole Bible into

Latin and attributed to St. Jerome about 400 A. D.

V.—Martin Luther's Translation of the Bible into German—about

1545 A. D.
VI.—The English Bible— called the "King James' V^ersion,"

pubhshed in 161 1 A. D.

VII—The Polychrome or "Scholars' " Bible, being issued at the

Close of the Nineteenth Century.



THE NEW MILITARISM.*

BY WM. M. SALTER.

It would have been a pleasing task, under ordinary

circumstances, to pay a tribute to the humanity and good

sense of the Czar's recent proposals for an international

conference in the interests of peace and to express satis-

faction that our country, too, was to take part in the

deliberations, t As things have been till recently, no

nation might with more appropriateness wish well to

such an enterprise than we. Our deals were not mili-

tary, and our outlay for warlike purposes was insignifi-

cant compared with the gigantic sums under which the

European nations stagger—and yet our people were not

unpatriotic, and had it been necessary at any time for

self-defence, millions would have risen to arms.

But, unfortunately, America is now doing the very

thing against which the czar made a pathetic protest

—

increasing its armament. True, our utmost limit is far

short of the dimensions which the armaments of states

like Russia and Germany already have, but the signifi-

* Given before the Society for Ethical Culture, of Chicago, Steinway

Hall, Sunday morning, April 1 6, 1899.

f I had announced a lecture on this subject for the Sunday on which this

address was given. I may add that since my lecture of last autumn, '*A

New Nation and a New Duty," printed in Ethical Addresses, two other

lectures, "Imperialism" and "England in 1776: America in 1899,"

have been printed in Unity (Chicago). What in the autumn I scarcely

believed could happen has happened. Instead of liberating, or promising

to liberate, the Philippine people, America is now endeavoring to enforce

its sovereignty over them.

(85)
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cant thing is the direction in which we are moving, and

the ideals that are forming themselves in our minds. Nor

can we say that the increased expense we are contem-

plating is necessary for self-protection—an excuse which

would be commonly granted to be good ; the motives

are of a totally different character. They are of a kind

to which till recently we have been comparative stran-

gers ; of a kind that would make us akin to the Euro-

pean States themselves ; they are motives that look to

something very like an aggressive career. Old, sick

nations, with hands drenched in blood, might honestly

come together and ask if fighting and preparations for

fighting were worth while ; but for us young, unspoiled,

just preparing to enter the lists and deliberately setting

to work to persuade ourselves that it is right and even

glorious to do so, to go to a conference in the interests of

a reduction of armaments, seems almost a kind of farce.

Since becoming painfully aware of the forces that are

forming themselves in our midst, and particularly since

reading a notable utterance made only this past week in

our city, that invested with a sort of halo the new

ideal,* I have felt that to discuss international peace now

would be talking in the air. Peace is a great, a beauti-

ful ideal ; but if there is to be any likelihood of Ameri-

ca's contributing to its attainment, it can only be as in-

fluences now arising in our midst are counteracted. We
are now, under the influence of men of mark, forming

ideals that will take us right into the circle of the great

warlike powers of the world. We shall be increasing

the chances of war rather than diminishing them. I

* An address by Governor Roosevelt before the Hamilton Club, April

loth.
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may do little enough to stem the tide, but I may at least

help make you conscious of it, I may fortify conscience

about it—and on the other hand it is possible that this

old-time, peace-loving democracy will right itself, and

you or I, friends, by the thoughts and ideals we form in

our minds, or by the thoughts and ideals we allow to

vanish from our minds, may help determine the result.

Thoughts rule the world ; the thoughts of Americans

will rule America. What does America wish most of

all and what is she willing to do to get what she wishes ?

He who knows or can find out that, or can help deter-

mine it, has the key to American destiny. The truth

will be now, as always, that 'tis

'

' Not in our stars,

But in ourselves that we are underlings,"

So far as I can make out, two sets of forces are urg-

ing us in the new direction—forces of so-called religion

and the forces of trade. I have reverence for real reli-

gion, and so I say "so-called religion"; I really mean

religious people rather than religion—and, to be exact, I

should say certain religious people, though, since the

other religious people so largely keep silent,* the fail-

ure to qualify may be pardoned. The '* religious " aim

is to do good, to Christianize, to spread civilization. The
thing forgotten is that we have to do right before we
can do good. The early Christian church remembered

this ; the church to-day is in danger of forgetting it.

The first Christians following close after their master

* There are notable exceptions, like Bishop Potter of New York, Bishop

Coleman of Delaware, and Bishop Spalding of Peoria—not to mention a

number of the Massachusetts clergy, and a few elsewhere, like the Rev.

Dr. \\. W. Thomas and the Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones of Chicago.
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ever refused to bear the sword; "I am a Christian and

cannot fight," they said. Now the church sometimes

eggs on those who bear the sword, and one would not

be surprised, to judge from the tone of the language we

hear, to see missionaries and religious editors emulating

the example of those bishops and abbots of a later de-

generate Christianity, who led armies and fought in bat-

tle. One of the most prominent clergymen in Philadel-

phia* says in reference to the Philippines " The only

thing we can do is to thrash the natives until they

understand who we are. I believe every bullet sent,

every cannon shot, every flag waved, means righteous-

ness." An editor of a religious weekly,t meeting the ob-

jection that getting control of the islands is too expens-

ive since it will cost too much blood and treasure, says,

"yes, if it is territory, empire, or earthly glory we are after.

But, if we are seeking the salvation of the souls of the

Filipinos, the prospective gain justifies the cost. ' What
shall a man give in exchange for his soul ?* " (Of course,

I may add, this leaves out of account the poor islanders

who bite the dust before we have a chance at their souls

—but no matter.) It will be said, these are extreme

statements. No doubt they are ; and yet their signi-

ficance is in boldly saying what is running in many
minds in a more or less confused and inarticulate way.

They do not love war and yet they think it has its uses

when it opens up a new field in which to make conver-

sions and they try not to be squeamish. Differing from

the pious Fenelon who refused a military escort when

starting off on a missionary expedition, saying that he

* Rev. Dr. Wayland Hoyt.

f The United Presbyterian.
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would rather perish by the hands of those whom he

wished to convert than expose them to the violence of

the military, they think the military must preceede the

the gospel. First force, first let the poor heathen know
" who's who," then reason and love and the beauties of

the gospel of peace. The ebullition of war sentiment, in

contrast with the old-time faith in other methods re-

minds one of Hosea Biglow in Lowell's lines:

"We were gittin' on nicely up here to our village,

With good old idees o' wot's right an' wot aint

;

We kind o' thought Christ went agin war an pillage,

An' that eppyletts warn't the best mark of a saint

;

But John P.

Robinson he

Sez this kind o' thing's an exploded idee."

And yet the standpoint is not quite new, for it takes us

back to something as old as the Inquisition, as old as

the massacre of Saint Bartholomew, and all the other

massacres, j:oo numerous to mention, in which men were

killed or tortured that other men's souls might be saved.

There was probably never love of killing ; only men
made up their minds not to be squeamish over a little

killing when souls were at stake.

And yet these forces of so-called religion are prob-

ably slight in influence, compared with the forces of

trade, in determining the rising militarism. It is not love

of souls but love of dollars that is the chief cause, though

sometimes the love of souls plays into the hands of the

love of dollars in an astonishing way. For example, a

missionary in China, in the current number of one of our

leading magazines, calls attention to the opportunities that

China is now offering for vast speculations and strong
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syndicates. ** This is the period of concessions," he says,

^' of organizing for opening up the resources " of that

great empire.* Trade, however, and those who take its

standpoint, had scented the new opportunities independ-

ently of the clerical suggestion. A judge on the United

States bench who resides in our city pointed out last sum-

mer the chances for America in the far East.f " It is a

land," he said, " without railroads, without manufactories,

without cities built on modern lines, without fields culti-

vated by modern implements." More than this, he urged,

we have come to a point where we need takers of our

manufactures—we must have new markets, and neither

South America nor Europe will compare with China.

Hence he had favored acquiring Hawaii, hence he ad-

vocated retaining the Philippines, not that he cared for

those hnks individually, but that he cared everything for

the chain that would thereby be made, holding us to the

opportunities in China. And government, in his opin-

ion, should foster the new commercial ventur^es, and the

flag of the United States and its warships should be seen

and respected in Asiatic waters. " I am not unaware,"

said the eminent judge, **that what I have said has the

ring chiefly of commercial conquest"—but he urged

that other and higher forms of civilization would natur-

ally follow on after, when once the foundations of com-

merce had been laid. What the judge thus urged in a

temperate and dignified manner others put more simply.

*' The European market is becoming played out," says

a representative American journalist, J "and it is to Asia

* Forum, March, '99, p. 236.

t Judge Grosscup, in an address at Saratoga, given in full in the Chicago

Tribune, 23 August, '99. % Mural Halstead, quoted in Chicago Record.
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we will have to look." *'A magnificent foothold for the

trade of the far East," says another journalist (referring

to the Philippines) who was also a Peace Commissioner.*

"America must have that market," declares America's

leading railway man,t *' in order to avoid the danger

arising from an internal congestion caused by over-

production due to the fever-heat construction of rail-

roads." " We are after markets, the greatest markets

now existing in the world," says an ex-Minister to

China,! who is one of the President's Commission in the

Philippines, who are to make recommendations as to

what we shall do with those islands. Indeed this gentle-

man had generously given his opinion on this question

in advance—for in the February number of one of our

reviews § he said, ** By holding them we gain eight mil-

hons of people who are ripe for the opening and exten-

sion of a magnificent commerce" (so that the *Mink"

itself would appear to have some richness about it); and

he contemplates the question of our holding the islands

entirely from this commercial point of view—if they

will not benefit us, he says, " set them free to-morrow,

and let their people, if they please, cut each other's

throats or play what pranks they please." But by
holding them, he urges, we not only gain eight million

possible customers there, but "we become an Asiatic

power, and we shall have something to say about the

dismemberment of China." Another man prominent in

American public life takes a similarly unsentimental

Whitelaw Reid, at Marquette Club, Chicago, Feb. 13, 1899.

t Chauncey M. Depew, in interview reported in Chicago Record,

Feb. 25, 1899.

J Mr. Denby, in the Forum, November, '98, p. 281.

§ The Forum, p. 648.
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view.* The far-reaching question, he says, " is not sen-

timental, but commercial. . . . The world's fight in the

nineteenth century was liberty. The coming century it

will be markets." And one of the leading newspapers

in the country f says :
" The Philippine Islands is our

stepping-stone to China. . . . We must demand our

share, if any further division is made of the Chinese

Empire." Indeed it was announced a month ago from

Pekin that there were indications that America was

likely to prefer the province of Chi-Li.J

Such seem to be the main forces back of the new

military spirit. It used to be said that industry and

commerce were peaceful agencies. And in settled con-

ditions they are. One of the leaders in the peace move-

ment in this country says that the war between the

United States and Great Britain over the Venezuela

boundary question was prevented by the commercial

men of New York and the commercial men of London.

Yet circumstances alter cases, and that there were those

who took a different point of view at that very time is

indicated in a remark made by a Southern gentleman

interested in the growth of manufactures there, who

said, ** We need a war to open to the world our com-

merce. We must find ways out."§ When conditions are

unsettled, when for instance here in America we are pro-

ducing, I will not say more than is needed at home, but

more than can be sold ; when even such foreign markets

as we have are not sufficient to take our products, then

* Henry Watterson, in letter to Louisville Courier-Journal^ quoted in

Chicago Record, Feb. i, 1899.

t Boston Herald, 15 December, '98.

J Chicago Chronicle, 6 March, '98.

\ Quoted in Christian Register, Oct. 6, 1898.
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new markets can not only be sought, they can be fought

for as truly as anything else was ever fought for in the

past, and the very commercial spirit may goad us on to

war. From what I am able to observe, I should say

that this was the main influence now urging us on and

keeping us at our otherwise distasteful task of subju-

gating the Philippines ; though those who want to con-

vert the islanders and those who want in general to

spread civilization there are also playing their part. We
are but simply falling into line so far with Great Britain

and Germany and France, all of whom produce more

than they can sell at home, and all of whom think,

whether mistakenly or not, that they can best get rid of

their surplus products by owning colonies. One for

whom all of us who love tales of adventure and songs

of manly bravery have a tender feeling, has ventured to

idealize all this by calling it taking up the white man's

burden. But the men who are actually doing the busi-

ness in South Africa or in Egypt or in India don't care

to be covered with soft-sawder. They know what they

are there for. As Mr. Edward Dicey says, ** We don't

go to Egypt to civalize it ; we go to get new markets."

Another Englishman, while praising the Indian civil ser-

vants and owning that they are probably higher than the

average in conscientiousness, says,* however, that '* to

affirm that they are impelled to spend twenty years in

governing India, from the philanthropic desire to ** take

up the white man's burden," or that such desire is any

considerable part of the inducement to service, would be

too grotesque a piece of bunkum even for the plat-

form of a Primrose League meeting. The Saturday

*J. A. Hobson, in Ethical Worlds Feb. l8, 1899, p. 194.
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Review remarks, '* The plain unvarnished truth is that

the Empire was built up as the result of the pursuit of

gain."* Indeed, in some instances England has pur-

sued methods (or allowed methods to be pursued) that

Mr. John Morley describes in this fashion (he is speak-

ing of Chitral :

" First, you push on into territories where you have no l)usi-

ness to be, and where you had promised not to go ; secondly,

your intrusion provokes resentment, and, in these wild countries,

resentment means resistance ; thirdly, you instantly cry out that

the people are rebellious and that their act is rebellion (this in

spite of your own assurance that you have no intention of setting

up a permanent sovereignty over them) ; fourthly, you send a

force to stamp out the rebellion ; and, fifthly, having spread

bloodshed, confusion and anarchy, you declare, with hands up-

lifted to the heavens, that moral reasons force you to stay, for

if you were to leave, this territory would be left in a condition

which no civilized Power could contemplate with equanimity or

composure. These are the five stages in the Forward Rake's

progress."

It is well not to deceive ourselves. In joining the

list of the great colonial powers there is no need to set

up a claim of peculiar magnanimity and disinterested-

ness. No doubt, after we have got possession of our

new territories (if they are really to be such), there will

be gentle men and gentle women who will spread many

good influences among them, just as white-winged "em-

issaries of civilization" have in time followed the trader

and the chartered company wherever the EngHsh occu-

pation has gone. But the dominant motive that is de-

termining the country at the present time is the com-

mercial one—it is the new markets, the chances for

investment, the possible concessions and franchises that

* 17th September, 1898.
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; it is the Eldorado that we think we

descry across the seas that makes us so resolutely

clutch and seek to hold the bit of standing ground that

the fortunes of war have thrown into our hands.

This commercial spirit is but thinly veiled in the stir-

ring address given in Chicago this past week, to which

I have already alluded. It was a brave man who gave

it—brave on the field and brave at home ; an honest

man too, a man who speaks as he thinks. But the

ideals he held up scarcely go beyond holding our own

in the great struggle now going on for naval and com-

mercial supremacy in the world ; and what does go

beyond this is simply honor in accepting what seems to

him our duty of enforcing on " new-got peoples " this

same military and commercial rule. There was much

about " the strenuous life," about not shrinking from

danger, from hardships or from bitter toil—but it was

all to these ends. The army and the navy were to him
** the sword and shield which the nation must carry if

she is to do her duty among the nations of the earth "

—

an army and navy, then, not for defense merely, but as a

means of grasping those " points of vantage which will

enable us to have our say in deciding the destiny of the

oceans of the east and the west," i.e., of doing just what

we are now doing in the Philippines. If we follow the

appeal contained in this address, there is no telling

where the nation will bring up. Revolutionary France

first sent out her armies in self-defense and in the inter-

ests of liberty. But we are to start out on our new career

disdaining liberty. Our youthful leader professes scant

patience with those who cant about "liberty" and the

"consent of the governed" in order to "excuse them-
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selves for their unwillingness to play the part of men."

I repeat, I know not where under such leadership we

shall go. We may do all that England has ever done.

We may even repeat Chitral, which John Morley has

characterized. There are absolutely no warnings given

us by the colonel of the Rough Riders—our new " gen-

tleman on horseback." Warnings against bad govern-

ment, yes—but no warnings against governing where

we have no business to govern. In the Philippines we

have a show of right ; but since it is not right accord-

ing to ancient American principles, why may we not go

sometime where we have no right at all? The down-

ward grade once started on it is easy to take.

Would it not be well to hesitate and consider before

embarking on this new career ?

" Old things need not be therefore true,

O brother man, nor yet the new
;

Ah ! still a while the old thought retain

And yet consider it again."

Do we realize what militarism means ? First, let me say

this new militarism is for the benefit of a class, not for all.

An army of defense is for tiie whole country ; an army

or a navy to be used across the seas is for those who
venture across the seas—and particularly for speculators

and franchise-takers and plunderers of all sorts.

I have been struck with the fact that in many cases the

European states are no stronger for their colonial pos-

sessions. Mr. Bryce says :
" Madagascar and her Afri-

can colonies cost France far more than their trade is

worth. The same is true of the African colonies of Ger-

many."* Why do these countries keep such colonies ?

* Chicago Record, 15 April, 1899.
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The answer is, I suppose, that Frenchmen and Germans

make money out of them even if France and Germany

do not, and that these countries submit to be taxed for

the benefit of the favored individuals. The second

point, accordingly, is that though latter-day militarism

is for the benefit of a class, the whole country has to

pay the bills. If we decide to keep the Philippines, they

will not be likely to be worth anything to the nation

for a long while to come, according to good authorities
;

but they will be worth something to those who get rail-

road and other franchises or who build factories and hire

cheap Filipino labor, and we shall all, including every

workman who has a cent he can spare, be taxed to keep

up the government under which the favored few make

their money. What taxes may be resorted to we do

not know. An army of 100,000 men (which, as things

are going, seems a modest requirement) will cost, it is

estimated,* something Hke ^100,000,000 a year, or

about ^^76,000,000 more than our army cost before the

Spanish war. Pensions, too, will come in. Already

some $20,000,000, it is said, have been added by the

Spanish war to the pension account. The English gov-

ernment is almost at its wit's ends to devise ways and

means for its army and navy budget ; for " you can't

keep up a splendid empire for nothing," says Mr. Bal-

four. The London Times even suggests the corn duties

again. The Spectator suggests economizing on schools.

And Great Britain has an income tax ! What may we
be obliged to do for whom an income tax is set down
as iniquitous and unconstitutional ?

But all this is a small part of the meaning of militar-

ise Carl Schurz, in Boston Transcript^ 8 April, 1899.
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ism. The shocking thing is that large standing armies

are apt to grow restless and to want to fight. In 1875

Alexander II wrote an autograph letter to Bismarck,

saying that the Russian army was restless after twenty

years of peace, and asking if Germany would stand

aloof if Russia attacked Austria.* But last spring our

soldiers out at Fort Sheridan were reported eager for a

fight, and one said if he could put a bullet through a

couple of Spaniards he should be ready to die. If kill-

ing is the business of certain men, how can killing any

longer be a horrible thing in their eyes ?

Then what passions war is apt to unloose ! Men be-

come beside themselves—our own men, Americans, as

truly as any other. An officer of Admiral Dewey's

fleet says in a letter printed in the New York Tribune,

" Every day I hear opinions to the effect that these peo-

ple ought to be wiped off the face of the earth, and

have no right to live." A dispatch stated that when the

first load of wounded soldiers at the battle on March

25th started for Manila they shouted back to their com-

rades going to the front, '' Give 'em hell, boys !
" A

Chicago boy writes to his father from Manila, " I am still

above the old sod and trying to make the Filipinos

good men. The only way to do this is to bury them."t

A member of the Third Artilleiy writes, " We bombarded

a place called Malabon and then we went and killed

every native we met, men, women and children. It was

a dreadful sight, the killing of the poor creatures. The

natives captured some of the Americans, and literally

* So Die Neue Frei Presse, Vienna, in an article recognized as inspired

by Bismarck, and referred to in the New York Times, 8 November, '96.

f Chicago Record, April 14, 1895.
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hacked them to pieces, so we got orders to spare no

one."* Another says, '* To shoot a man at six feet range

with a Springfield rifle is a hard thing to do, but the

orders were to let no insurgent live, and off would go

the whole side of his head, or he would fall with a wound

through the abdomen large enough to drop a potato

through, "t An officer of the Red Cross testifies to

passing among the heaps of native dead where were to

be seen '' total decapitations," " horrible wounds in chest

and abdomen," showing the determination of our soldiers

to kill everything in sight. "| Such is war, not as we read

about it in the story books or in poetry, but as it is in

ghastly fact ; such is what human beings will do, even our

own kith and kin, when exasperation goads them on. Do

•'^Anthony Michea to his father, Captain George Michea of St. Cathar-

ines, Ont., printed in Springfield (weekly) Republican, April 14, 1899.

f The authority for this is a Manila correspondent of the New York

Sun ; I found the passage in the Springfield Republican just quoted.

J Mr. Blake of California, quoted in Springfield Republican of same

date, ** The Rev. Chas. F. Dole of Jamaica Plain, Mass, writes to the

Boston Transcript (of April 15) of a letter he has had from the father of

one of our soldiers at Manila, who wrote to his father as follows : 'The

longer I stay here and the more I see and think of the matter, the more

fully convinced I am that the American nation was and is making a blun-

der. I do not believe the United Slates is equal to the task of conquering

this people, or even governing them afterwards I don't think I

would miss the truth much if I said more non-combatants have been killed

than actual native soldiers. I don't believe the people in the United

States understand the question or the condition of things here or the in-

human warfare now being carried on. Talk about Spanish cruelty ! They
are not in it with the Vank. Even the Spanish are shocked. Of course,

I don't expect to have war without death and destruction, but I do expect

that when an enemy gets down on his knees and begs for his life that he

won't be shot in cold blood. But it is a fact that the order was not to

take any prisoner, and I have seen enough to almost make me ashamed to

call myself an American.' "
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we want more of it or do we want less ? Well, I can assure

you that if we fall in with the new militarism we shall

have more of it, whether we want it or not. We shall

go on having more of it from year to year, or at least

from decade to decade ; we shall be doing our part,

along with Englishmen and Germans and Frenchmen,

to rid the earth of its brown men and black men—and

then we shall not have gained much, for where they

live the white man can only live with difficulty. And as

for the respect for property which war cultivates, the fol-

lowing from a letter by a soldier of the Washington

Volunteers will suffice—it may seem very tame after the

things just recited, but it will let us down gently

:

" We burned hundreds of houses and looted hundreds

more. Some of the boys made good hauls of jewelry

and clothing. Nearly every man has at least two suits

of clothing and our quarters are furnished in style ; fine

beds, with silken drapery, mirrors, chairs, rockers, cush-

ions, pianos, hanging-lamps, rugs, pictures, etc. We
have horses and carriages and bull carts galore, and

enough furniture and other plunder to load a steamer."

This, by the way, throws an interesting light on the

common idea that they are mere savages we are sub-

jugating in the Philippines.*

* The writer is E. D. Fiirman, in a letter to the Spokane Spokesman-

Reviewy and the passage is quoted in the Springfield ( weekly ) Republi-

can of 14 April, 1899. In this paper (of the same date), is also found a

quotation from a letter of Captain Albert Otis, written from Manila to a

Brunswick, Me., local paper; ** I have six horses and three carriages in

my yard and enough small plunder for a family of six. The house I had

at Santa Ana had five pianos. I couldn't take them, so I put a big grand

piano out of a second-story window. You can guess its finish. Every-

thing is pretty quiet about here now. I expect we will not be kept here

very long. Give my love to all."
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But after all the pitifullest thing about the ascendancy

of the new militarism will be the spiritual decay of the

American people. There may be no decay for any of

the European States in doing what they are doing, for

they have nothing to fall from. Fortunately or unfor-

tunately, America has had an ideal. You may say it is

not in the ''Constitution." I grant it. It belongs to

the American spirit all the same. You may say we

have sinned against it, and this too is true ; but we have

generally owned that we sinned against it, and we have

been more or less clearly conscious of the shame. We
have had a palliation, too, if not an excuse; for negro and

Indian have been on our own soil, and with the Indian

at least we have been in competition. None the less we

have kept the ideal ; it was to live and to let live ; to be

free and let other peoples be free ; to abhor conquest

and force save against those who in some sense belonged

to us, or whom we expected to make a part of us. But

now we are not willing even to let a far-distant people

be free ; we never should dream of incorporating them

in our body politic, yet we want to rule them—rule

them with an eye to the China trade and with a view to

whatever possibilities of richness there may be in their

own domain. Whatever idealism there was in going

into the Spanish war is already spoiled—forever spoiled.

Then our voice was all for liberty. Where is the inno-

cent who calls on liberty now ? Some of us are begin-

ning to feel almost as if we had been tricked in the first

place, though I cannot yet believe it.

One of the most lamentable falls has been that of

one of our great religious weeklies. From declaring, in

December last, that Spain had no real title to the Phihp-
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pines and hence could not transfer one to the United

States, the paper has now come to maintain that sov-

ereignty there is ours to have and to keep—all in

four short months !* The blurring of the percep-

tions of the mind, the sophistication of the soul, is the

tragedy of tragedies. If the light that is within a

man becomes darkness, how great is that darkness !

Such is something of the meaning and consequences

of the new militarism. Can any one who realizes this

give it any welcome ? Looking at it even from a mate-

rial point of view, what are we likely to permanently

gain ? The problem is to get rid of our surplus pro-

ducts which, though our home people may need, they

are in no condition to buy. But according to New York

merchants doing an export business, the Cuban markets

are already glutted with American commodities, for

which no demand can be found, this being particularly

true of breadstuffs and provisions.f There appear to

be plenty of hungry mouths there, but they cannot buy.

Why may not the Philippines and China herself be in

this condition sometime ? And when China herself

begins to work with labor-saving machines, what then ?

With her cheap labor, why may she not undersell us in

our own markets here at home as well as abroad ? Yet

when there are no new markets for either her or us,

what shall she or we do when there comes to be a glut ?

But that day will surely come, as sure as the world is

one. Who does not see that the problem is to so order

production that people shall have something to buy

with ? Yes, who does not see that that is really the

*The Outlook, editorials of December 17, 1898, and April 15, 1899.

t See Springfield (weekly) Republican, of April 7.
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problem now ? Our home markets might be multiplied

ten, twenty and perhaps a hundred fold, if someone

only knew how to give the people, all the people, some-

thing to do. This is the riddle the Sphinx proposes to

society, and if society does not solve it, it is only hur-

rying on to a catastrophe, the like of which has never

been dreamed.

What shall we do with the rising military spirit ?

Nip it in the bud, and go and study the social problem.

Say now and let the people say, ** We have pursued a

mistaken course, O brothers across the sea, and we own

it. We cease hostilities, and we ask you to cease. We
will withdraw our soldiers, save a police force to pro-

tect life and property and to guard you against other

aggression. Come, let us confer together, let us rea-

son together. We declare that we claim not a thing

that is yours. And yet, barring this late madness into

which we were betrayed by either thoughtless or

wicked men, we believe that we are a little further

along the pathway of progress than you, and if you

would like, we will still stretch out the friendly hand.

We will act toward you, and we promise that we will

act toward you, as we have promised to act toward

Cuba."

This may sound cowardly, but it is the bravest thing

this people can do. It sounds very well to talk of " the

strenuous life," but to strenuously put down a people

that is struggling to be free is not noble, nor, consider-

ing who they are, and who we are, is it even brave. If

we want to be really brave, let us take a foeman who is

a match for us ! There was little enough glory in whip-

ping poor, decrepit Spain—but there is almost as much
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glory in chasing poor Lo across the plains as in routing

the Filipinos.

There are those in these days who think to serve the

state by riding rough-shod over the rights of man.

There are others who think the only function of the

state is in securing the rights of man. For the latter

class, too, is a strenuous life ; for them is vigilance ; for

them is a heart of steel to fight down the proud ; for

them is battle and conflict, and an end of slothful ease

and of ignoble peace ; but it is right and not might for

for which they strive, it is love between men and not

armed egoism that is the bright vision luring them on,

and when they know what right is and what love de-

mands, they will stand for it against the world.



THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS IN THE
MODERN WORLD.*

BY FELIX ADLER.

With the religious aspect of Easter the name of the

young sage and saint of Nazareth is indelibly associated.

I say " young" because it was a young man who made

this ineffaceable impression upon the world. And there

is this peculiarity about his teachings that while they

have the ripeness of age they have also the freshness of

immortal youth about them. And we may well speak

of him as "sage" and "saint" combined, because his

insight was so deep-reaching and his practice saintly
;

and the harmony between the life and the teaching was

characteristic of him. It is an ancient custom and a

very natural one to set aside certain days for the com-

memoration of the great men of the past who deserve

special honor at the hands of posterity, on account of

some special services which they have rendered. Thus

we have in this country a day for the commemoration

of Washington, a day for the commemoration of

Lincoln, etc. In like manner, if the time shall ever

come when the supernatural view of the career of the

great Gallilean shall have wholly passed away, there will

still be felt, nay, felt all the more, the need of setting aside

a certain day or days in order to recall in a special way

what he was and what he achieved in his quality as a

* An Easter discourse before the Society for Ethical Culture of New
York, April 2d, 1899.

(loS)
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human benefactor. And, as with us this view already

prevails, we may well take advantage of Easter Day for

the purpose of such commemoration. And I imagine

that what we here say need not give offense to the sen-

sibilities of even the most orthodox believer, if any such

be present in this audience. For, according to the doc-

trine of the church, while it is affirmed that Jesus was
*' very God of very God," yet, on the other hand, it is

no less emphatically stated that he also was man ; and,

therefore, on his human side, the only side we here are

concerned with, he must be explained and understood

according to the laws of human nature precisely as any

other man of exceptional genius would be. Now, to

commemorate is to try to explain and understand. It

is not for the sake of the great men themselves who
have gone from us that we arrange festival celebrations

in their honor. If they have ceased to be, our praises

cannot encounter them. If they abide in life indestruc-

tible, our poor, human tribute must pass before them

like a vapor or like the feeble flickering of a puny flame.

No, it is not for their sake that we commemorate them,

but for our own sake, in order that, by learning to ap-

preciate them, we may presei-ve and assimilate v/hat was

truest and finest in them. This duty of preserving the

best which the past has brought forth seems to me to

be of incalculable importance ; and one way of dis-

charging it is to try to understand the great teachers of

the past, returning ever and ever again to the study of

their career, and thus perpetuating their influence.

Now, if we find ourselves face to face with a man of

genius, there are two points that we shall do well to re-

member. The one is that we cannot understand him

unless we see him in the light of his environment, and
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what is called his heredity, or, in more cautious language,

unless we recognize the debt which he owes to his con-

temporaries and his predecessors. Shakespeare, for

instance, we cannot understand unless we have made a

study of Elizabethan England and of the streams of in-

fluence which poured in upon him from his surroundings

and unless we realize the extent to which previous writ-

ers, such as Marlowe, Chaucer and others, had paved

the way for him. If Shakespeare had lived in Russia in

the sixteenth century, or in Germany, or in France, it is

simply inconceivable that he could have become what

he was. A man of genius is not independent of his

environment, of his people, of his forerunners. But,

on the other hand, the second point which we ought to

remember is that the environment and the heredity do

not suffice to explain the genius ; that he is never the

mere product of contemporaneous or antecedent condi-

tions, but that he adds something of his own, something

unique ! And this something, also, we must grasp if

we would at all understand him. Now both these

points of view apply to Jesus. Suppose that he had

been born nineteen hundred years ago in Greece, or in

Rome, or in Alexandria, or among the barbarous tribes

that roamed at that time through the Teutonic forests.

It is inconceivable that, in that case, he could have been

the Jesus of whom we know. He was the child of his

people. He must have owed much, more than we can

well recount in detail, to his Jewish mother. He was the

successor of Isaiah, of Micah, of Jeremiah, and of Daniel.

He stood on the shoulders of his predecessors. He
followed along the main line of the development which

they had begun and carried it farther. What he taught

presupposed the things which they had taught before
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ever he appeared. From the point of view of Christian

theology Jesus, the Christ, was the fulfiUment of Old

Testamentary prophecy. According to this view, the

patriarchs and the prophets, with clairvoyant vision,

foresaw Jesus, pointed to him, opened the gate through

which he might pass, as the dawn opens the gate for

the day. This view has been shattered by a critical

study of the Bible. It has been shown that the Old

Testamentary seers did not have Jesus in mind, that, at

least, passages which have been interpreted in this way
bear another and far more probable construction. And
yet, in a very real sense, it is nevertheless true that the

patriarchs and the prophets of the Old Testament were

the forerunners of Jesus. They laid the foundations on

which he erected his superstructure. They watered the

roots of the tree on which, in due time, his teachings

appeared as fruit. Not that I believe with the orthodox

that he was the fulfillment of prophecy, in the sense

that he solved every moral problem ; that he answered,

even by implication, every moral question ; that in him

was revealed the absolute fullness of truth, to which

hereafter nothing needs to be added. No, but simply

in the sense that what he taught presupposed the teach-

ings of those others, his predecessors. But, it may be

asked, has there arisen since his day anyone that can at

all be compared with him ? I reply that, in my estima-

tion, there has not, if the accounts of his life are at all

to be trusted. Yet in like manner, for centuries after

the death of Moses the opinion prevailed that no one

of those who had lived since was at all comparable to

Moses, and the inference was : there never again could

be anyone like him. And yet, there came one who was

greater than Moses. So, too, there has not been a poet
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since the days of Dante as great as he was ; and yet,

there may come one as great and greater. The human

race rises to the production of some supreme type of

excellence, now and again, at rare intervals. Now and

again, in the course of centuries, the wave culminates.

Then there is apt to follow a period of retrocession and

apparent decline that may last for ages. But why
should we slay within ourselves the hope that there

will come another, even, perchance, a higher culmina-

tion? What ground is there for asserting that the

treasure of divine possibilities is spent, or that the fount

of revelation is sealed ?

But, without entering further into this thought, as I

have another purpose in mind to-day, let me briefly say

what it was that Jesus shared with his spiritual ancestors

among the Jews, and what he added of his own. He
shared with his predecessors the profound conviction

that only the moral element in the universe is fit to be

regarded as divine ; that the supreme power in things is

holy—that is, moral. ** Holy shall ye be, for I the

Eternal One, am holy." *' And what does the Lord

demand of thee but to do justice and love mercy?"

This was the distinctive contribution of the Hebrews to

religious history—the seating of righteousness on the

throne of the world. This was the distinctive feature

that marked off the Hebrew religion from the pantheism

of the Hindoos, from the intellectual and esthetic doc-

trines of the Greeks, and from the worship of force that

prevailed on the lower levels of religion. And this view

Jesus wholly shared and adopted. If he had not done

so his own peculiar teachings would have been impossi-

ble. He shared with his predecessors the belief that

the externals of worship—the feasts and the fasts, and
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the pomp of ceremonial cults—is immeasurably inferior

in value to purity and uprightness. What he said in

this respect was but the reiteration and amplification of

what others had said before him. He was imbued, like

his predecessors, with the conviction that the day will

come when what is best will prevail ; when might will

no longer be regarded as right, but right clothed with

the attributes of might. He did not, however, share

with his predecessors the belief that the ultimate sanc-

tion of right is to be found in the laws or the public

conscience of an elect community. He taught rather

that in the soul of every individual there is erected a

tribunal which has final jurisdiction in matters of right

and wrong ; that there is a divine element which asserts

itself in every single human being. He taught that the

people who had been the standard-bearers of ethical

progress might perish ; that the whole world as it then

existed might perish ; that the heavens and the earth

might pass away, and that still this higher element,

present and cogent in a few individuals here and there,

might form the foundation of a new order. It was thus

by transferring the moral center of gravity from where

it had hitherto rested, in the life of a people, into the

inner nature and life of individuals that Jesus broke

with the past, and made it possible for his followers to

spread their religion beyond the pale of the Jewish

community and to embrace in it the Greek as well as

the Hebrew, the bond as well as the free. And, at the

same time, by this means he was able to guard in a more

effectual manner than had been done previously against

the fatal error of supposing that the outward correctness

of actions is a guarantee of the moral worthiness of the

agent. For, since the springs of right and wrong are
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to be found in the individual soul, it is the intention

rather than the act, the motive rather than the deed,

that wholly decides as to the worthiness of the doer.

Among certain of the more shallow free-thinkers it

has been customary to speak of Jesus as an excellent

moralist, the author of certain ethical sayings, such as

the Golden Rule, for which he deserves to be held in

great esteem, though they have now become common-

places. But to speak of Jesus as an excellent moralist

is to do sco^nt justice to his depth, his spiritual wealth,

his real greatness, to the virtue that went out from him.

For by "moralist" we commonl)^. understand one who

makes wise moral qbservations on life and events, not

one who by his own life becomes a transcendent force

in the life of others. And, to speak of Jesus as the

author of ethical sayings which have become common-

place ^s entirely to miss the meaning of the revolution

in human affairs which those sayings imply. Indeed,

there are sahent points in his teachings which, far from

being commonplace, have not yet got themselves ac-

cepted by the world even in theory, let alone in prac-

tice ; salient points with which certain of the strongest

tendencies, for instance, in modern civilization are di-

rectly in conflict, the majority of Christians, while ear-

nestly professing the Christian theology, disowning and

denying Jesus as an ethical Master. I propose to sin-

gle out a few of these great ethical ideas of Jesus, to

show how little obsolete they are, how living the issues

which they raise.

And the first of these ideas that I have in mind is

—

to put it in homely phrase—that it is wrong in principle

and disappointing, so far as the result goes, to fight the

devil with fire ; to try to defeat the evildoer by using
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his own weapons ; meeting fraud with fraud and vio-

lence with violence. It is possible that Jesus would

have us go to extreme lengths in the matter of non-

resistance ; that he would prohibit us from using force

at all, even for the purpose of preventing the manifes-

tations of evil. If such was his intention we may not

be able entirely to go with him But, at least, we can

retain as most precious the thought that even when

force is used we are not to descend in the methods em-

ployed to the level of the baseness against which we

contend. An extreme instance of the method which

Jesus would have condemned became the subject of

inquiry in the British Parliament during the past few

weeks. After the capture of Khartoum by General

Kitchener, the English destroyed the tomb of the

Mahdi, broke open the sepulchre, and cast his remains

into the Nile. There is something unspeakably horrible

in the desecration of a tomb. Every finer feeling in the

human breast is outraged by such an act. We think of

the grave as of the abode of peace, as a sure refuge to

which the hate of the living cannot penetrate. ** Let

them rave ; thou art quiet in thy grave." We think

that strife, enmity, bitterness, should not be pushed

beyond the limits of terrestrial life ; that when a man
has escaped through the open door of death he should

be left at rest ; that it is inhuman in the last degree to

wreak vengeance, especially on a dead foe who can no

longer defend himself. The facts were not denied. The

explanation offered was that the measure was necessary

in order to prevent the tomb from continuing to be a

place of pilgrimage. But, with the English in posses-

sion, was this really to be feared ? And were there not

other ways of removing this apprehension ? I have no
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doubt that the Sirdar has produced a profound effect on

those semi-savage fanatics, the dervishes ; that they can

thoroughly understand his act because probably they

would have acted in the same way. He fought the

devil with fire. He stamped indelibly on their minds

the completeness of his victory by the outrage he in-

flicted on the memory of their idolized prophet. But

even the ancient Greeks held it inadmissible to practice

inhumanity from any calculation of the effect likely to

be produced upon the conquered. And this, plainly,

for two reasons. First, because we owe it to ourselves

that we should not become brutes in dealing with the

brutal ; and then because, in the long run, the higher

civilization can only be introduced by those who ex-

hibit the traces of a higher civilization. Because, if we

lower ourselves to the level of those against whom we

contend, we may indeed coerce them into submission,

but we will never convey to them gUmpses of any

better way of living than their own, the dawning per-

ception of a loftier standard. We shall not lift them

out of the slough in which they are sunk by plunging

into the same slough ourselves. The conduct of the

English in the desecration of their enemy's grave is not

the only instance of the sort in recent times. I am very

far indeed from accusing Englishmen generally of inhu-

manity. I know very well that when the English have ob-

tained possession of colonies they have tried to rule them

in a spirit of equity and of justice. But as to the manner

in which they get possession, that is another story, and,

in places, a very dark story. And I refer to this matter

because I wish to show how little the ethical message of

Jesus is commonplace, what urgent reason there is for

those who call themselves Christians to ponder the in-
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structions of the Master, not only because it is neces-

sary to do so in order to retain one's self-respect, but

because the method he advises—that of honorable con-

duct, especially in dealing with those on an inferior level

—is, in the long run, the most successful method. And
we, too, in America have reason to ponder this teach-

ing, and particularly at this time when every morning

the newspapers bring us the sickening news of slaugh-

ter, slaughter, slaughter, of violence that is being in-

flicted at our command upon a people whose fault is

what? That they love liberty as ,we Ipye ,it. That

they are brave enough to defend their land against tljie

aggression of foreigners. That they do not agree with

President McKinley in the propositipn that, in their

case, the cons^^nt of the governed is unnecessary to the

rightfulness of government. On Friday last there ap-

peared in the. newspapers an extract from a report by

F. A. Blake, who is in charge of the Red Cross work

in Manila. I read from it the following :

" I never saw such execution in my life, and hope

never .to see such sights as met me on all sides as our

little corps passed over the field dressing the wounded

—

legs and arms nearly demolished, total decapitation, hor-

rible wounds in chests and abdomens, showing the de-

termination of our soldiers to kill every native in sight.

I counted seventy-nine dead natives in one «mall field,

and learn that on the other side of the river their bodies

were stacked up for breastworks." Then he goes on to

say :
'' This rush is putting the fear of God in the na-

tives, and I think when Aguinaldo's headquarters are

attacked they will cry * enough,' and surrender."

So we are putting " the fear of God" into the natives

at the point of the bayonet, and excusing ourselves for
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the bloody work that we do on the plea of the benefit

which we are going to confer afterwards. We, too, are

sending our message of brotherly love from the mouth

of cannon to a people who, relatively to us, are defence-

less, and, in the shape of shot and shrapnell, we are

scattering the glad tidings of a higher civilization. Oh,

on this day of commemoration let us protest against the

awful hypocrisy of our attitude as a nation ! If the

name of Christ does not avail, then let us, in the name

of Jesus, recall a Christian people to the words of their

teacher which they have forgotten—nay, which it would

seem they had never learned.

As a second capital point, I mention the doctrine that

every human being, in virtue of his equality as a moral

being, is invested, as we should nowadays put it, with

certain inalienable rights. And here, again, an exceed-

ingly strong tendency is asserting itself at the present

time, quite at variance with Jesus' ideas, and which, in

my opinion, needs to be corrected and to be made to

conform to Jesus' views. The Darwinian theory has

lead many people to believe that progress is achieved

not by gradually making fit the unfit, but by the destruc-

tion of the unfit, the fit surviving. And this view serves

to give a quasi scientific coloring and reinforcement to

a prejudice which has always been deeply rooted and

which was expressed by Aristotle in the statement that

the slave has the end of his being in his master, and not

in himself; that it is right for the many to toil and

serve, and live in darkness, and perish in darkness, in

order that life may be bright and full of beauty and sig-

nificance among the few. This view, corroborated by

arguments drawn from Darwinism, whether rightly

or wrongly understood it matters not, asserts itself
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forcibly at the present time. Only the other day I was

inexpressibly shocked to learn that one of the foremost

political leaders in the United States, a man in eminent

position, and one whose personal honor is stainless, had

expressed himself in conversation substantially to this

effect : "I cannot abide those who prate about the

sacredness of every human life. The lives of some men

are sacred because they are lived on a high plane. [He

referred especially to Anglo-Saxon men.] But there

are other beings that wear the human form whom I

should not hesitate to shoot down, because their lives are

worthless." Against this monstrous aberration the tes-

timony of Jesus rises in eternal protest—against the

view, namely, that the progress of the fit is to be bought

by the effacement of the unfit ; against the view that

only those human lives are sacred which are actually

lived on a high plane. Jesus teaches, on the contrary,

that it is not actually what a man manifests himself to

be, but his possibilities—especially his moral possibili-

ties—that render him sacred. It is not the science

which a man has acquired, or his artistic sensibility, but

it is the conscience within the man, even though it be a

dormant conscience, that invests him with a certain high

character which it is the worst kind of blasphemy to

deny.

The two doctrines just enumerated—the one, that we
shall not fight evil with the weapons of evil ; the other,

that, in contrast to arguments drawn from so-called

Darwinism and aristocratic pride, we shall not forget the

moral equality that underlies the diversity of gifts and

talents—are obvious enough in their vast significance,

and their importance is illustrated in the dealings of na-

tion and nation, as well as in the private relations that
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subsist between individuals. But there are two other

doctrines upon which I must at least touch, that belong

chiefly to the latter sphere. The one is the doctrine of

love ; the other, that of regeneration. The doctrine of

love is of immense present value as a means of setting

right especially the disturbed relations between the

sexes and the distorted views that are spread concerning

those relations. In this direction the teaching of Jesus

is again clearly of ** up-to-date" utility. The word
" love" often has a merely sentimental meaning. I do

not believe that Jesus used it in this sense. He says .

** A new commandment give I unto you, that ye love

one another." How can love be commanded ? This is

a stone against which many stumble. Is not love free ?

The spirit blows where it listeth. And is not love such

a spirit? Can it be bound by laws of obligation ? Can

anyone induce in himself tl]e feeHng of love, no matter

how much he may try to do so, in obedience to a com-

mand from a source however revered ? Invincible is

the power of charm. That grace, sweetness, beauty,

and, on the other hand, strength, manliness, heroic

qualities, should produce love is as natural as tha rivers

should run into the sea, or that metal should rush to

the lode-stone. That we shall love what is lovely it

would be preposterous to make the subject-matter of

command. We are urged to do so by every motion of

our being. " A new commandment give I unto you,

that ye shall love one another," can therefore only mean

that we shall love also that which is unlovely. Is that

possible ? Put yourself for the moment at the point of

view of Christian theology. The doctrines, when taken

literally, are unacceptable to our reason. How could we
believe them ? How can we understand that anyone
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ever believed them ? But they may be taken symboli-

cally, and then they will appear in a totally different

hght, as the pictured, metaphorical setting forth of deep

moral truths. Put yourself, then, for a moment at the

point of view of the Christian doctrine of the Incarnation.

An Infinite Being, clad with unspeakable perfections, in-

habiting immeasurable bliss, out of love to man adopts

human nature. How could he do it ? How could he

have conquered the aversion which a perfect being must

feel toward this poor, human nature of ours, with all its

stains, and its blemishes, and its pitiful weaknesses, and

the rankness of sin that often adheres to it ? And this

is the theme that for ages has excited the passionate ad-

miration and gratitude of those who were brought up

under the influence of Christian ideas. That a woman,

an angel of light and purity, should not disdain to take

the hand of a fallen sister, should not shrink from her

touch as if it were pollution, seems marvelous enough.

But that a God, clad with unspeakable perfections, in-

habiting eternal bliss, should not shrink from contact

with man—nay, from identifying himself with man so far

as to become himself human—this seems to transcend

belief. And what is the thought that lies wrapped

up in this symbol ? Why, the thought, plainly writ, is

just this : that it is possible to love the unlovely ; that love

is the child of duty ; that it can be created in us despite

whatsoever natural repugnance we may feel ; that we can

love wherever we can hope to redeem, and we can always

hope to do that, because the power to redeem depends

not on the other but on ourselves. If we are fine

enough, there is no being so degraded that can resist

our influence. If our influence does not avail it is be-

cause we are not yet fine enough ; because the divine
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element in us does not yet shine forth clear enough.

And our duty, then, is to take ourselves in hand and, in

proportion as we develop, our influence over others will

avail. This is the answer of Jesus, as I understand him,

to the modern heresy that where love ceases marriage

should cease. " A new commandment give I unto you,

that ye love one another"—a commandment that means

that, when the sentimental love ceases, we can awaken in

ourselves another and a better kind of love—the spirit-

ual love, which is the offspring of the earnest desire

to help another. And so the answer, I say, to the pro-

position that, if love ceases, marriage should cease, is

that the hypothesis "if love ceases" is inadmissible;

for it need not and should not cease. The sentimental

attachment, indeed, may vanish. That, it is not in our

power, by the exercise of our will, to detain. But the

higher and better kind of love, the spiritual love, it is in

our power to create in ourselves and ever again to re-

create. The desire to help to uplift the other is the in-

destructible safeguard of that love.

And this brings me, lastly, to the doctrine of the new

birth, which is, perhaps, after all, the most characteristic

of Jesus' teachings ; and the one that is most in keeping

with the freshness and gladness of an Easter morning.

Was there ever a more consoling, a more inspiring mes-

sage uttered since the human race began ? " Come
unto me," he says, "ye that are heavy laden and I will

ease your burdens." It is a message of hope and cheer,

a message of unconquerable idealism, based, we may be

sure, on the experience of the higher life in himself This

is, in effect, what he says : that in the nobler inspirations

of man there never is occasion to despair ; that in things

of the spirit there is no such word as fail ; that, however
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low a human being may sink, it is always within his ability

to rise again. There is this invincible power of renewal,

of being born again, of beginning at any moment the

new and the better life. Are you weighed down by

care, and sorrow, and trouble on account of some dear

one, a son, a daughter, whom all efforts to reach have

thus far failed, who seems gliding unavertibly along the

downward slope ? Do not give up, do not cease your

exertions. There is an invincible power of renewal

which may reward your efforts in the end. There is

an inextinguishable spark of goodness glowing still be-

neath the embers. Go on, still go on, seek to fan it

into a new flame. Is it your own errors and shortcom-

ings that oppress you ? Have you proved recreant to

yourself in some great crisis ? Are you a slave to detest-

able habits from which it seems that you cannot free

yourself? Are the forces of evil too mighty for you ?

Have you tried to mount the steep and difficult path

and slipped back again and again ? Still go on trying.

There is an invincible power of renewal in you which,

in the end, will reward your efforts. And this doctrine,

too, is in contrast with the opinion that is now widely

held that the character of man is fixed unalterably from

the beginning ; that his acts are but links in a series, de-

termined before ever he was born and beyond his power

to change. There is no more killing thought than that

of Determinism understood in this sense. The teach-

ings of Jesus emancipate us from this blight upon the

will. Do we owe him gratitude on this account also ?

I think we do, indeed.



I.

THE GREAT SIDE OF WALT
WHITMAN.^^

BY WILLIAM M. SALTER.

I AM aware that to many the name of Walt Whitman

suggests what is problematical or even offensive rather

than anything else. I shall speak of this in a subse-

quent lecture. At present I wish to speak of some of

the things in his writings that appeal to us directly

—

that, as Adam Bede said of certain words of Scripture,

shine by their own light and need no candle to show

them. As not long ago I went over some of the great

passages in his writings, I said to myself, What a shame

that because of their being bound in with a few things

that offend, they should be practically lost to the world I

I wonder how many of you have read the *' Passage to

India," which contains not a line to which one could

object, and at the close fairly touches the sublime ? Or

the " Song of the Open Road," with its freedom and

joy and mighty seriousness ? Or the ** Song of the

Broad Axe," or the ** Song of the Exposition," or ** A
* This and the succeeding address were first given before the Society for

Ethical Culture of Philadelphia in the autumn of 1894. The quotations are

from the large complete edition of Whitman's works, published (two vol-

umes in one) in Philadelphia in 18— , Messrs. Small, Maynard & Co., of

Boston, have since brought out the same (with additions) in more conven-

ient shape. But the greatest service to the general public has been rendered

by Professor Oscar L. Triggs, of the University of Chicago, in his recently

published Se/ections /rom IValt Whitman (Small, Maynard & Co.) The
reader will find most of the great things of Whitman in this volume. The
earlier little books of selections by Mr. Arthur Stedman are quite

inadequate.

(121)
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Song for Occupations " ? Yet these are things that

have the largeness, the power, the inspiration, that take

them into the circle'of the great Hterature of the world.

I wonder how many have even read " Drum-Taps," writ-

ten during war-time, that still stir the blood, and contain

not one false or ignoble note. Perhaps the only poem

of Whitman's that is widely known is ** O Captain, My
Captain "—a tender tribute to our martyr President, yet

giving scarcely a hint of the imaginative levels, the capa-

cious ranges of thought, that in my judgement consti-

tute Whitman's best claims to distinction.

Accordingly I can perhaps do no better service than

by making Whitman a little known to some to whom he

has been little more than a name before, and to this end

I shall not so much talk about him, or attempt any esti-

mate of him—for which, indeed, one would need to be

far better acquainted with literature in general than I

am—as let him speak. My office will simply be to set

some of his thoughts in order. And as it is thoughts I

am intent upon, I shall excuse myself from commenting

on Whitman's style, and will not discuss the mooted

question as to whether his poetry is poetry or not. I

acknowledge the awkwardness, and even slovenliness, of

his lines, at times, the slang, the amusing little affecta-

tions in which he sometimes indulges—though when in-

spiration comes to him he leaves all this behind. On
the other hand, he surely has Hnes of simple melody, of

which Tennyson need not have been ashamed :

" Long and long has the grass been growing,

Long and long has the rain been falling,

Long has the globe been rolling round." *

* Complete Poems and Prose of Walt Whitman, Vol. I, p. 158.
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He is capable of a felicitous line like this :

"Welcome, ineffable grace of dying days." "

Still again, of an image like this :

"He judges not as the judge judges, but as the sun falling

round a helpless thing." f

How could one surpass this? "The sun falling round

a helpless thing." There are still other Hnes having

just that grace and perfection of form, of which he was

ordinarily so careless. But I will not linger.

The central thought, the great unifying thought, of

Whitman, is that of the significance, the worth, the

sacredness, of individual existence. I know of few, if

of any, who have expressed this thought v/ith more

power, more reality. He holds on to the substance of

the Christian tradition in this respect. Men are not lost

in masses—classes, races, or humanity—to his mind.

The individual man, the single, separate human soul,

stands always foremost before him. It is as when Emer-

son says, "Souls are not saved in bundles." They are

not saved in bundles, and they do not exist in bundles.

Every one feels, however closely he may be associated

with others, and however blessed may be the association,

that he is himself, and, in a sense, no one else knows

him, and no one else can take the place of him.

" No one can acquire for another—not one,

No one can grow for another—not one."
:j:

—this is Whitman's refrain. With this thought ever

before him he declares that nothing is good to him that

ignores individuals. § We are apt to think that the indi-

* Ibid., Vol. I, p. 72. t Ibid., Vol. I, p. 269. X Ibid., p. 178.

\ Ibid., p. 273.
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vidual does not count for much, that the species, the race,

is all. We say in these days, and try to find comfort in

it, " The individual dies, but the race Hves on." But that

is just the opposite of Whitman's thought. Each and

every one counts, and neither in time nor eternity can

any one take the place of another. " Each who passes

is considered," he declares, ai:d **the young man who
died and was buried," ** the young woman who died

and was put at his side," '* the little child that peeped in

at the door and then drew back and was never seen

again," ''the old man who has lived without purpose,

and feels it with bitterness worse than gall "—all, all

count.* It is this thought that breeds in him a universal

human respect and a universal human affection. As he

sits alone, yearning and thoughtful, it comes to him that

there are other men in other lands, yearning and

thoughtful,

" It seems to me I can look over and behold them in Germany,

Italy, France, Spain,

Or far, far, away, in China, or in Russia or Japan, talking other

dialects.

And it seems to me if I could know those men I should become

attached to them as I do to men in my own lands,

I know we should be brethren and lovers,

1 know I should be happy with them."f

It is this same thought that leads him (as if to test it

and make sure it was real) into those catalogues of all

sorts and conditions of men, that to some are so weari-

some or else repulsive. For how easy it is for us to say

"all men are our brothers," or ''all are the children of

God;" but how difficult to say. This felon on trial in

* Complete Poems and Prose of Walt Whitman., Vol. I, p. 70.

t Ibid., p. 106.
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trial in court is our brother, or this bedraggled woman,

or that far-away savage, that Hottentot with cHcking

palate, that dwarfed Kamtschatkan, that Austral negro,

naked, red, sooty, with protrusive lip, grovelling, seeking

his food, that haggard, uncouth, untutored Bedowee,

that benighted roamer of Amazonia, that Patagonian,

that Feejeeman !
* Yet this is what Whitman says, and

these lists, these individualized portraits, are eloquent to

those who see the thought, the impulse that led to their

creation. Yes, with a touch of humor that is rare in him

(I sometimes ask myself, Was there any humor in Whit-

man ? t—he is generally so deadly in earnest)—of humor,

if it be such, that at once passes into the profoundest

gravity, he says, after confessing he belongs to his city

and feels the significance of whatever he sees there :

" The little plentiful manikins skipping around in collars and

tail'd coats,

I am aware who they are (they are positively not worms or fleas),

I acknowledge the duplicates of myself, the weakest and shallow-

est is deathless with me,

What I do and say the same waits for them,

Every thought that flounders in me the same flounders in them." %

* Complete Poems and Prose of Walt Whitman, Vol. I, pp. II9-120.

t So G. Sarrazin. *' Whitman differs from Richter by a total lack of hu-

mor. (/// Re : Wa/t Whitman, p. i6l.) But cf. T. B. Hamed: "Many
Sunday evenings I called on my way to church, and he always enjoyed

telling me with fine irony (for he was full of quiet humor): 'Well, Tom,

you know my philosophy includes them all

—

even the Unitarians! '
" [In

Re: Walt Whitman, p. 356.

)

X Complete Poems and Prose of Walt Whitman, Vol. I, p. 68.

In a similar spirit:

" The interminable hordes of the ignorant and wicked are not nothing,

The barbarians of Africa and Asia are not nothing.

The perpetual successions of shallow people are not nothing as they go."

—3id., Vol. I, p. 336.
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It is evident that all this presupposes a pecuHar and

distinct view of human nature. It is customary now

(perhaps it has always been so, but it seems to be par-

ticularly the case since the advent of modern science) to

contrast the littleness of men with the greatness of nature.

The world about us is undoubtedly bigger than we—if

by we is meant our body. And if we have simply these

outward material standards of measurement, it does

become somewhat absurd to make so much account of

man. But Whitman proposed other standards of meas-

urement. How much of a philosopher Whitman was,

I do not know—certainly there is no philosophy (no

reasoned thought, that is,) in his poems, nor would it be

in place there. But this one may say—that some of the

ripest results of philosophical analysis and reflection are

to be found here and there in his pages, though they

appear as feelings, presentiments, intuitions, rather than

as reasoned products. Whitman is aware of the difference

between personality and all other things. He pictures

himself not overawed by nature, but standing at ease

before her,

"—aplomb in the midst of irrational things." *

'* I am not an earth nor an adjunct of an earth," f he

boldly declares. He is not contained, he assures us with

absolute simplicity, between his hat and his boots. J This

idea that there is more to man than what is seen, or that,

as Tennyson puts it, man is not what he sees and other

than the things he touches—this idea of a mysterious

somewhat beyond the body or anything that can be

measured or laid hold of—this is real and living in all

* Complete Poems and Prose of Walt Whitman, Vol. I, p. l6.

t Ibid., Vol. T, p. 34. t Ihid., Vol. I, p. 34.
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that Whitman writes. This inner Hfe it is that makes the

real greatness of man. It is that immediately known to

man, and yet it is in a sense unknown—yes, far more

unknown than known ; it stretches out beyond the con-

sciousness of any moment, or perhaps of all the moments

of our life.

" Why even I myself, I often think, know little or nothing of my
real life,

Only a few hints, a few diffused faint clews and indirections."^"

And again he declares, " the real me stands yet untouch'd,

untold, altogether unreach'd,"t notwithstanding all his

"arrogant poems." Yes, this wealth of inner being

which is other than suns and stars and greater than they,

and the consciousness of which Whitman sublimely says

should make our souls stand composed and cool before

a million universesj—this it is in which and to which

the glory of the world itself appears. " The atmosphere,"

he says (and Berkley could not have said it better), *' is

not a perfume, it has no taste of the distillation, it is

odorless. It is for my mouth forever." § The pageant

of nature, of earth and air and sky, is, he feels, a pageant

for man ; it is in his eyes and in his heart ; he contains

it as truly as it contains him—so that if you leave him

out of account it is impossible to say what it is,

"May-be the things I perceive, the animals, plants, men, hills,

shining and flowing waters.

The skies of day and night, colors, densities, forms.

May-be these are (as doubtless they are) only apparitions,

And the real something has yet to be known,"
||

'^ Ibid., Vol. I, p. 202. \Ibid., Vol. i., p. 14.

X Ibid.,Yo\. 1, p. 322; cf., "That immortal house more than all the

rows of buildings ever built." ( " The City Dead House," p. 285.)

I Ibid., Vol. I, p. 29.
II
Ibid., Vol. I, p. loi.
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—which amounts to saying that perhaps all things have

an inner side just as man has, and that we make a huge

mistake if we judge of anything—even what we call

inanimate nature—by the outside alone. Of man him-

self, he declares once with remarkable penetration, that

it is not his material eyes that finally see, nor is it his

" material body which finally loves, walks, laughs, shouts,

embraces, procreates."* The central energy, the undis-

covered life, the fathomless depths behind all that appears

—that is the true man, according to Walt Whitman; and

hence man's peculiar and unique place in what we call

the universe, hence his transcendent, and, as Whitman

believed, imperishable worth.

And whether we can follow all this, or are content to

rest our thought of the worth of man on a basis of

instinct and sympathy alone, few will question that man
is the highest form of existence that we know.

"A ruddy drop of manly blood

The surging sea outweighs."

To these lines of Emerson we all instinctively assent, nor

is there anything in nature that does not stand lower in

our estimation, and that we will not sacrifice, use up, for

the sake of keeping a man alive. It is the old thought,

** Ye are of more value than numy sparrows." Who ever

did anything great for man who did not have a great

thought of man—whether he could formulate the rea-

sons for it or no ?

But such being the greatness of man in Whitman's

estimation, everything connected with him has a ray of

sacred significance. The body does not exhaust him,

but it is a part of him, an expression of him in this hfe

* Ibid., Vol. I, p. 146.
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of his on the earth—and it, too, is sacred. It is a false

spiritualism that is ashamed of the body, or of any part

of it. There may be sayings of Whitman that rightfully

offend, but there are other sayings that offend only

because we ourselves are not pure and clean. They

offend the prurient, but not the chaste and the holy. In

the legend of our first parents we read that it was not

till they had sinned that they were ashamed. When
Whitman says,

"Welcome is every organ and attitude of me, and of any man
hearty and clean,

Not an inch nor a particle of an inch is vile,"

and goes on with his wonderful description of details,

this may be bold, but it is not bad—and it ought not to

be bold to those who are innocent and blameless in

thought and life. There is, of course, a time and place

for everything, there are things we do not speak of to

every one, there are privacies between two, there may be

things better felt, experienced, done, than talked about

at all (if speech is golden, silence may be golden, too);

but that there is anything unclean in distinctive manhood

and womanhood ; that there is anything low, vulgar, or

obscene in fatherhood any more than motherhood ; that

there is anything in begetting more than in being begot-

ten, over which we must cry ** Hush," because it is

something wrong and forbidden; that, in short, Whitman,

if he erred, erred in more than a question of taste ; that

he violated any moral principle—this is a monstrous and

indeed a blasphemous assertion, since it condemns the

very order of nature amid which and by which we live,

and, if there be an Author of this order, condemns the

Supreme Orderer, too. Said an honored minister of a
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Christian communion recently, '* Were we decently taught

and weeded of a little of our pruriency—which is at the

antipodes of purity—we should find Walt Whitman as

clean as is the Creator." * This may be too absolute a

claim, but with regard to the poems I have now in mind,

it seems to me exact truth.

No, we must get a new seriousness about the body, a

fresh sense of its part in our life, of its intimate connec-

tions with the spiritual part of us. It is by this that we

"spirits veiled in flesh" communicate with one another

in this world, it is by its energies that we continue the

successive generations of men on the earth, it is through

these despised avenues of sense that we take the suste-

nance that keeps us alive and eat the bread of God—and

perhaps not in surface appearance, but in its interior

meaning, it is ourselves, permanent, as Whitman thought,

while what is excrementitious about it passes away,t all

that happens to it leaving its traces, perhaps its scars, on

its inner undying part. It may be a solemn thing, how
we use or misuse our body. Whitman thought so.

*' Have you seen (he says) the fool that corrupted his

own live body? or the fool that corrupted her own
live body?

For they do not conceal themselves and cannot conceal them-

selves." I

Who that has had the bitter experience of shattered

nerves and exhausted vitality that sometimes comes to

so-called intellectual men and women but will own that

Whitman's language is no exaggeration, ''All comes by

*Rev. M. J. Savage in Arena, Sept., 1894, p. 450.

t Complete Poems and Prose of Walt Whitman, Vol. I, p. 147; cf.,

pp. 344, 25. .-j: Ibid., Vol. I, p. 86.
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the body, only health puts you rapport with the uni-

verse." * Who that would be a leader of men but

knows the truth of the words addressed " To a pupil :"

" You! do you not see how it would serve to have eyes, blood,

complexion, clean and sweet ?

Do you not see how it would serve to have such a body and soul

that when you enter the crowd an atmosphere of desire

and command enters with you ? "
f

For my part, I find it difficult to dissent from a word

that Whitman says about the body.

And woman. Whitman's great doctrine of individu-

ality includes her, too. She is not an appendage, a tool

for man, but his equal. She has high ends of being as

well as he. With characteristic simpHcity and plainness

of speech he announces,

" I am the poet of the woman the same as the man,

And I say it is as great to be a woman as to be a man.

And I say there is nothing greater than the mother of men." |

He is not afraid to contemplate the enlargement of the

sphere of woman. § He pictures the great individuals of

the future training themselves '' to go in public to become

orators and oratoresses."
||

He does not fear that the

larger life of citizenship will contaminate and degrade

woman ; the great city to him is one

*
' Where women walk in public processions in the streets the

same as the men,

Where they enter the public assembly and take places the same

as the men.
'

' *[[

* /die/., Yol. I, p. 265.

t /did.. Vol. I, p. 302. t Ibid,, Vol. I, p. 45.

^ See the successive portraits of women in '* Democratic Vistas," Com-

plete Poems, etc.. Vol. II, p. 235.

II
/bid.. Vol. I, p. 365. \/bid.. Vol. I, p. 153.
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** Her shape arises," he declares in the wonderful " Song

of the Broad-Axe,"

'
' She less guarded than ever, yet more guarded than ever,

The gross and soil'd she moves among do not make her gross

and soil'd." *

And yet he never forgets the distinctive ** womanhood "

of woman, nor fails to celebrate her in her peculiar offices

of wife and mother. He has his recognition of " wom-
anly housework," f he celebrates ** the oath of the insep-

arableness of two together "J and ''prophetic joys of

better, loftier love's ideals, the divine wife, the sweet,

eternal, perfect comrade." § I do not know what Whit-

man's private views were and some have doubted whether

he believed in marriage, but I see nothing in his poems

inconsistent with a recognition of a lifelong union of one

man to one woman as the normal relation of the sexes.

He speaks with honor of "the chaste husband" and

"the chaste wife,"|| and if he refers to "the adulterous

wish,"T[ "the treacherous seducer of young women,"**

or "the adulterous unwholesome couple,"tt it is plainly

with the same feelings that we all have. And of mother-

erhood no one has written with more feeling or a pro-

founder appreciation.

" O the mother's joys! (he sings)

The watching, the endurance, the precious love, the anguish, the

patiently yielded life."U

Let any one read his lines in memory of his own mother §§

* Complete Poefns, eti\,\o\. I, p. 157.

\Idid.,Yo\. I, p. 335. +/^?V.,Vol. I, p. 80. I Ibid.,\o\. I, p. 147.

\\Ibid.yo\. I, p. 156. ybid,,\o\. I, p. 132. ** Ibid.,No\. I, p. 215.

'\^Ibid.,No\. I, p. 156. XX Ibid., Vol. I, p. 143.

U Ibid., Vol. I, p. 376; cf., Vol. II, p. 282, note.
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or that almost stately picture, recalling a woman of the

old style, of " the justified mother of men," * and he will

not doubt Whitman's sensibility in this direction. This

man felt the mystery of birth and the potent spiritual

influence of woman, and he celebrates both with holy

reverence.

" Unfolded out of the folds of the woman man comes unfolded,

and is always to come unfolded,

Unfolded only out of the perfect body of a woman can a man be

formed of perfect body,

Unfolded out of the justice of the woman all justice is unfolded,

Unfolded out of the sympathy of the woman is all sympathy;

A man is a great thing upon the earth and through eternity, but

every jot of the greatness of man is unfolded out of woman;

First the man is shaped in the woman, he can then be shaped in

himself.
'

' f

As Whitman teaches the dignity of the body and the

dignity of woman, so does he teach the dignity of labor.

He is a voice of the larger conscience of to-day, and

sings things that were not sung before. Who has thought

before of putting the mechanic, the carpenter, the mason,

the shoemaker into song—or, if he has, has thought of

treating them not as humble folk, picturesque in their

poverty and struggles, but as his equals, his comrades,

his fellow-laborers in the world ? Where is the great-

souled democrat in poetry ? Not, so far as I know, before

Whitman. Some may have struck the note, but here is

the fuU-orb'd chorus of the song. Others had the idea

of equahty, and perhaps heroically acted on it in relation

to the slave (as Lowell and Whittier), but here it is a

* Ibid., Vol. I, p. 355. t Ibid., Vol. I, pp. 302-3.
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palpitating reality for every day. How lovingly Whit-

man sings the common occupations of men ? House-

building, blacksmithing, nail-making, ship-joining, dock-

building, fish-curing, stone-cutting, boiler-making, rope-

twisting—all these and a hundred others appear in his

lines* as if to show that not one honest work of man's

hand was forgotten by him or left out of account. With

delightful abandon he tells us,

" I am enamoured of growing out-doors,

Of men that live among cattle or taste of the ocean or wood,

Of the builders and steerers of ships and the wielders of axes and

mauls, and the drivers of horses,

I can eat and sleep with them week in and week out." f

What a picture of the harvest field

—

"Three scythes at harvest whizzing in a row from three lusty

angels with shirts bagg'd out at their waists." J

" To teach the average man the glory of his daily walk

and trade" §—this line of Whitman's represents one of

the heights of his ambition
;

yes, he would have every

man see that he really does something ; every woman,

too. And then what a lift he gives us in his view of

labor ! He sees that, sordid and commonplace as it may
seem, it is kindred to the forces of the universe.

' 'Ah httle recks the laborer.

How near his work is holding him to God,

The loving Laborer through space and time."
||

Who more a child of the Divine, one might say, indeed,

than he who reproduces the old miracle and gives form

to the formless, and arranges, combines, separates, and

makes serviceable things for the uses of man ?

* Complete Poems, etc., Vol. I, pp. 173-4-5. t -^^i^^'i Vol. I, p. 39.

+ Ibid., Vol. I, p. 67. I Ibid., Vol. I, p. 162.
II
7^?^., Vol. I, p. 157.
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The great idea of individuality, when it takes political

form, becomes democracy. It means the abolition of

classes, the end of obsequiousness, self-respect. The

very essence of it Whitman sums up in his '' Song of

Joy," when he says,

" O the joy of a manly self-hood !

To be servile to none, to defer to none, not to any tyrant known
or unknown,

To confront with your personality all the other personalities of the

earth." *

A proud, virile spirit runs through all this man's writings.

His word to Americans is ''Resist much, obey littley-\ He
extols "the latent right of insurrection." { He admires

" the audacity and subHme turbulence of the states." §

He says, " Let others praise eminent men and hold up

peace, I hold up agitation and conflict."
||
Sometimes he

comes near the Hne of bumptiousness, and yet it is never

that. There is a deep, sublime motive underlying all he

says ; and this is, that we are not made for institutions,

laws, good usages and the like—but they are ever and

forever made for us, and we must forever see to it that

they serve us. We must look into what is called good,

and see that it is good, we must look into what is called

justice, and see that it is justice, we must look into

law throned on high, and see that it is worthy to be

placed there. Once people become obedient in the old

unthinking sense, submissive, imagining that the laws

come from some wisdom superior to their own, and there

* Complete Poems, etc.. Vol. I, p. 146.

f Ibid., Vol. I, p. 15 ; cf. Emerson in "Politics :
" " Good men must

not obey the laws too well."

X Ibid., Vol. I, p. 17. ^ Ibid., Vol. I., p. 274.
II
Ibid.,\o\. I, p. 189.
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is an end of liberty, an end of human development, a

beginning of decadence. Is the warning unnecessary for

us ? Does it apply only to the old world, where kings

and privileged classes are still allowed—though hardly

even there as in former times ? Look at some of our

great cities. What do the forms of democracy amount

to, when they are dead forms, when men, true men, '* men

who their duties know, but know their rights as well,"

are not on hand to animate them ? Is it not tame, meek,

submissive beyond pity or sympathy almost, when some

of our cities allow themselves to be ruled as they are ?

Is not the spirit of revolt, of rebellion, the proud spirit

that will not brook the disgraceful practices that are so

common, the very spirit that we need ? The same might

be said of some of our Commonwealths. A few years

ago, the then Chief Justice of the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania used this language at a dinner of the New
England Society in Philadelphia. (Allowance must, of

course, be made for the fact that it was an after-dinner

speech; but there was evidently seriousness in it as well.)

'' The history of Pennsylvania is soon told. It was

founded by one William Penn, who was for a time its

proprietary Governor. It is composed of iron and coal

and railroads. The proprietors of this State to-day are

J. Donald Cameron and Matthew Stanley Quay." *

Yet at this, too, we laugh and submit. Which is better

—

this, or the '* turbulence," the *' insurrection," of which

Whitman speaks ? To my mind, it is profoundly true,

as Whitman says, that the great city is one

"Where the populace rise at once against the never-ending

audacity of elected persons." f

* Chief Justice Paxson, as quoted in the Philadelphia Public Ledger^

23 Dec, '92. f Complete Poems, etc.. Vol. I, p. 153.
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Nothing else keeps the soul of a people alive. As
Wendell Phillips used to say, ''When there is peace at

Warsaw, there is spiritual death." Whitman glories in

our industrial age, and yet he never forgets that nothing

—no inventions, no machinery, no .spread of comfort, no

perfection of material accomplishment of any kind—can

take the place of self-respecting manhood in the individ-

ual citizen.* " Thee in thy moral wealth and civilization

(until which thy proudest civilization must remain in

vain)," t he says in apostrophizing America.

Yet with all said and done, what an affection this

prophet of individual rights had for his country! His is

not the rampant individualism that is merely self-centered

and feels no ties with a larger whole. J The freedom he

celebrates is not license § nor does the insurrection he

preaches the right of mean what that word commonly

suggests to the mind. If there may be insurrection for

any grievance, real or fancied, then had the South a

right to secede from the Union, and it was criminal to

put the Rebellion down. The answer to such logic on

Whitman's part was his "Drum-Taps." What fiery

energy breathes through them ! And in almost his latest

poem he says,

" I announce that the identity of these States is a single identity-

only,

I announce the Union more and more compact, indissoluble."
||

* '< I swear I begin to see the meaning of these things." Ibid.^ p. 273.

\ Ibid., p. 350.

X Cf. the broad and philosophic spirit of his words in '
' Democratic Vis-

tas," Ibid., Vol. II, p. 213, note, and p. 219.

\ • Democracy too is law, and of the strictest, amplest kind. Many
suppose that it means a throwing aside of law and running riot." (

" Dem-
ocratic Vistas," Ibid., Vol. II, p. 219 and p. 336.)

11
Complete Poems, etc.. Vol. I., p. 381.
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Addressing the Union in those magnificent lines, '' The

Song of the Exposition," he says,

" Without thee neither all nor each, nor land, home,

Nor ship, nor mine, nor any here this day secure.

Our farms, inventions, crops, we own in thee! cities and States in

thee!

Our freedom all in thee! our very lives in thee! " *

Undoubtedly there must be a spiritual as well as a

physical bond, and Whitman most powerfully says this
;

undoubtedly mere constitutions or mere arms are

unavailing

—

" Nay, nor the world, nor any living thing will so cohere."

But that on occasions law may be used, and the unwil-

ling, the rebellious, be compelled, he questions quite as

little.t Whitman was indeed too great a man to be a

radical merely any more than a conservative. The

freedom in which he believed was, notwithstanding the

seeming extravagance of some of his utterances, an

august freedom. It was a freedom consistent with what

he called ** the immortal laws." J He sang of man *' for

freest action form'd under the laws divine." § The

modern political movement he interpreted as Freedom,

with Law on one side and Peace on the other.
||

In

speaking of America he said:

'

' Lo, where arise three peerless stars

To be thy natal stars my country, Ensemble, Evolution, Freedom,

Set in the sky of Law." %

It is this balance, this equipoise of mind, that makes

* Complete Poems, etc.. Vol, I, p. 164-5. f Jbid., Vol. I, p. 247-269.

X Ibid., Vol. I, p. 14. I Ibid,, Vol. I, p. 9.

II
Ibid., Vol. I, p. 370. \ Ibid., Vol. I, p. 350.
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Whitman great and sane, and prevents his being claimed

by the sectarian. He had his strong insistances, yet he

saw the place of other things as well.

As Whitman sets his face to the future, he has

unmeasured hope. To him progress is a law of life.

The race has gone so far, it will go farther. There is

an atmosphere of divine cheer on his pages, the like of

which I hardly know in any modern writer—or for that

matter in any writer.

'

' In this broad earth of ours,

Amid the measureless grossness and the slag.

Enclosed and safe within its central heart.

Nestles the seed perfection.

By every life a share or more or less.

None born but it is born, conceal' d or unconceal'd the seed is

waiting."*

This is his deep, central thought. Man and all things

are born with an impulse toward more than they are.

You cannot label them and say, this much they are and

nothing more will come of them. Give time— *' the

amplitude of Time," to use one of Whitman's great

phrases—and even the primitive nebula, mere mist and

smoke, becomes what we see to-day. It is a mystic,,

not a mechanical world, in which we live. There are

fires, energy, hidden away in nature, deep on deep, and

no plummet can sound them, and no temporary achieve-

ment can exhaust them. It is a great, solemn, divine

universe in which we live. Do we believe this, or, if we

do, is it hearsay with us ? Then let me say that here

was a man, for whom the belief was a part of his flesh

and blood. In an age of surface thinking and of surface

* Ibid.,Vo\.\, p. i8i.
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living, of scepticism and ennui, he stands forth as one of

the great believers. Others rest on the past ; he too

rests on the past and does not disdain it, but he is ready

to go beyond it. This fair universe is to him a proces-

sion.* Speaking of what the past has bequeathed to us,

he says:

" I have pursued it, own it is admirable, (moving awhile

among it,)

Think nothing can ever be greater, nothing can ever deserve

more than it deserves.

Regarding it all intently a long while, then dismissing it,

I stand in my place with my own day here." f

"Outlining what is yet to be " J is one of the great

tasks to his mind. He addresses America, *'Thou

Mother with thy Equal Brood,"

" Belief I sing, and preparation;

As Life and Nature are not great with reference to the present only,

But greater still from what is yet to come,

Out of that formula for thee I sing." §

He sang our Civil War, and yet in the "Song of the

Exposition " he says,

"Away with themes of war; away with war itself !
"

||

"Amehoration is one of the earth's words,"t he declares
;

and in "The Mystic Trumpeter" he dares to dream of

"War, sorrow, suffering gone—the rank earth purged."**

And yet the progress Whitman celebrates is always

in the last analysis the progress of souls. All he sings,

he says, " has reference to the soul."tt He never loses

* Complete Prose, etc.. Vol. I, p. 85. + Ibid., Vol. I, p. 20.

X Ibid., Vol. I, p. II. \ Ibid., Vol. I, p. 347. II
Ibid.,\o\. I, p. 162.

If Ibid., Vol. I, p. 176. ** Ibid., Vol. I, 358. ft Ibid., Vol. I, p. 25.
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himself in material magnitudes, in general laws or

abstractions. All is concrete, individual, and the prog-

ress is the progress of single, separate human souls.

" To know the universe itself as a road, as many roads, as roads

for traveling souls," *

—such might be almost called an epitome of his phi-

losophy. " I tramp a perpetual journey (he says in his

homely, yet vivid manner),

'

' My signs are a rain-proof coat, good shoes, and a staff cut from

the woods,

No friend of mine takes his ease in my chair,

I have no chair, no church, no philosophy,

I lead no man to a dinner-table, library, exchange.

But each man and each woman of you I lead upon a knoll.

My left hand hooking you round the waist.

My right hand pointing to landscapes of continents and the public

road."

And then,

" Not I, not any else can travel that road for you,

You must travel it for yourself." j-

A loving, yet stern and salutary teacher ! What more

moving and solemn thought is there than that the uni-

verse is a scene wherein we are placed to grow, to

unfold all the hidden possibilities of our nature, each

for himself, each separately valuable, each separately

accountable—yes, I add this, for though Whitman does

not make much of it, he does not ignore it, and says

something of America that he would doubtless say of

each individual:

" If we are lost, no victor else has destroyed us,

It is by ourselves we go down to eternal night." |

* Complete Poems, etc., Vol. I, p. 127. f Ibid, Vol. I, p. 73.

%Ibid., Vol. I, p. 264.
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And this law of progress, which is the law of life as

-we know it, is, to Whitman, the law of all life, the law

of all the worlds.

"Gliding o'er all, through all,

Through Nature, Time, and Space,

As a ship on the waters advancing,

The voyage of the soul—not life alone,.

Death, many deaths I'll sing."*

—this is his message.

"If I, you [he says] and the worlds, and all beneath or upon

their surfaces, were this moment reduced back to a pallid

float, it would not avail in the long run,

We should surely bring up again where we now stand,

And surely go as much farther, and then farther and farther." f

''There is no stoppage, and never can be stoppage," is

his conclusion. Hence the death we dread so much

may be different, to use his everyday language, ** from

what any one supposes and luckier" J—yes, to his mind,

is so. The principle he applies to all the varied stages

of life, ** However sweet these laid-up stores, however

convenient this dwelling, we cannot remain here,"—such

words apply to the last stage as well, and to his rapt

vision, we go, we go, he knows not where we go, but he

knows we go toward the best—toward something great. §

It is a sublime faith, one that nourishes, is good for

the soul.

The climax of Whitman's thought and of Whitman's

verse is, to my mind, reached in the " Passage to India."

It is not for every day, any more than other things he

rwrote are for everybody. It is rather a holy scripture

* Complete Poems, etc.. Vol. I, p. 218. f Ibid., Vol. I, p. 73.

%Ibid., Vol. I, p. 34. § Ibid., Vol. I, p. 127.

I
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-of the new world, and should be read on stately occa-

sions in church or cathedral. In it he rises to imagina-

tive levels, the like of which do not exist out of the Bible

.or of iEschylus. After reading it I know why Whitman

speaks of dropping 'Mn the earth the germs of a greater

religion" *—for this is religion, something that takes us

into the realm of the vast and the infinite.

"Swiftly Ishrivel at the thought of God,

At Nature and its wonders, Time and Space and Death,

But that I, turning, call to thee O soul, thou actual Me,

And lo, thou gently masterest the orbs,

Thou matest Time, smilest content at Death,

And fillest, swellest full the vastnesses of Space.

Greater than stars or suns,

Bounding O soul thou journeyest forth
;

Passage to more than India!

Are thy wings plumed indeed for such far flights ?

O soul, voyagest thou indeed on voyages like those ?

Disportest thou on waters such as those ?

Then have thy bent unleash'd.

Passage to you, your shores, ye aged fierce enigmas I

Passage to you, to mastership of you, ye strangling problems!

You, strew' d with the wrecks of skeletons, that, living, never

reach' d you.

Passage to more than India!

O secret of the earth and sky!

Of you O waters of the sea! O winding creeks and rivers!

Of you O woods and fields! of you strong mountains of my land!

Of you O prairies! of you gray rocks!

O morning red! O clouds! O rain and snows!

O day and night, passage to you!

* Complete Poems ^ ^/^,,Vol. I, p. 23.
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O sun and moon and all you stars! Sirius and Jupiter!

Passage to you! *

Passage, immediate passage! the blood burns in my veins!

Away O soul! hoist instantly the anchor!

Cut the hawsers—haul out—shake out every sail!

Have we not stood here like trees in the ground long enough ?

Have we not grovel' d here long enough, eating and drinking like

mere brutes ?

Have we not darken'd and dazed ourselves with books long

enough ?

Sail forth—steer for the deep waters only,

Reckless O soul, exploring, I with thee, and thou with me.

For we are bound where mariner has not yet dared to go.

And we will risk the ship, ourselves and all.

O my brave soul!

O farther, farther sail!

O daring joy, but safe! are they not all the seas of God ?

O farther, farther, farther sail !
"
f

**Cf., Socrates' picture of a possible paradise, as reported in the

"Phcedo:" "The sun, the moon and the stars they see as they really

are; and are blessed in all other matters agreeably thereto."

t Complete Poems, etc., Vol. I, p. 322-323.



II.

THE QUESTIONABLE SIDE OF WALT
WHITMAN.

BY WILLIAM M. SALTER.

In speaking previously of the problematical or even

offensive in Whitman, I had not in mind his frank cele-

bration of the glory and dignity of the human body, but

of a graver matter. Those words in praise of the body

—

of the body of man and the body of woman, and those

mysterious and supreme functions of the body, father-

hood and maternity—may jar on us, may wound our

sense of propriety, may make us feel that while true

they relate to feelings and experiences too sacred and

intimate for utterance ; but they offend no graver, no

properly moral, sensibilities. What I had in mind was

rather things that offend the moral consciousness itself

—

or at least seem to, when we first come upon them. It

is not easy or pleasant to speak of these things, and yet

in any discussion of Whitman they cannot be left out of

account—and after all our first duty is not to any man,

or to his name or reputation, but to ourselves and the

truth. Whitman himself wished no blind followers ; in

a great moment he charged that there be no theory or

school founded out of him,* and if we do battle with

some of his teachings, it is only in the same free, manly

* Complete Poems and Prose of Walt Whitman^ Vol. I, p. 190.

(145)
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spirit, of which he was in the first place so sturdy an

illustration.

Suppose that in science or philosophy one said that

there was no great difference between falsehood and

truth, that one should make as much of one as the

other, and care for one as much as the other, surely

there would soon be an end of science or philosophy.

The very meaning of science is the pursuit of truth ;
the

only horror of the scientific man, as I think that apostle

of science. Prof. Huxley, once said, is to believe a lie.

In the same way morals rests on the antithesis between

good and bad. Practically it means a choice, and the

very opposite of indifference. It means rising up out of

the life of mere impulse and chance emotion, the life in

which we are pulled like mere puppets this way and that

(to use the metaphor of Marcus Aurelius), and taking

our stand with principles. When, then, some one says

there is no great difference between good and evil, that

one is no more important in the universe than the other,

that as for himself he can stand indifferent in face of the

contest going on, that he thinks it would be better if we

could be relieved of the distinctions, and could make as

much of vices as of virtues, he does not indeed put an

end to morals—for that is not so easy to do, the basis

for it lying rather deep in nature herself—but he does,

if we are innocent and unsuspecting enough to believe

him, weaken moral convictions in our own minds and

take moral nerve and stamina out of us. Yet this is the

way in which Whitman sometimes appears to speak.

They are only some of the things he says—yes, a small

part of the total—and it were foolish to condemn him

absolutely on this account and to forget the noble ranges
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of thought of which I tried to give glimpses last week

—

yet there they are, and at any moment you are liable to

stumble on them. For instance, he says :

" Let others ignore what they may,

I make the poem of evil also—I commemorate that part also,

I am myself as much evil as good—and I say there is in fact

no evil,

Or if there is, I say it is just as important to you, to the earth, or

to me, as anything else." *

Evil has been ordinarily thought something to be shunned,

avoided, contended with and conquered ; in these Hnes

it is rather something to be commemorated, it is covered

with the dignity of good—in a word, it is set down as

not really evil, which is very much like saying in science

that falsehood is truth. No wonder, then, that Whitman

could exclaim :

" O to be relieved of distinctions ! to make as much of vices as

virtues
!

'

*

and again

—

" What blurt is this about virtue and about vice ?

Evil propels me and reform of evil propels me

—

I stand indifferent." f

Yes, though Whitman took pains in later life to tell us

in noble language that liberty was not license, J he cele-

brates outright sexual lawlessness in two poems, which

I should be almost ashamed to read to you and he should

have been ashamed to have written. In one of them he

recalls one of those "free unions" between man and

woman, which false apostles of liberty nowadays are

preaching the right of, and in which Whitman was appa-

* Complete Poems and Prose of Walt Whitman, Vol. I, p. 22.

t Ibid., p. 46. X Ibid,, Vol. II, p. 336.
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rently not above indulging himself in his early days. In

the other he pictures himself going to a brothel, not to

win and to save, but to partake in the loose delights

there, to share in the midnight orgies—to show, forsooth,

that he was no better than the inmates, to make himself

their poet.* If there is no difference between what is

pure and what is vile, then so let it be and let us have

done with talking of ethics, conscience and the rest ; but

if there is a difference, if there is any meaning to right

and wrong, if there are any " immortal laws " such as

Whitman elsewhere speaks of, safe and forever unhurt,

however men may disobey them, if in the natural divine

order of things the union of the sexes means, as Whit-

man commonly himself implies, fatherhood and mother-

hood, and the responsibilities of the same, and not a mere

riot of the senses, then is such a poem as ** Native

Moments " an almost unpardonable offense, a scandal in

the eyes of all right-minded men.

How can we explain such utterances as these, how
was it possible that they should have come from such a

man as I have before portrayed to you ? According to

the best light I have been able to get thus far, I should

say three causes co-operated : (i) sympathy with men
;

(2) a certain unthinking, unmoral way of looking at the

universe—only a part of his total view, and having noth-

iag necessarily to do with it ; and (3) a peculiar theory

of his function as poet. Let us take these up in order.

The first and most honorable cause to Whitman was

his sympathy with men. It is impossible to doubt this

sympathy. It shines out on every page he has written.

He took all men into his embrace with a wealth of affec-

* Complete Poems and Prose of Walt Whitman, Vol. I, p. 94.
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tion that it is difficult to find the hke of in Hterature

—

and which in its tenderness and its range recalls the Man
of Love and Sorrows who would have gathered the

children of Jerusalem together as a hen gathereth

her chickens under her wings. It may sound ex-

travagant to say this, but if you read and read and

read in Whitman, I think you will come to feel that it is

not more than the truth.

" Stranger, if you passing meet me and desire to speak to me,

why should you not speak to me ?

And why should I not speak to you ?" ^'

How simple and truly human ! Sympathy with the rank

and file, with the average man, how real it is with him!

I know of few things more pathetic, that more go to the

heart of hearts within us, than passages Hke "The Mil-

lion Dead," and " The Real War will never get into the

Books," in Specimen Days.^ And yet the test of our

sympathy is ever whether we can love men, despite their

badness. To love the good, the noble—that is not so

difficult ; but to love those who are not good and noble,

to pierce through the surface of things, and all that is

merely actual, and find and treasure the possibilities of

good that are in every one—ah, that is not so easy, and

because it is so difficult, we call it divine. Now it was

by following along this path of universal sympathy that

Whitman was in part led to those strange and repellant

utterances we are considering. He loved men, and he

loved all men, whatever their character, whatever their

weaknesses, failings, vices or crimes. In this, too, he

perpetuates the heart of the Christian tradition. But

* Complete Poems and Prose ^ Vol. I, p. 18.

t fhid Vol II . -
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there is one thing that has always to be borne in mind

in connection with sympathy, one thing that Christianity,

Jesus, never forgot. It is that we should love men

despite what is evil in them, not because of it. Never

can a man of conscience show sympathy with sin. We
may love the sinner and go over earth or through hell

to save him, but we can never have other than disap-

proval for sin. If you cease to have disapproval, con-

science dies in you—and you become a mere mush of

sentiment, without light, without dignity, yes, without

any great divine reason for love. To celebrate man and

the better possibilities of man, however for the time he

may be hardened and degraded, is always in order. To
celebrate wickedness, to celebrate the very things in

which man goes counter to the true law of his being, to

take what is low and treat it as if it were high, to give

to evil the praise of good—this is never in order, and is

never done save with injury and debasement to man (so

far as it has any effect at all). Whitman apparently did

not remember this ; he said things that another, with the

whole wealth of sympathy which was in Whitman's

heart, and yet with keen conscience as Avell, simply

could not have said. There were elements in Whitman's

nature that seem to have drowned conscience at times.

And this is why we have to contend with him, as well

as admire him—contend with him as man with man, and

show that however great he was, there was a summit of

greatness he did not reach. And this is why unqualified

comparisons of him with Jesus, as are sometimes made,

will not do. Imagine Jesus' sympathizing with outcast

women so that he was willing to riot with them ! You
cannot. Or sympathizing with them so that he could
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celebrate their riotousness or make poems of it ! As little

can you imagine this, either. No, it was this wonderful

balance, this boundless sympathy with sinners along with

a mighty strenuousness about sin, that made Jesus the

great divine man that he was. Nor have those (and this

is in point for those who give one sort of extenuation for

Whitman) who have been rescued from evil and baseness

under the influence of Jesus felt that it was necessary

that he should sometime or other have been evil and base

in order to save them. They have been rather strength-

ened, braced by the thought that, though tempted in all

points like as we are, he was without sin ; it is this that

has made men and women revere him as I fear after all

they never can Walt Whitman—and this, too, that has

added to their conviction that however they may have

sinned themselves, sin is not necessary or normal to the

race. There is inestimable inspiration in the thought

that one man, however far away in history he was, did

in face of all the temptations that can beset men keep

himself upright—upright, not because there was nothing

in him to respond to evil, not because he was not tried,

not because he lived a recluse, sequestered life, but

because and solely because the will for good was so

strong in him that it overtopped all else, because he

mastered temptations, because though he lived in the

world he was superior to the world. Critics and histo-

rians may give us reasons to doubt whether Jesus was

so completely without sin, but the thought of this spot-

less victor has had its effect and its charm all the same

—

and simply as a thought cannot fail to move and charm

anyone. It remains to be seen how many sinful men
and women will be reclaimed by Whitman's telling them
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that he participated in their sin—yes, by his celebrating

it and honoring it in song. I have no doubt that his

influence will be beneficent on the whole, greatly benefi-

cent—but I think it will be in spite of, not because of,

these things. Sympathy unruled by conscience, strong

human love unguided by what is after all the master

thing, the supremely human thing, in man—light ; love

drowning light and overwhelming distinctions—a divine

thing made almost less than human because not con-

joined with somewhat else equally divine—this, I take it,

is partly responsible for the extraordinary utterances we
have been considering. Whitman himself once makes a

striking observation about religious fervor and emotional

love. " Even in religious fervor (he says in a prose

passage) there is a touch of animal heat. But moral

conscientiousness, crystalline, without flaw, not God-like

only, entirely human, awes and enchants forever." Again:

" Great is emotional love. . . . But . . . there is

something greater ;

" and, after remarking that power,

love, and even genius tried by subtlest analysis and in

serenest moods somehow fail and become vain—he pro-

ceeds :
'* Then noiseless, with flowing steps, the lord,

the sun, the last ideal comes. By the names right, jus-

tice, truth, we suggest but do not describe it. To the

world of men it remains a dream, an idea as they call it.

But no dream is it to the wise—but the proudest, almost

only solid lasting thing of all." * Sublime words, O
master! and had you always remembered them, there

are perhaps some things you would not, could not, have

written.

But there was another co-operating cause. By nature

*•' Democratic Vistas," in Complete Foems^ etc.^ Vol. II, p. 248.
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Whitman was of a cheerful, buoyant, optimistic mood.

He liked, as in the legend Jahweh is said to have done

of old, to look out on creation and pronounce it all good.

He loved the trees, animals, the very grass.

"I with the spring waters, laughing and skipping and running,""^

is one of his joyous lines. How hard to admit in such

a mood that there is anything wrong in the universe

—

how much easier to say, I accept all, worship all, all is

divine. It is not a very deep mood, not a very thought-

ful mood, and yet perhaps few of us in some happy,

blissful moment of our lives have not known it. We
could almost deny evil or sorrow or death—and say they

are impossible! Now this, which is a purely emotional

state, if it could be translated into prosaic thought, would

read somewhat as follows: There is no evil in the world;

the things we call evil are good, when looked at from

the right point of view; sin is good after all as well as

anything else—it has its place, it is part of the whole,

and the whole being good, every part of it is, too; why,

then, make sour faces over sin, why not celebrate it,

why not make poems of it ? May not what is called

conscience be a sort of disease, an awry way of looking

at things, and is it not the healthy way to look at things

as nature does, accepting all, giving sunshine to all, or

as the earth does, which never complains or argues or

threatens, or as the placid animals do, who never ** sweat

or whine about their condition," or ** lie awake in the

dark and weep for their sins," and simply ignore moral

distinctions altogether ? f Such is a possible way of

looking at things, an easy way—and it is evident that

* Complete Poems^ etc., Vol. I, p. 191. \Ibid.y Vol. I, pp. 177-54.
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Whitman to some extent fell into it. When we have a

feeling, a view, we of course want to justify it—for

whether it is rational or not, we want as reasonable

beings to give it an aspect of rationality—and one of the

most interesting and amusing things I know of in litera-

ture (and one of the very few amusing things in Whit-

man—and all the more so, because he evidently saw

nothing funny about it) is a poem of his called '*A11 is

Truth." * He says, to put it in plain prose—and the

poem is one of Whitman's that is Httle more than

prose—he says he has discovered that there is no lie or

form of lie that does not grow as inevitably upon itself

as the truth does upon itself This would be thought a

pretty serious truth by most people, and would suggest

conclusions not merely of the temporary but of the per-

manent harm of falsehood. But Whitman says, seeing

that lies are subject to the law of cause and effect,

springing from something and in turn producing some-

thing—that is, that in one sense there is no lying about

a lie, that its results are inevitable, therefore really there

are no lies at all and all is truth without exception, and

hence, as he concludes

—

'* I will go celebrate anything I see or am,

And sing and laugh and deny nothing."

I know not which to admire most—the charming sim-

plicity of this conclusion, or the rare logic which leads

up to it. The fact is, it is a foregone conclusion with

Whitman—and I am reminded of what Goethe some-

where said of another great vitalizing force in our cen-

tury, Byron, namely, '^Sobald er reflectirt ist er ein Kind^'

* Complete Poems ^ etc., Vol. I, p. 361.
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("As soon as he begins to reflect or reason he is like a

child"). And yet this promiscuously approving mood,

this thoughtless hilarity, is not always the mood of

Whitman, nor is it really more than an insignificant

part of his total view of life, though it be a part that has

attracted particular attenticn and perhaps is peculiar,

characteristic, as the rest is not.

The third co-operating cause that made possible the

morally trying sayings we are considering, was his pecu-

liar view of his function of poet. " Most poets," said

Whitman once in a confidential mood to a friend, ''most

writers, who have anything to say, have a splendid theory

and scheme and something they want to put forth. I,

on the contrary, have no scheme, no theory, no nothing

—in a sense absolutely nothing." "Just let 'er go, eh ?
"

said his friend. "Almost that," replied Whitman.*

Now " nothing " in these connections generally means

anything—anything, that is, that the poet is prompted

to say, that he feels impelled to communicate. It may
be a good thing or a bad thing or an indifferent thing,

it may be a noble thing or a shameless thing—anything

that is vivid and real to him, anything that is honestly a

part of him, he may out with it. To quote his own lines:

'

' I harbor for good or bad, I permit to speak at every hazard,

Nature without check with original energy, "f

** Nature without check "—that is Walt Whitman. The

worth, then, of utterances that come in this way alto-

gether depends on what the nature happens to be that

is uttered. If it is a noble nature, the utterances will do

the world good ; if it is a base nature, they will do the

* In Re : Walt Whitman, ?• $12. f Poenis and Prose, Vol. I, p. 29.
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world evil. Not all the genuineness or sincerity in the

world will turn a bad thing into a good thing. Now the

world is fortunate in that a poet of the power and splen-

did energy of Whitman had behind him a nature of

exceptional greatness and nobility; and 'tis this that he

pours forth in some of those well-nigh matchless lines I

quoted last week—the world of ideas and of higher

impulses is infinitely richer for this man's having lived in it.

But he had, too, his weaknesses, apparently he was not

without some measure of experience in shameful things,*

and to give them back to us, to recite these things, to dis-

play this side of his nature, not with shame, not with humil-

iation, but with perfect nonchalance, if not bravado, is

not fortunate for the world, or for anybody, nor for

Whitman himself. Let me not be misunderstood. I do

not say it is well to hide the wicked things we have done.

Confession is good for the soul I honor all those

heroes who have torn the veils from themselves and

acknowledge their sins. I find nothing but what is

moving and purifying in Whitman's own self-confessions,

as where he says,

*Cf. John Burroughs, quoted in Bucke's Walt Whitman^ p. 23, and

Dr. Bucke in In Re : Walt Whitman, p. 314. The Nation, reviewing

Thos. Donaldson's Walt Whitman the Man, 21 Jan., '97, p. 55, says :

"After he came to Camden, his life, whatever it had been, was altogether

clean and sweet. As to his earlier life Mr. Donaldson quotes his confes-

sion to John Addington Symonds, that it had been * jolly bodily,' with

* episodes of passion and permanent attachment; ' the second of these

phrases being, of course, a paraphrase of Whitman's bill of particulars."

Peter Doyle says, however, of Whitman's Washington days: "I never

knew a case of Walt's being bothered up by a woman. In fact, he had

nothing special to do with any woman except Mrs. O'Connor and Mrs.

Burroughs. His disposition was different. Woman in that sense never

came into his head. W^alt was too clean, he hated anything that was not

clean. No trace of any kind of dissipation in him. I ought to know
about him those years—we were awful close together." Calamus, p. 25.
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'
' Nor is it you alone who know what it is to be evil.

I am he who knew what it was to be evil,

I too knitted the old knot of contrariety,

Blab'd, blushed, resented, lied, stole, grudg'd.

Had guile, anger, lust, hot wishes I dared not speak.

Was wayward, vain, greedy, shallow, sly, cowardly, malignant.

The wolf, the snake, the hog not wanting in me.

The cheating look, the frivolous word, the adulterous wish not

wanting.

Refusals, hates, postponements, meanness, laziness, none of

these wanting "— *

I find nothing but what is moving and purifying, I say,

in such confession, for on the face of it it shows that it is

said with no sympathy with the evil things portrayed.

But confession that contains no disapproval of the thing

confessed, confession that rather reverts to it with pleas-

ure, and celebrates it, is another matter ; indeed, how
can one call it confession ? Can one confess

" And retain the offense "?

Whitman once says :

"Give me the drench of my passions, give me life coarse and

rank.

To-day I go consort with Nature's darlings, to-night too.

I am for those who believe in loose delights, I share the mid-

night orgies of young men,

I dance with the dancers and drink with the drinkers.

The echoes ring with our indecent calls." f

Is this confession ? Who, indeed, can explain such a

passage in any other way than simply as a revelation of

one side of the nature of the man, the whole of which

he felt it his right to celebrate, reckless of what anybody

* Complete Poems and Prose of Walt Whitman, Vol. I, p. 132.

\ Ibid., Vol. I, p. 94.
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thought of it or of the harm it might do ? * No, con-

fession, however full and frank it is, must be tinged with

the spirit and the desire revealed in Tennyson's words :

'

' Not ev' n in inmost thought to think again

The sins that made the past so pleasant to us."

It must breathe the sadness that one feels in Whitman's

own tones, when he says,

" I feel the measureless shame and humiliation of my race."f

The simple fact is that it is not necessary to admire the

passages here in question, it is not necessary to defend

or justify or even to excuse them—I mean on Whit-

man's own theory of the matter ; it is no more neces-

sary to do so than to defend or justify the moods or

actions of which they are the copies. If a man says he

speaks simply as nature prompts—using nature to mean
any impulse within him—then it is a matter of accident

whether what he says is worthy or unworthy ; we are

few of us without impulses, that if they were left

unruled, would not make us beasts ; and if Whitman
sings the low sometimes as well as the high, we can

simply so far leave him out of account, pass him by,

forget him, remembering thankfully at the same time

that he gives us so much else, so much more, that uplifts

the soul, arid is of permament value to man. Whitman
himself says that it is not those who admire him and

vauntingly praise him that know him best, he admits

* Cf. what he says of himself in writing anonymously of his own poems:

"He makes audacious and native use of his own body and soul. He
must recreate poetry with the elements always at hand. He must imbue
it with himself as he is, disorderly, fleshy and sensual." In Re: Walt
Whitman, p. 14.

t Complete Poems, etc.. Vol. I., p. 358.
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that he contains contradictions, and it is for us as free

men to take what is good in him and reject what is

bad, just as we do with any other person.*

And I sometimes think that the best antidote to what

is of questionable influence in Whitman's writings is to

be found in Whitman himself. There are things, not

merely of the sort I referred to last week, but others,

that are inconsistent with the spirit and temper and

whole mood of what I have been referring to to-day.

It is of course understood that it is of moral good and

evil that' I am now speaking. Of any other kind of

evil we cannot say positively that it is evil. Who can

say that anything in nature, even lightnings and floods,

or that any constituent element in human nature, in-

cluding the appetites and passions—who can say that

even sorrow and disappointment and pain and death are

evil. No, there is only one thing in the world that we

can say is absolutely evil, and that is the evil will—the

source of lies, cheatings, murders, adulteries, and the

whole noisome brood of vices and crimes
;
just as the

immortal Kant said that there was only one thing abso-

lutely good in the world (or even out of it), and that

was the good will. One may approve the universe and

the great order of things amidst which we live, and dis-

approve sin. There is a place and a time for everything

in the world—for everything but the evil will ; for that

there is no time and no place—it is an anomaly, an outlaw,

an absolute blot, in this fair world. There never was a

place for selfishness, for injustice, for wrong—not from

the beginning of human history till now. How these

things came to be is a question for science and philos-

* Complete Poems and Prose of Walt W/iitman, Vol. I, p. 98 .
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ophy, but however they came to be, we must, if there

be any meaning to conscience, disapprove of them.

The practical mark of a true moral nature hence

comes to be struggle. The stars, the elements, have

perhaps learned to do their work, and there may be

nothing to add to or to subtract from them. Man is

still learning to do his, and the man who has fully

learned is not yet here. There may come an end to

struggle some time, but not yet—not for most, at least.

Now we are not to imagine that Whitman was unaware

of this graver side of life. He was not always' this pro-

miscuously-approving, preferenceless, all-receiving and

nothing-excluding kind of man that the passages I

quoted at the outset might suggest to us. If, indeed,

he believed that all was right as it is, how could he

have preached the gospel of insurrection as he did

—

insurrection against all that binds and cramps and

thwarts the free energies of man ? The fact is, Whit-

man was never equally receptive to the varying and

contradictory qualities of men, save momentarily when

under the influence of a false sympathy. Instead of

accepting the world in its totality, he really only ac-

cepted a part of it in his deeper moments, and said that

all else was transitory, with no permanent reason for

being, and destined to pass away. How profound a

thought is that which he expresses in the following :

" Roaming in thought over the Universe, I saw the Httle that is

good steadily hastening towards immortality,

And the vast all that is call'd evil I saw hastening to merge itself

and become lost and dead." ^

How can then evil have the place in the world that good

* Complete Poems and Prose of Walt Whitman^ Vol. I, p. 216.
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has ? If it is as important to the world as good, why is

it not preserved and perpetuated? In another poem

Whitman does indeed reckon Satan as an eternal part of

the world—but Satan is there not so much opposed to

good as to oppression, falsity in the form of good. And
then observe the extraordinary language—the little that

is good hastening to immortality, the vast all that is

called evil hastening to pass away. Is it possible, we

ask, that Whitman with full consciousness says this ?

Does he, too, then, have a glimpse of the old deep truth

about the *' strait gate " and ** the narrow way ? " Yes, I

think he had. He saw that what was so real and palpa-

ble to most men was in another sense not real at all,

and that what seems unreal, but '' a dream, an idea," to

many, is the supreme reality. Out and away from the

noise and glare and false bustle and false democracy

of to-day he could pass with easy tread into the sacred

temple of ethics and religion. He knew what Isaiah and

all the great have known—that one thing alone is

regal in the world, "right, justice," and all the rest is

dust and ashes before it. Never does Whitman hesitate,

when he is his real self, in homage before this, never

does he waver in choice of that good above all other

good.*

With this illumination, other things take their due

place in his estimation. He sings himself, '' Walt Whit-

man, liberal and lusty as Nature," f yet he knows in his

moments of insight that Nature is after all no model for

us ; and in a confession which is pathetic when we read

* A way of reconciling this attitude with the actuality and even neces-

sity of evil he offers in asserting that the bad and vicious will sometim e

take their place in the true order of things. Ibid., Vol. I, p. 331.

t Complete Poems, etc.. Vol. I, p. 299.
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between the lines, that more than once he felt temporary-

depression for fear that in " Leaves of Grass " the moral

parts were not sufficiently pronounced, he adds that

" while the moral is the purport and last intelligence of

all nature, there is absolutely nothing of the moral in

the works or laws or shows of nature. ..." * I some-

times think that there are visible signs, particularly in

what he wrote amid the stirring crisis of the war, of the

struggle between that simply receptive attitude toward

nature which he sometimes shows, and on the other

hand his sense of laws and ideals beyond all that nature

can teach. " Now we go forth," he wrote in those

great days,

'

' Now we go forth to receive what the earth and the sea never

gave us." -j-

"An idea only and yet furiously fought for," he says of

the flag. J Of slavery he says, " Slavery—the murderous,

treacherous, conspiracy to raise it upon the ruins of all

the rest,
'

' On and on to the grapple with it. " §

Of poHticians at Washington in the old ante-bellum days,

this:

" Who are they as bats and night-dogs askant in the capitol!

What a filthy Presidentiad ! . . .

Are those really Congressmen ? are those the great judges ?

Is that the President ? Then I will sleep awhile yet, for I see that

these States sleep"— 1|

language which recalls what Michael Angelo once wrote

of his beloved Florence

—

* Preface to Edition of 1876, Vol. II, p. 284 n.

t Complete Poems, etc.. Vol. I, p. 229.

X Ibid.,Yo\. I, p. 228 § Iiid.,Yol I, p. 268.
II
Ibid.,Wo\. I, p. 218.
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" 'Tis well to slumber, best to be of stone,

While shame endures and Florence is not free," *

Nor were all contests those of war to Whitman's mind.

He does not forget and says that *' the tug and

mortal strain of nations come at last in prosperous peace,

not war," f and when the war was over he besought its

spirit, as if half conscious of his temptations to wander

in easier paths, to live on in his verse, to leave to him

its "pulses of rage." J With noble struggle he is in

sympathy always. He has " songs of stern defiance ever

ready ;
" § he has " heroic angers ;

"
||
he betrays a scorn

of temporizers, patchers. The progress he believes in

makes great requirements :

"Allons! yet take warning!

He travelling with me needs the best blood, thews, endurance,

None may come to the trial till he or she bring courage and

health.

Come not here if you have already spent the best of yourself.

Only those may come who come in sweet and determin'd bodies.

No diseas'd person, no rum-drinker or venereal taint is permitted

here." ^

Yes, Whitman addresses the evils that have overcome

him, degradations, tussle with passions and appetites,

meannesses, broken resolutions

—

"Ah think not you finally triumph, my real self has yet to come
forth,

It shall yet march forth o'ermastering, till all lies beneath me,

It shall yet stand up the soldier of ultimate victory." **

And so in words that are like a " steel bath " to our

souls, he says :

* Dr. T. W. Parsons' translation.

t Complete Poems, etc.. Vol, I, p. 350. % ^bid.. Vol. I, p. 253.

\ Ibid., Vol. I, p. 270.
II
Ibid., Vol. I, p. 273. \ Ibid., Vol. I, p. 125*

**Ibid.,\o\. I, p, 364.
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" Weave in, weave in, my hardy life.

Weave yet a soldier strong and full for great campaigns to come,

Weave in red blood, weave sinews in like ropes." *

No, this man believed in struggle and that there was

something to struggle for. He juggles occasionally in

the vain effort to make out that falsehood makes no

difference
;

yet when it comes to practice he is as clear

as day. *' Henceforth let no man of us He," he says,

'• for we have seen that openness wins the inner and

outer world, and that there is no single exception and

that never since our earth gathered itself in a mass have

deceit or subterfuge or prevarication attracted its small-

est particle." f He knows that there is a moral order,

and not one word or deed, he says, but has results be-

yond death as really as before death. J He acknowl-

edges a standard

—

' 'AH that forwards perfect human life
'

' §

it is.

" Law of thyself complete, thine own track firmly holding,"
||

he says in a noble apostrophe to the locomotive. " Thine

own track "—yes, there is a track, and off it is disaster.

He roundly declares, " The difference between sin and

goodness is no delusion." Tf It is a deep view of life

that is thus suggested, a grave view—and whether it

is consistent with Whitman's optimistic view of immor-

tality for every one, however he may have stood the test

of life, I will not undertake to say; it is too great a sub-

* Complete Poems, <f/r.,Vol. I, p. 365.

^ Ibid., Vol. II, p. 272.

X Ibid., Vol. I, p. 290. I Ibid., Vol. I, p. 160, cf. 181.

II
Ibid., Vol. I, p. 359. \Ibid., Vol. I, p. 335.
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ject for discussion now.* But that the possibilities of

greatness and of immortality are in all men, even the

most degraded and seemingly lost—this I firmly believe.

And I join in Whitman's solemn language

—

" Nothing is sinful to us outside of ourselves,

If we are lost, no victor else has destroyed us.

It is by ourselves we go down to eternal night." f

Nations come to an end and individuals may, but it is

not by anything that happens to them, but by their own

willing refusal to follow the track marked out for them,

by their own rebellion against the immortal laws.

So I sum up by saying that, as with so many other

men, there is a surface and there is a deeper side to Walt

Whitman—and though the surface may strike the eye

more, the deeper side it is that moves the soul. And
there is one merit in all the things, even in the worst

things Whitman wrote—and that is, he never assumed,

never pretended. Much may be forgiven a man, he

somewhere says, who has perfect candor. { It does not

make the bad things good things—but there is one base-

ness it is forever delivered from, that of falsehood.

Much, too, I think, may be forgiven a man who loved

as Whitman loved.

Whitman himself said that his poems might do not

only good, but evil also—yes, perhaps more evil than

*The question is, Can character be fixed? Cf "A Hand Mirror,"

closing, "Such a result so soon—and from such a beginning! " Vol. I,

p, 213. Also close of "The City Dead House," p. 285. Also, "Once
fully enslaved, no nation, state, city of this earth, ever afterwards resumes

its liberty," p. 15.

t Complete Poems^ etc., Vol. I, p. 264. % Ibid,, Vol. II, p. 272.
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good.* And they may do evil—but more evil than

good ? That is impossible. And by a beneficent pro-

cess of selection, which time, '' the only righteous

judge," is ever conducting, the evil things will be gradu-

ally lost to sight, buried and forgotten, and the good

things, the great things will remain, to long bless and

ennoble and cheer the hearts of men.

* Complete Poems and Prose of Walt Whitman^ Vol. I, p. 98.



WHY PROSPERITY DOES NOT ALWAYS
BRING HAPPINESS.*

BY WALTER L. SHELDON.

It is pretty generally admitted that this country of

ours is entering now on an era of unusual prosperity.

How long it will last no one can prophesy. It may be

twelve months ; or it may be a number of years. There are

a good many persons to be sure who will not feel it or get

anything from it. But the majority of the citizens of this

land will experience the effects of it. Those who are day

laborers, working on wages, will either get higher wages

or have more steady employment. Those who receive

salaries will either have them increased or feel them

more certain for a length of time. Those who live by

cutting coupons will have some reason now for their

arduous labors—much more so than during the last few

years. And those whose returns for their labor of the

superintendence of large business enterprises come in

dividends have already begun to see more light ahead.

There will always be a certain proportion, as I have

intimated, who will not be in a position to share in this

prosperity, for whom the conditions will remain as dark

as before. But I am speaking now of the majority.

And in this connection I raise an odd sort of ques-

tion, which has been running through my mind for some

time. It is one of those queries one can never fully

answer. But there is always an interest in discussing it.

* An Address before the Ethical Society of St. Louis.

(167)
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If it were possible to measure happiness by means of

scales, in quantity or bulk, would the total amount of it

be greater in the next few years, provided the conditions

of prosperity continue favorable, than it has been in the

last few years, in an era of "bad times?" You may
think it is almost absurd to raise such an issue when

there is no means of answering it. But in a way there

is a solution for it, although not quite so definite as if we

could balance it up on actual scales. As far as I am
personally concerned, I am not a cynic

; and I feel per-

fectly sure that the balance will slightly preponderate

on the side of happiness in the next few years as over

against the last few.

But why, you may ask, qualify the statement sc care-

fully? Why only a "slight" preponderance on the

side of happiness in the midst of all this prosperity?

Just there comes in the question at issue. Normally,

we think, prosperity ought to bring happiness. Why in

the world have people been sighing for it—wanting pros-

perity—if it has not been for the sake of more happi-

ness ? Why that grim look on the part of many faces

when the thoughts turn to the last few years ; and the

more cheerful look on the part of the same faces in

thinking with regard to the next few years, if it is not

with the conviction that now there is a chance to get

some real pleasure out of life ? Whatever the philoso-

pher may say, the average person will assert that it is

normal that prosperity should bring happiness and that

therefore something has gone wrong when the happi-

ness does not come.

Many and many a struggling business man has said

to himself, the last few years, " If I could only get my
shoulders above the waters and keep them there for a

\
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little while, with assurance, I should be a happy man."

Thousands of such persons have been turning their

heads backward and forward as if there were something

tied around their necks which they could not shake

off. And they hav^e said to themselves, ** Only let me be

released from this something around my neck, and I can

get some pleasure out of life." And the wage earner,

who has suffered so keenly in this epoch from the un-

certainty of employment, working for half-days or three

days in the week, or being out of a job one month and

having it again for a week, and with the debts piling up

against him, has said to himself, '* If only this thing

could stop and I could have work steadily for the

next twelve months, I, too, should be a happy man."

Or others have said, *' If I could only get a few cents

addition to my wages, so as to have a little leeway for

my pleasures, instead of being obliged to lay out every

single cent of it for the necessities of living, then I could

begin to live."

The wives and mothers in the home have felt the

same way : those who wanted just a little more allow-

ance to make ends meet each month for the home
expenses, or a little more left over at the end of the year,

so that there might be a chance of a few weeks out of

the city in the summer time, or an opportunity to lay

out something in the direction of actual luxury, instead

of being obliged to always think about just what is

necessary and nothing more ; these, too, have felt all

this, and many of them have suffered keenly in silence.

But on the whole it is changing a little now. A great

many people are going to get what they have been want-

ing, or what they have been asking for in this special

direction. Take it the country over, there is a wave of
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prosperity ; a much larger number will get an outing

next summer than have had it the last few years, with a

taste of the summer hotel or the private summer home.

And many a wife or mother will get a Httle more allow-

ance for the month's expenses. And a good many wage

earners will have a few cents left over in the week for

the theater or an unusually good Sunday dinner.

But I come back to my question : Is it perfectly sure

that the man who felt something tied around his neck,

or the waters coming up to his chin, will now be-

come the happy man he expected ? Will the mother in

the home begin to get the pleasure she anticipates from

the little more leeway in being able to lay out some-

thing on comforts or luxuries ? The cynic answers in

his usual fashion, " No !" And he settles it in that way.

It is a foolish assertion, however, if we get right down

to the root of it. We are verging on sheer nonsense

when we say the satisfactions of life, its joys, its pleas-

ures, have nothing to do with outside conditions. That

will do very well for the stoic, whose pleasure may be

in philosophizing ; or from the machine-hke creature

who takes no interest in anything but plodding on in the

same old way all his life. But to most of us there is a

connection between outside conditions and the inner

life. Happiness or misery is involved in these changes.

And so I feel sure that the total balance will give a pre-

ponderance in the next few years in a slight way in favor

of happiness.

But I have to make the quahfication. Those of you

who have read the well-known essay on " The Happy

Life," by the stoic Seneca, will recall how he begins it.

The statement has come to me many and many a time :

** There is not anything in this world, perhaps, that is
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more talked of and less understood than the business

of a happy life." Now those who are forced to be

observers, those who are continually brought up against

the " quick " and must touch it every now and then in

their dealings with men, are forced more and more to

see the overwhelming weight of evidence for the truth

of this short saying from Seneca. I do not propose to

discuss the whole essay of that stoic. It is too vast a

subject for me to go into at this time. To-day I am
dealing with just the one phase of it suggested by the

question I have raised. If there is anything about which

people seem to be stupidly blind, it is really on this sub-

ject of what gives happiness. And because they are

blind, and sometimes stupidly so, they often grow bitter

as they grow older. They have had their theories with

regard to it ; and just because their theories have not

come true, they feel enraged with the nature of things,

instead of being enraged with themselves for starting out

with mistaken theories. If there is anything that a man
does not like to blame himself for, it is in nourishing or

cherishing an illusion. When he is forced to give it up,

the last thought that occurs to him would be to lay the

blame on himself.

It is the established conviction of an immense number

of people that Providence ought to make happiness go

with prosperity, for the simple reason that they have

been chasing after prosperity with that purpose in view
;

and they say that Providence has no business to fool us

in that way. It never enters their heads, as I have

asserted, that they could possibly fool themselves. The

more closely a man reaches the verge of insanity, the

more firmly convinced he seems to be that he has a

thoroughly sound mind. And when he reaches the full
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stage of the disease he is perfectly sure that his mind is

healthy. That I believe is the usual experience in the

asylums.

What I am asserting is, therefore, that there is going

to be an enormous amount of disappointment in the next

few years, and a great deal of bitterness is going to fol-

low from it. And we are going to have a new set of

cynics growing out of the experience. I wish there

were something that might be done on the part of the

observers, the students of life, to save a few persons

from this feeling of bitterness. If only they might be

warned a little in advance to the effect that there is no

absolute connection between happiness and prosperity !

Some of the points I shall make may strike you as

rather subtle, because they take us into the workings of

what is going on inside of us. For instance, when we

think of ourselves a few years hence as being far better

off than we are now ; when fortune may be favoring us

more, as we say ; when we shall have more resources in

the way of wages, larger income, more wealth—we

assume always that we shall take the same self into

that new experience that we have now. And that is the

first great blunder people make, and the one which ex-

plains so much of the disillusion which has to come.

We seem to forget that prosperity is going to change

us, to influence and alter the self, when that prosperity

has fully arrived.

A man says, "Give me a few hundred dollars to spend

right now, and I could get some pleasure." He is right.

Spend that money right now, and for the time you

may get a good deal of satisfaction out of it. But in

spending it, in the very act of doing it, or in the pleasure

that comes, you begin to change. As a result the next
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time you spend a few dollars, or a few hundred or a few

thousand dollars, it may turn out just the other way and

may actually give you less satisfaction than you had

before. That new pleasure or new satisfaction you got,

made you far more exacting ; it increased your demands.

A certain class of persons are made disagreeable

through prosperity. They become irritable in their

speech—in their way of conducting themselves. They

wear an irritable look on their faces ; they cease to be

companionable, or are much less so than before. They

may not know this, but others see it. The sudden leaps

from adversity to prosperity are often a positive misfor-

tune. I always feel a dread upon meeting a man whom
I had known and been fond of in the days of his ad-

versity, and who has become since I have seen him, a

prosperous man, as the saying goes. We know people

who used to be happy and were companionable people

in their days of struggle, but who are far less so now
when prosperity from the outside has struck them.

They are more selfish than they were before ; they think

less about other people. If you meet them it may be

that they are all the time talking about themselves ; or,

on the other hand, and what is still worse, their inter-

ests have begun to center more on the " creature com-

forts," as it is called. Their talk may run on their

'' table," or the things they are buying, what things

cost, or subjects of that kind.

Or it may be just the other way. They may be far

more given to talking about their discomforts than in

their days of adversity. The electric lights in their

houses do not work right and it makes them cross.

When we used to know them the only thing they burned

for light was an oil lamp, and perhaps a poor one at
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that. In those days they took it for granted and said

nothing about the light. Or the furnace in their house

does not work right. They cannot get quite the right

kind of service. Some feature of their dinner table does

not suit them. They have a great deal to say about the

trouble with their house servants. In former times they

did not talk much about that, because they only had one

servant, perhaps, and were glad to have that one and

make the best of it. In a word, they have grown spirit-

ually dyspeptic, and of all frightful diseases I do not

know that I can think of anything worse than dyspepsia

of the mind and heart. Some of us are forced in our

dealings with the world to see a great deal of this.

Now where is the trouble ? Does this have to be ?

Is there no way of getting around it ? If we have more

prosperity, is it inevitable that we must be spiritually

dyspeptic? Not necessarily, or at least not entirely.

But I must speak bluntly here. I suspect that a certain

amount of this really has to come to most people. You
must be on the lookout for it. Hundreds of thousands

are going to have this inevitable disease stealing over

them these next few years who have never known it be-

fore. You ask, Why ? Well, I will give you one illus-

tration, if I may, although you will have to forgive me
for talking about trifles in my own personal experience.

This last summer I was lumbering along in what is

known as a Swiss diligence—a huge, heavily loaded,

stage coach. I was traveling over the Grimsel Pass,

and we were working our way up the hill where I

intended to spend the night at the Grimsel hospice. The

coaches are odd-looking vehicles, but they have springs

—although I doubted it before I came to the end of the

journey, while being sure of it at the beginning. It was
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pouring rain nearly all the way. We were going steadily

up hill at a walking pace for several hours, being pulled

by six or eight horses, I forget the exact number. And
by and by I began to feel as if something would happen

if that journey lasted much longer. As the day wore

on I came to the conclusion that of all the excruciating

tortures I had ever heard the worst was a Swiss dil-

igence.

But while I was riding along part way on the journey

I suddenly was led to recall a picture which I had seen

connected with early American history. It was a pic-

ture of the old fashioned stage coach of the last century

—the kind that our forefathers used to ride in, from the

hum.blest up to men like Washington and John Adams,

our heroes of old. And I thought how that stage

coach, if I remember correctly, had no springs what-

ever ; that the seats had no backs to them and no cush-

ions, and, furthermore, that the people were accustomed

to travel in them from six in the morning to six or

seven in the night, and that they did this sometimes

for three, four, five or six da) s in succession. And
there was I traveling only for a few hours in a stage

coach with the best of springs, seats with comfortable

backs and cushions, and on the very best road one

could ask for. And I was doubtful whether I should

live through it.

Just opposite me was sitting a lady with a grim look

on her face. I knew what it meant. We exchanged

looks, and then a few words passed between us over the

exhilaration of riding in a Swiss diligence. Then I men-

tioned this fact of the old stage coach in which our fore-

fathers were accustomed to ride. " Yes," she said

;

"but the people were made differently in those days
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than we are now." She was right, and in that state-

ment was an observation which explains a great deal as

to the reasons why prosperity does not always bring

happiness. We are made differently than our fore-

fathers. Not only that, but we are made differently at

different times in our lives, or according to the circum-

stances we are living in. It is often said, and said with

a certain truth, that the human creature to-day is a bun-

dle of nerves. And so he is. What makes him so ? I

must answer : It is due to prosperity. Physical com-

forts have been in a certain way a very satisfactory addi-

tion to life. But they have frightfully sharpened the

nerves, and made the nerves fearfully sensitive. Bear

in mind that in the old days of our forefathers those

who could not stand hardships, those who had intensely

sensitive nerves to start with, for the most part died

young, either in childhood or long before they reached

middle life. There was no way of keeping them alive.

The hardships had to be endured.

If all the physical conditions prevaihng a hundred

years ago were existing to-day in this country, or if we
were all of us to go back to those conditions exactly as

they were in those times, it would be no exaggeration

to say that one-quarter to one-third of the population

would be dead within two or three years. One-half

might be dead within five or ten years. As for the rest

who survived, it is probably true, to a far greater extent,

that for them prosperity would bring happiness. They

would be the persons who would be able to get satisfac-

tion out of the new comforts or luxuries offered, with-

out having weak or sensitive nerves. And therefore

they would not subside at once into either physical or

spiritual dyspepsia.
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Now this is a point we do not take into considera-

tion—-that a quarter to one-third of the people alive in

this country to-day are alive and may be so for the next

twenty-five years because of better physical conditions,

more prosperity, better sanitation, better food and better

science of medicine. But, while they are alive, they

carry with them the sensitive nervous systems which

would not have prevailed a hundred years ago. If they

want to go on living, they must take those conse-

quences into consideration.

The second point to be considered is not merely that

those of sensitive nervous system, of delicate physical

structure, survive and live to old age at the present time

when they would have died had they been born one

hundred and fifty years ago ; but it is also true that the

effects of prosperity even on persons naturally of hardy

natures, sturdy and strong, is to increase the sensitive-

ness of their nervous system and to make them more

susceptible to influences from the outside.

The first effort made by those who are advancing into

prosperity is to rid themselves of the multitudes of dis-

comforts they have experienced. They may supply

themselves with from four to six grades of clothing, so

as to adjust themselves to variations of temperature.

They put thermometers in their rooms, and watch the

thermometers and keep the temperature for the most

part up to a certain point. On the whole, it is better

that it should be so. But it is almost foolish on their

part not to be willing to take the consequences. They

in this way make themselves far more sensitive to

changes in weather ; and if there is a sudden transition

and they are not prepared for it they may come down
with a fever—be ill for weeks. We want better things
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to eat and greater variety, but in doing this surely we

ought to be willing to take the consequences of the fact

that in this way we make our system far more sensitive

to what we eat, and inevitably put ourselves in the way

of dyspepsia. It is not a sin to care for a better table,

but it is a sin to become a cynic and curse Providence

because of a dyspepsia which has settled on you owing

to too great fondness for what you eat.

I am speaking now, in the first place, of the change

in the physical system, the bodily life, which through

more comforts, greater luxuries and more prosperity,

makes us on the bodily side far more sensitive to all

possible changes. But do not overlook the fact that all

these changes in the physical system affect our moods.

The great point which I have to make deals with our

mental or spiritual experiences. It is with the mind

exactly as with the body. The mind, with its wants,

desires, wishes, has also a kind of nervous system, and

the nerves there grow exceedingly sensitive from the

variety of stimulus which they receive. Where our

forefathers had one kind of pleasure we have twenty

kinds ; and, according to the variety, there is the spirit-

ually sensitive barometer moving up or down. In the

old days when Hfe was hard even a simple pleasure or

diversion of any kind was a gratification. Nov/ there

are such a variety of pleasures and diversions, that while

we are getting one kind which would satisfy us we are

taking in another kind which sets us on edge.

The trouble with human nature is—if you will forgive

me for saying what would almost seem like vulgar

language from childhood days—that men want their

happiness *' in solid chunks." I simply wish to make
you see that prosperity is the thing which makes it
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absolutely impossible for the human creature to have its

happiness in that way. Our forefathers got it in just

that form because they had so much hardship, so much
adversity, that they were not barometers sensitive to the

slightest changes.

It is commonly said, for instance, that prosperity

makes us exactiftg. And this is just the point I have

been explaining in another way. We are exacting, be-

cause the nervous system of the body or mind has

grown so exceedingly sensitive owing to the variety of

stimulus, of sensation, we have been experiencing.

Many of us watch our spiritual sensations, our

pleasures, about as some people watch the ther-

mometers in their rooms, in order to keep the tempera-

ture just right. On the whole, I think that the ther-

mometer-watching from the physical side is a very

wholesome thing. It is about as stupid a blunder as

one can make to sit in a room with the thermometer at

eighty or ninety when you could have it at seventy.

But it is a profound misforture for the person who keeps

a spiritual thermometer of that kind. And here's the

point I am trying to bring out. Something of the kind

is forced upon us by the improvements in comforts

which come through prosperity.

I am using the term prosperity in the simple, old

fashioned sense, and I see no reason for altering it or

trying to force a new meaning into it. It applies to out-

side conditions—a larger share in those things which

money will buy. And I see no reason why it is not

better for the human race to want more prosperity and

more of those things which can be bought for money.

But it is a revelation to a great many persons who will

only believe it after they have gone through a lot of
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experience. Prosperity cannot always, or may not

necessarily bring contentment or peace of mind, even

when the currents of our lives are running with com-

parative smoothness. What I wish to have you see is

that it lies in the very nature of things that prosperity

should breed a certain element of discontent. It would

help us a great deal if we could only appreciate the sig-

nificance of the changes which must go on in ourselves

from time to time. There is a positive advantage to

those persons who understand something as to the inner

workings of the human soul in this direction.

It may surprise some of you when I say that up to

a certain point discontent is a good thing for the human

creature. It is the spur which moves him on. It

would be a deplorable misfortune if prosperity did really

bring contentment by the wholesale. Under those cir-

cumstances the good fortune we have been longing for

would lead to its own decay, because it would bring us

to a standstill.

I venture to assert that the great reason why this

country, on the whole, has been so successful and made

such extraordinary strides in the direction of prosperity

in the last hundred years, has been a great deal owing

to the fact that the Americans, on the whole, are a dis-

contented people. The very fever of restlessness, which

the European pities us for, is to a large extent the clue

to our success. The way we are tossed from side to

side, at one hour contented and satisfied, in the next,

disappointed or exasperated ; it is just this restless toss-

ing to and fro which spurs us on.

If the prosperity now existing throughout the country

did bring happiness by the wholesale and a state of really

universal contentment, this very contentment and uni-
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versal sense of satisfaction would very soon bring to an

end the state of prosperity. It is the sHght sense of

being on edge, as it were, and not quite satisfied, which

urges us ahead and makes progress. It has been a com-

mon observation that it is the discontented men, those

who are more or less on edge and never satisfied, who

make progress. I mean progress, not merely in the

moral sense, but in the sphere of material advancement.

The inventive genius which has done so much for this

country, must have been accompanied with a more or

less discontented temperament.

The point has been sometimes raised, for instance, that

we are making a mistake in doing more to educate the

artisan class by arousing a state of dissatisfaction with

their conditions. In a sense this is true. But I only

ask you to consider what would be the situation if

there were no discontent whatever among such per-

sons ? When the carpenter or plumber comes into

your house and does some work, and you are so exas-

perated because it is imperfectly done, what is the reason

for it ? Why, it is plain enough. The trouble lay in

the fact that the man who did the work was so satisfied

with himself. He had no sense of restlessness, as if he

ought to be a better plumber or carpenter.

If you want your plumbing or your carpentry done

better in the home, the very first essential is that the

man who does it should not be satisfied with himself

A certain general state of discontent must be aroused

in him, with a desire for self-improvement. Now and

then such discontent may take a mistaken direction. But

there is hope for better workmanship only when discon-

tent with himself has begun in the workman. The car-

penter is going to become a better carpenter only in so
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far as he is in a certain sense a dissatisfied man. And
this is true of the school teacher, of the office man, and

the clerk. It is even true of the mother in the home.

There is a danger from too much contentment. On the

whole, I believe it is better that prosperity should there-

fore put us a little on edge ; that the nerves should grow

sensitive, so as to be rasped a little all the while and

thus keep us alert.

Sometimes people may say. What is the use of tell-

ing us that something is inevitable. If that is the case,

there is nothing to be done about it. On the contrary,

however, I believe that there is a great advantage to us

in knowing that certain things are inevitable. In the

discussions with regard to the freedom of the will, once

and again I have brought up that point how important

it is to know where we are free and where we must bow

to necessity.

If a man is standing up against a huge stone wall,

pounding at it with a hammer day after day, for the pur-

pose of removing it, growing irritated, exasperated, be-

cause it does not stir, is there not an advantage for him

to find out early in the effort that the stone wall is a kind

that never can be moved with that hammer, or that it

never can be moved at all ?

And so there is an advantage for us in seeing some

of these inevitable laws. It is worth our while just at

this time to take into consideration as clearly as possi-

ble, that this epoch of prosperity is not going to bring all

the happiness some people have anticipated ; that indeed,

in the very nature of thmgs this is impossible ; that the

prosperity itself is the very factor which is going to

make us on another side even more discontented than

before. Know this at the start and we may protest less.
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and the experiences may rasp on our nerves less than if

we had not taken the fact into consideration.

In one particular direction a great change has

taken place in the way the element of happiness is

affected by prospersity or adversity, in contrast with

what used to happen centuries ago. In the old times,

adversity usually came in shocks. A family went on in a

state of comparative contentment and happiness for a

period of years—ten or twenty possibly. Then what

happened ? Why, in the course of seven days time,

out of ten members in the family, one or two would

wake up one morning to find the other eight or nine

gone—swept out of existence. A pestilence had come

and carried off people by the thousands or hundreds of

thousands.

Or, on the other hand, a whole section of a country

might be prosperous, with waving wheat fields, enough

to eat and enough clothes to wear. This may have

lasted for a period of years. Then in the course of a

few months it might be all gone, villages or whole cities

practically destroyed, as if they had never been there

;

the wheat fields wiped out and that whole section

blasted, as if it had been traversed by fire. What did

it mean ? Why, it meant the scourge of war and the

old methods of warfare.

Once and again we hear the comment on the fact that

there was so much more contentment and happiness in

the middle ages, for instance. Now that is true in a

certain way. The difference lies in the fact that in those

days, as I have said, the blows came usually with ter-

rific shocks. On the other hand, nowadays they are

spread out over a longer time. To a large extent we
have conquered pestilences, and whole areas are not de-
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populated. It used to be a problem, for instance, why
it was that in the middle age population did not increase

more rapidly. It has been asked over and over again,

Why such an enormous growth of the human race in

the last hundred years ? How is it that there was no

such pressure of population in Europe a thousand

years ago ? We are beginning to wonder, for instance,

how the great country of India can possibly support

much more of an increase in population. Why was not

this a question two or three hundred years ago ? The

reason for it is, we understand, that terrific shocks used

to come in such countries, carrying off people by the

millions. The famines of India have been something

terrible ; hundreds of thousands of people would die of

starvation in a single season. Now, if it happens at all,

the deaths occur to thousands instead of hundreds of

thousands. But what happens ? Hundreds of thou-,

sands have been reduced to the verge of starvation, but

barely left alive. They will go on prolonging existence,

on the very edge as it were, for many years. In former

times the human race took its miseries, as it were, in

huge lumps. Now the miseries come piecemeal, with

less terrific force but spread out indefinitely.

It must be one thing or the other. We can see no

third alternative. If we want capacities for finer enjoy-

ment, if we want prolonged life, we must take the share

of pain which comes with the longer life, and we must

expect that the sharp edge which makes us so sensitive

to fine pleasures will also make us susceptible to minor

pains.

I recall the account in a certain hospital of a man

who had to have a limb cut off. He refused to take any

morphine, scoffed at the necessity for it, set his teeth and
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quietly stood it through. The observation was that the

suffering to the man really was not so intense as many

persons would suppose. But the man was described as

a person of a stolid temperament, only a little above the

state of the animal, with no education, no refinement, no

capacity for any higher pleasures.

Take that person at childhood, surround him with all

the externals of prosperity, wrap him in fine swaddling

clothes, keep him in an even temperature, guard him

from hard knocks in childhood, educate him in the fine

arts, develop the brain and the thought side ; then in

manhood put that person into the same situation where

he had to have a limb cut off, would he be able to

stolidly refuse the morphine, quietly set his teeth, and

take the operation about as if it were only a dose of bit-

ter medicine? By no manner of means. It is quite

possible that the operation would give him a shock that

would cause his death.

It may be well that he should become refined through

prosperity, that his nerves should become sensitive.

And why? Because the higher capacities in him are

also developed by the same influences. He can have

finer pleasures, get ten times as much satisfaction out of

life. But at the same time he would have to endure a

great deal more misery and suffer a great deal more.

We hear now and then the phrase about " being a phi-

losopher." Sometimes this is laughed at. People will

say : When adversity strikes you, just try it and see.

I admit it is not easy to act up to one's ideals when

blows strike us.

But there is some sense after all in that notion about

being a philosopher. It means seeing things in a right

proportion, knowing in advance what is inevitable. If
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the American people could have a little more of the

spirit of philosophy in the next few years they would

get a great deal more of satisfaction out of their pros-

perity, because by means of such philosophy they might

be able to keep their expectations down. Disappoint-

ment therefore would not be so keen. There is nothing

much more bitter than the going to pieces of what we
call illusions. It gives a shock to the moral character.

We accomplish something, therefore, if we can save

people from some of these disillusions by giving them

warning in advance. Money can buy a certain degree

of happiness. Having a Httle more money may make

it more possible for us to get a little more happiness.

The relationship is really there. The mistake of the

philosopher has been in denying any connection there at

all. But money or prosperity cannot guarantee hap-

piness. That is the important distinction. It cannot

give happiness wholesale. Take it altogether the Amer-

ican people are happier to-day than they were two or

three years ago. But they would be still happier if

they took a little of this philosophy into consideration

and did not expect that as long as their bank account of

prosperity held out they could draw indefinitely on

the stock of happiness. They cannot do it. Why ? I

can only answer in the statement made before : Because

they are not built that way.



THE MORAL ISSUES OF THE TRANS-
VAAL QUESTION*

BY ENID WIDDRINGTON.

In order to give a clear understanding of the moral

issues of the Transvaal Question, it is necessary to make

a historical review of the events which have led up to

the present war. A simple portrayal of these events

will best reveal the underlying issues.

In the middle of the seventeenth century the Dutch

East India Company founded the place where Cape

Town now stands, a small colony for the purpose of

raising vegetables and erecting a hospital for the benefit

of Dutch sailors on their long journeys to India. The
settlers were afterwards joined by some Huguenot

emigrants from France and formed a community, partly

agricultural, but far more largely pastoral, under the

administration of the Dutch Company. In 1795, when

Holland, overrun by the French armies, had become a

republic, the British, being at war with France and her

allies, seized Cape Colony and held it till the peace of

Amiens. But its strategic importance having been recog-

nized, it was again seized and remained in the hands of

the British on the conclusion of peace in 18 14, the

Dutch receiving ii"6,ooo,ooo.

In this transaction, however, the settlers had no

share, and from the very first were hostile to the new

•'^An address given by Mrs. Percy Widdrington, B, A. (London), of

Newcastle-on-Tyne, England, before the Society for Ethical Culture of

Philadelphia, Sunday, November 12th, 1899.
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government which had been foisted upon them against

their will. Its unpopularity was intensified by the vigor

with which a slight Dutch rising was put down in 1815,

when five Boer farmers were hanged. The anger caused

by this harshness was deepened by the policy of the

British administration in 1825, when the old Dutch sys-

tem of local government was destroyed and English took

the place of Dutch as the official language. Moreover

the Kaffirs, who had always been a source of extreme

danger and trouble to the farmers, and who in 1834 had

burst into the colony and slaughtered many of them,

were treated (in the Colonists' opinion) with such len-

iency by the government as almost amounted to an

encouragement to make further attacks. Again, the

Boers, who have always been noted for their harshness

towards the native races, were much irritated by an

order of the government placing Hottentots on an equal

civil footing with the whites. But the climax was

reached when we emancipated the slaves throughout our

dominions. A great portion of the farmers' wealth

consisted of slaves, and not only was the compensation

allotted to them considerably below their slaves' value, but

as the money was only payable in London most of the

owners had to sell their claims at extremely low prices,

so that many lost the bulk of their property, and in some

parts could hardly carry on agricultural operations.

Unable to tolerate any longer British rule, and yet

not strong enough for rebellion, there was only one

course open to them—a hard and difficult one—made

possible for them because of their pastoral, half-nomadic

habits. This was to "trek" out into the vast wilder-

ness and found a new republic in the unknown lands

north and northeast of the Colony, and thus shake off
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once and for all the hated British rule. Within two

years' time six to ten thousand people—men, women
and children—taking with them their cattle and what

they could carry of their household goods in their large

covered wagons, leaving behind them their lands and

farms, wandered out—a modern Israel from the British

land of Egypt in search of a new Canaan. The simile

is the more exact because the Boers, who were deeply

though narrowly religious, believed themselves to be

under the special guardianship of Divine Providence

—

God's chosen people. And in this spirit they faced the

dangers of the way, pestilence among the cattle, assaults

of bodies of British^ soldiers, violent attacks on the part

of the fierce wild tribes surrounding them ('* the Amal-

ekites," as the Boers termed them), privations innumer-

able, starvation, disease, " battle, murder and sudden

death,"—all were faced by the emigrants in the hope of

reaching some part of Africa where they might live in

their rough, primitive way, undisturbed by foreign rule.

One band perished miserably of pestilence and native

attacks near Delagoa Bay ; another, having defeated a

vastly superior force of Matabele and driven them across

the Limpopo, settled in what is now the Orange Free

State ; a third party, under Pieter Retief, made a treaty

with the Zulus, but were immediately afterwards treach-

erously slaughtered by them, and to avenge this mas-

sacre the main body of Boers crushed Dingnaan's great

army and colonized Natal in 1842. Hardly, however,

had they settled in the country when the British gov-

ernment claimed them as subjects and Natal as a British

colony, and on their refusing to submit sent a force to

Natal and subdued it. A few Boers remained, but the

greater number were again forced to trek northwards
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across the Vaal river, where they fondly believed British

aggression would not follow them. In this remote land

they formed little republican communities, loosely feder-

ated for purposes of self-defense against the warlike

tribes around them.

Meanwhile the Boers on the Orange river had be-

come embroiled in a series of troubles with the Basutos

and Griquas, which resulted in the formal annexation of

the country by Great Britain in 1848, in spite of strenu-

ous opposition on the part of the Boers. But six years

later our government, apparently weary of holding terri-

tory which cost much and from which we seemed likely

to gain little, declared it a separate state and the Orange

Boers free and independent. Independent the Orange

Free State has remained ever since ; but it is interesting

to note that when in 1869 diamonds were discovered in

one corner of the State—where the town of Kimberley

now stands—we found means to possess ourselves of the

rich find to the great annoyance of the Free States. To
smooth matters over our government offered the sum

of ;£"90,ooo in compensation ; but, in spite of this, feeling

was very sore on the subject for some time afterwards.

To return to the Boers across the Vaal : In 1882 the

British Government, embroiled in Basuto wars and Kaf-

fir troubles, formally recognized the independence of the

Transvaal Boers and concluded with Pretorius, their

leader, a treaty known as the Sand River Convention, by

which their freedom was legally confirmed and the South

African Repubhc created. From this period until 1877

their relations with the outside world were peaceful, the

republic being absorbed with its own internal affairs,

struggling against the natural poverty of the region and

the turbulence of the surrounding tribes.
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But in that year (1877) a great wave of Jingoism

swept over the British Empire—the word " Jingoism
"

itself making its first appearance in one of the doggerel

ditties of the war party—and South Africa was soon

swept along with the current. The Boer Government

was at this time in severe straits—^the exchequer was

empty and Zulus and Kaffirs threatened the borders.

The English Government, taking advantage of this, sent

a commissioner with secret instructions to annex the

republic to the British crown should he see fit, which he

accordingly did in April, 1877. The Boers were too

weak and too much taken by surprise to do more than

protest against the usurpation, and this they did as

vigorously as they were able. We tried to pacify them

by solemnly promising them local autonomy and a rep-

resentative constitution. This promise was violated.

After many delays a legislature consisting entirely of

men nominated by the Governor was granted. Every

Boer prejudice was trampled under foot, and the Gov-

ernor chosen was detested by the people for his arro-

gance and autocratic ways. And when in 1879 the

British Government conquered the Zulus, the Boers, see-

ing the last reason for submitting to our rule swept away,

rose in open revolt and crushed several detached bodies

of English troops at Laing's Nek and Majuba Hill.

What followed has, it seems to me, been very much

misunderstood by many on both sides. It is assumed

that these battles irretrievably tarnished the glory of our

arms, and that the peace which followed in 1 881, by

which the Boers practically regained their independence,

was a tribute to the Boers' superior military strength.

It is this feeling which rankles deep in Englishmen's

minds, and is the cause of much of the eagerness for re-
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venge which has been so openly displayed during the

last few months. But such a feeling is entirely out of

harmony with the facts. Not until we had brought into

the field a military force which was admittedly strong

enough, had further fighting taken place, to completely

crush the Boers, did we make peace and hand back to

them their country, subject now, however, to British

suzerainty. By the 1881 Convention the Transvaal

was to be independent as regards its internal affairs, un-

der British control in matters of foreign policy, and

guarantees were to be given for the protection of natives

and the admission of aliens.

This Convention did not entirely please the Boers,

who saw possible dangers to their future independence

in the phrasing of the preamble and the use of the word
'* suzerainty ;" and in 1884 they obtained from Lord

Derby, a strong anti-imperialist, a new Convention,

which has governed the mutual relations of the countries

until now. In the preamble the objectionable word

suzerainty was dropped, and the thing itself was clearly

defined and restricted to the right of the Crown to veto

—should it think necessary—any treaty with a foreign

power within the space of six months after its passing

the Volksraad. The rights of aliens to live and trade

in the Transvaal were also to be respected. To quote

Lord Derby's telegram to the High Commissioner

:

" Convention signed to-day ; the same complete inde-

pendence in the Transvaal as in the Free State. Con-

duct and control of diplomatic intercourse with foreign

governments conceded . . . Delegates appear well

satisfied, and there is a cordial feeling between the two

governments." He further stated in the House of

Lords that he had caused the word "suzerainty" to be
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dropped on purpose, and termed the new agreement a

substitution for the Convention of 1881.

All might now have gone well had not the discovery

in 1885-86 of immense conglomerate or baitket beds of

gold changed the whole face of affairs. Into the Trans-

vaal soon flocked in ever-increasing numbers men of

every nation under the sun. The majority were British,

but with them were to be found Americans, Germans,

French, Italians, Jews, Russians, Scandinavians, Kaffirs,

Coolies and half-castes—a motley horde but with one

thought, the mines ! They were all gold-seekers.

Here were all the elements of a tragic situation ready

to hand ; and to realize how essentially tragic it was, let

us try to understand the natural characteristics of both

Boer and Uitlander.

What sort of folk are these Dutch farmers, who have

been so sorely buffeted and tossed about by an unkindly

fate ? The Boer of to-day is, in all essentials, what he

was two centuries ago—ignorant, rough, uncultured, un-

cleanly in his habits and ways of living, intensely conser-

vative and deeply attached to the old traditions and cus-

toms of his forefathers, yet with plenty of inborn ability

and resolution, and with an indomitable love of inde-

pendence and that negative side of freedom which only

craves to be let alone. He is good natured and hospit-

able, pure in his family relationships, a brave and skilful

soldier, " a mighty hunter before the Lord." Of Cal-

vinistic Puritan stock, he is deeply, but narrowly, reh-

gious. His nation is God's chosen people ; the land he

and his fathers have fought and suffered for is his Canaan,

and his dealings with the nations around him often re-

semble the dealings of his spiritual prototypes with the

Hittites and Amalekites. Much that modern civilization
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holds dear is positively repulsive to him ; our frantic

haste to be rich, our gambling and speculation, our rest-

less activity, and eager craving for excitement and lux-

ury. Commercial and industrial pursuits have no

attraction for him, and he pays but scant attention to

agriculture, for which the country is ill suited. There

is no more thorough individualist than he. Ill adapted

to town or city life, a hater of crowds and a lover of

solitude, he wanders—a pastoral farmer, with flocks of

sheep and herds of oxen, over the vast stretches of the

veldt—a unique survival of the seventeenth century.

Into this rough community of primitive farmers burst

a flood of Uitlanders—miners and laborers, traders and

engineers, financiers, speculators and capitalists ; intelH-

gent, mentally alert, eager, pushing business men—all

bent on gain, many of them unscrupulous and irrespon-

sible, full of commercial trickeries and treacheries, but

also keen to develop the mineral resources of the coun-

try, and accustomed, for the most part, to the decencies

and some of the refinements of modern life. The Boers

regarded them with dislike, mingled with suspicious fear

;

they looked down on the Boers with angry contempt.

The Boers considered them interlopers ; they thought

the Boers were cumberers of the ground. The Boers

wanted the country to live in ; they wanted it for their

children and their children's children. The newcomers

wanted simply the gold in it, with which they might en-

rich themselves and depart to spend it elsewhere. To

add further to the confusion and difficulty, the newcomers

soon greatly outnumbered the makers of the country.

How did the Boers deal with the situation ? The

easiest way would have been to prevent the entrance of

immigrants, but they were debarred from this course by
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the conventions of '8i and '84. *' If, then," argued the

more old-fashioned and conservative Boers, " we cannot

keep the people out, we must make them as innocuous

as possible. It is clear that if we do not make our na-

turalization laws more strict we shall soon be completely

out voted and overwhelmed by these intruders, who are,

for the most part, strongly favorable to British ascend-

ency. Their accession to power in our Volksraad would

mean the overthrow of our government, the loss of our

old customs, the substitution of English for Dutch as the

official language, the control of our law courts, the man-

agement of the police, and, worst of all, the final annexa-

tion of the country to the British crown. If we cannot

keep them out, let us prevent them from becoming our

masters." In accordance with these views, the period

during which an immigrant could acquire the franchise

was raised from five to fifteen years, and so many other

restrictions were applied as to render it very difficult for

a foreigner to become a burgher. And so, although

most of the taxation was paid by the newcomers—na-

turally enough, as they were the richest—yet they had

practically Httle, if any, share in the representation. Only
Dutch was taught in the schools ; the policing and ad-

ministration of the mining districts were poorly attended

to, and Johannesburg complained of the inadequate water

supply and bad sanitation. It should be remembered,

however, that these latter grievances were largely the

result of Boer ignorance rather than iniquity, as the

Boers had never before had any large town to govern

and understood little of its requirements.

Now, we may regard this policy as unwise and illib-

eral
; but was it not, under the circumstances, perfectly

natural ? We must take into account all the difficulties
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of the situation, and admit that the alternative was a

bitter one. On the other hand, the Uitlanders inveighed

loudly against the tyranny and mismanagement of the

Boers. The majority of them were English, and it was

a novel and unpleasant experience for them to find them-

selves members of a downtrodden nationality, and using

language concerning their woes similar to that which the

Irish had used against England for centuries. They

protested against taxation without representation, de-

nounced the high tariff on food-stuffs and strongly at-

tacked the dynamite monopoly. It was undoubtedly

hard for men who had been in the habit of lording it

over other people to be politically subject to a commu-

nity of ignorant folk, who were constantly boasting of

their victories in 1881 against the British. They com-

plained that, though the opening up of the mines had

enriched the Boer government, rescuing it in fact from

bankruptcy, yet they, the enrichers, were denied the

franchise. The Boers retorted that they could have it

by accepting its responsibilities—enlistment in " com-

mandos" against frontier tribes. But the Uitlanders had

no taste for such expeditions ; they had come to seek

riches, not to fight ; they had no relish for the franchise

on such terms.

So great was the tension between the two races that

in 1895 matters came to a crisis. The Uitlanders fo-

mented a rebellion, and Dr. Jameson made his ill-

advised and unlucky raid, into the details of which I need

not go, it is a matter of such recent history ; but its re-

sults were disastrous. Such grievances of the Uitland-

ers as were just were overshadowed by their lawless

attempt at redressing them. The Boers' old-fashioned

and illiberal administration was forgotten in the sympathy
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which such a flagrant attack on their independence

evoked. Had the Uitlanders alone rebelled, the issue

would have been comparatively simple ; but the attack

of Dr. Jameson, the agent of Cecil Rhodes and the

South Africa Company, representing the ultra-imperial-

istic element, and even implicating the British Govern-

ment itself, complicated matters seriously. The Uitland-

ers were humiliated and enraged ; the Boers, triumphant

through the mistakes of their opponents, were naturally

more than ever suspicious of British designs against

their independence. Nor did the farce of Dr. Jameson's

trial tend to diminish their fears. The situation was

undoubtedly difficult. On the one hand, the British

government was more or less compromised by the atti-

tude of Cecil Rhodes and the incident of the raid ; on

the other hand, the situation at Johannesburg was an

impossible one. Legally, we had no right whatever to

interfere with the internal affairs of tne South African

Republic
; actually, not only were the majority of Uit-

landers British, but the state of tension at Johannesburg

tended to seriously disturb the harmony between our

own English and Dutch subjects in the Cape and Natal.

It must never be forgotten, in discussing South African

affairs, that the key to the situation lies in the mixture

of Dutch and English in our own colonies. The Dutch

in Cape Colony outnumber the English just as, though

to a greater extent, the Uitlanders outnumber the Boers

in the Transvaal. But in Cape Colony and Natal the

two races have for the last fifty years been gradually

fusing by intermarriage and social intercourse ; and the

most hopeful sign of the times has been the tendency to

found a South African nation under the protection of the

British Crown. There has only been one barrier
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to this—^the restiveness of the otherwise thoroughly-

loyal Cape Dutch, whenever our aggressiveness has

wrought trouble in the Transvaal. In 1877, '81, '84,

'95, this deep-lying race sympathy for their kin in the

Transvaal has shown itself.

Evidently, then, something had to be done—but how,

and in what spirit? Our government's attitude should

have been conciliatory and tactful in the extreme, and

as far as possible impartial, realizing the arguments,

position and difficulties of both parties, and above all,

bent on preserving peace, not only for the sake of the

Transvaal but for South Africa itself. In fact, Mr. Cham-

berlain's speeches during the summer of 1896 seem to

have outlined most clearly our right policy ; and one of

the political mysteries of the day is his apparently un-

accountable change of front. He laid down seven prin-

ciples which should characterize our South African

policy. They were as follows :

1. Keep in with the Dutch. '* It is a proposition to

be universally accepted that we must use every exertion

and exhaust every means of securing good feeling

between the Dutch and the EngHsh. ... To have at

our backs the sympathy and support of the majority of

the Dutch population in South Africa ... is the policy

of Her Majesty's Government."

2. No war to enforce reforms. " I do not propose to

discuss such a contingency as that. A war in South

Africa would be one of the most serious wars that could

possibly be waged. It would be in the nature of a civil

war. It would be a long war, a bitter war, a costly

war. ... To go to war with President Kruger, in order

to force upon him reforms in the internal affairs of his

state, with which successive Secretaries of State have
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repudiated all right of interference, would have been a

course of action as immoral as it would have been

unwise."

3. No claim to interfere. ** I do not say that, under

the terms of the Convention, we are entitled to force

reforms upon President Kruger, but we are entitled to

give him friendly counsel. . . . The rights of our action

under the Convention are limited to the offering of

friendly counsel, in the rejection of which, if it is not

accepted, we must be quite willing to acquiesce."

4. Don't worry about words. " I do not care about

words. It matters not whether we call ourselves suze-

rain or paramount ; but it is an essential feature in our

policy that the authority and influence of this country

should be predominant in South Africa." (And this

authority it should be noted was to be maintained by

harmony and concord between the two white races.)

5. Don't ask President Kruger to commit suicide.

" The question is whether President Kruger will consider

that that proposal will endanger the security of the

Transvaal Government. If he does he will be perfectly

justified in rejecting it."

6. Patience ! Time is on our side. Speaking of an

address which had been presented to the British Gov-

ernment by the Africander (Dutch) members of the Cape

Parliament, in which they prayed the government " not

to depart from that policy of moderation and concilia-

tion which can alone secure the real progress and true

happiness of South Africa," Mr. Chamberlain said,

" Those are wise, moderate, and patriotic words. We
must have patience ; we can afford to wait. Time is on

our side."

7. Don't despatch armies, but restore good will.
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Replying to Mr. Ashmead Bartlett, who had urged war,

Mr. Chamberlain ridiculed the idea and said, *' That is

not my policy. My policy has been to restore the good

feeling which was beginning to be created between the

Dutch and British population."

I shall have to follow rather rapidly the course the

negotiations actually took. Sir Alfred Milner and Mr.

Kruger met in friendly conference at Bloemfontein to try

and arrive at a common understanding, and Sir Alfred

Milner suggested to the President, to test his mood, the

possibility of five years' residence as a qualification for

naturalization and four seats in the Volksraad. The

President declared this would swamp his government,

and proposed a period of seven years, but he accom-

panied the offer with so many conditions as to make its

acceptance by our government impossible. The confer-

ence broke up without any agreement having been

arrived at, and a Httle later on Mr. Kruger proposed a

reform bill which was a considerable advance on his first

proposition. He still took seven years as his basis, but

he withdrew most of the restrictions and conditions

which had rendered it almost valueless. Mr. Chamber-

lain declared that the proposal ''afforded a basis for

negotiations," and proposed in addition a joint inquiry

to see how the proposal was likely to work. This joint

inquiry alarmed the Boers at once. They saw in it, as

they thought, the cloven hoof of British aggression

again visible. "If," so they argued, **we permit the

British to hold this inquiry, we shall have given them

practically the right to interfere with our internal affairs

and to pry into our arrangements : it will give them a

foothold from which it will be impossible to dislodge

them, and will be merely a pretext for ultimate annexa-
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tion." So they made a counter proposition of an un-

expectedly liberal nature—that the period of residence

be five years, and that the Uitlanders be given eight

seats in the Volksraad, instead of four. This offer was,

according to Sir Alfred Milner, " as liberal as anything

he could suggest." As a quid pro quo they asked (i)

that the present intervention be not made a precedent

for further interference with the internal affairs of the

RepubHc
; (2) that the British Government do not

insist on the assertion of the suzerainty, but allow

further controversy on the subject to drop
; (3) that

arbitration be resorted to in the event of future dis-

putes. Other dispatches made it clear that the Boers

did not desire our government to relinquish any rights

we possessed under the Convention of 1884; the second

stipulation appearing in consequence of some extrem.ely

foolish, ill-judged and aggressive speeches indulged in

about this time by Englishmen who ought to have

known better, and which had alarmed the Boers, ever

fearing for their beloved independence.

Furthermore, our agent at Pretoria had clearly given

Mr. Kruger to understand that their proposals would be

accepted. Judge, then, at the surprise and disappoint-

ment of all Boers who desired a peaceful issue when

they received a reply from Mr. Chamberlain which

could not be construed in any other light than a rejec-

tion. He refused to give any of the guarantees asked

for, whilst the entire tone of his answer, its suspicious

and grudging attitude of mind and its language, pre-

pared them for the still more unquahfied refusal of the

Cabinet on the 8th of September last, which practically

amounted to this :
'' Give us five years' retrospective

franchise ; let us have a commission to prove this reform
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genuine and not a fraud
;
permit English to be used in

the Volksraad debates, and then we will have a confer-

ence to discuss any other difficulties that may arise.

But we give no such guarantees as you require as to

future independence or suzerainty."

What other course was open to the Boers but to re-

ject such proposals as these ? It was evident that the

more they offered the more the British Government de-

manded. It was to be all give and no take, and they

were to do the giving. In their rejection of the pro-

posals, however, they reverted to the Joint Commission

and declared their willingness to accept it, hoping even

at the eleventh hour to avoid an armed conflict, although

the younger Boers were growing very restive under

these proceedings and difficult to hold in check. But

our government again, to their surprise, declared that the

offer of a Joint Commission no longer held good, and

that the '* situation must be considered de novo.''

Now, under these circumstances, to charge the Boers

with having precipitated the war is wholly unfair. It is

quite true that their recent ultimatum (in October) made

war only a question of hours, and that technically they

invaded our territories and struck the first blow. But

anyone following the history of our dealings with them

and the course of the negotiations will recognize the fact

that our government was bent on making a peaceful set-

tlement impossible. The more concessions the Boers

made the more we demanded, until, had they gone many
steps further, they might as well have become part of

the British Empire out and out. But they said :
'' We

will not become merged in the Empire unless compelled

by force. The British Government means war, evi-

dently. Well, then, the quicker the war is begun the
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better for us, the worse for them. The 'new diplo-

macy ' is evidently running ahead of war preparations,

and every day 7iow that passes by is loss to us and gain

to them ; so the sooner we begin the better." But it is

not fair to burden them with the responsibility for war,

when we know all the time that our government had

made a peaceful issue quite impossible. Indeed, to avert

war the Boers had almost gone the length of giving up

their independence.

And so it has come to pass that South Africa is

plunged into war. Even while I speak men are being

slaughtered—hundreds have fallen on both sides, and,

alas ! probably many more will fall before it is over.

Homesteads are being ruined, widows and orphans

made every moment. Cape Colony, which a short time

ago was the loyallest of all our colonies—where a Dutch

Premier and Dutch Parliament but a little while since

voted a larger sum to support the imperial navy than

that voted by any other colony—^is now seething with

disaffection, as its English and Dutch citizens hear every

day tidings of some Enghsh or Dutch kinsman or rela-

tive killed in the war. Part of it is even up in open

rebeUion. To this pass we have been brought by the

average man's ignorance of South African affairs and

history^ by an imperialist government and a pseudo-

patriotic press ; by capitalist intriguing and Jingoism,

and thirst for revenge among too many of our working

men.

It is an extraordinary situation, full of ironies and

paradoxies. We are presumably engaging in war in

order that we may enable the imperialistic Uitlanders,

full of British sympathies, to more easily forego their

British citizenship and become citizens of a country
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they detest, voters for a government they abhor !

*' No," it will be urged, '^ not merely to enfranchise the

Uitlanders, but to assert British supremacy and bind all

parts of South Africa together in one great confedera-

tion." ''An admirable project," it may be said, in

reply, " for undoubtedly British-Anglo-Saxon civiliza-

tion is far preferable to any which we have known. But

let it be our civilization at its best—not its worst—one

which has naturally endeared itself to the various peo-

ples and tribes of South Africa as being the most likely

to advance their progress and conduce to their happi-

ness." And is this to be obtained by setting Dutch

against English and English against Dutch ; by impos-

ing our will on a weaker nation by force (as your gov-

ernment, if you will pardon me for saying it, seems to

be doing in the case of the Filipinos) by stirring up

racial strife and hatred, and perhaps, which is even

worse, giving a terrible opportunity to the native tribes,

vastly superior in numbers as they are, to revolt against

both the white races ?

Again we are told that the Boers are briital and must

be punished. And that they have been guilty of many
acts of brutality towards the natives cannot be denied.

But the accusation of brutality comes with a bad grace

from those rampant Jingoes who, for several weeks

before war broke out, made it difficult for the peace

party to hold undisturbed a public meeting, and who, at

least on one occasion, threw missiles of all sorts at de-

fenseless people, including open pocket-knives ! We
are very indignant, and rightly so, with that portion of

the French press that hounded Dreyfus and is now in-

sulting even the Queen herself. But the Frenchman

cannot believe in the sincerity of our righteous indigna-
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tion over the miscarriage of justice at Rennes when he

remembers the revelations of the Jameson trial, the sup-

pressed evidence, the whitewashing of the deHnquents,

and the calm self-complacency with which that incident

was treated by a section of our own press.

But the most inapt parallel of all is one which has

been drawn by the Jingo press between the Transvaal

and Armenia: *' These unpatriotic Englishmen who do

not want to protect their own countrymen from Boer

tyranny and would submit to depths of humiHation to

preserve peace at any price, could wax warm over the

wrongs sustained by far-off foreigners, and were ready

to plunge Europe into war to gratify their maudlin sen-

timentality." The perverse ignorance of this charge is

astonishing. Is there any parallel ?

In the Transvaal, well-to-do foreigners rebel against

the original settlers, because they are denied the fran-

chise and are overtaxed. In Armenia thousands of the

inhabitants were vainly trying to protect their property,

lives, and the honor of their wives and children, given

over to robbery, torture, murder and outrage.

In the Transvaal we are bound by the Convention of

1884 not to interfere with the internal affairs of the coun-

try. In Armenia we were solemnly pledged by treaty

obligations to intervene and protect the hapless victims

of the Sultan.

Paul Kruger may be an obstinate, bigoted, prejudiced

old man, very hostile to the British, whom he has such

good cause to love ! But to compare him to the Sultan,

whom our poet, William Watson, has called "Abdul the

Damned," is most unjust.

And, finally, there are no gold mines in Armenia /

It may be urged that to argue in this way shows great
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lack of patriotism. But, is it true patriotism to cry,

*' My country, right or wrong ?" The only kind of

British supremacy I care for is that my country

may lead the world, not in territorial expansion,

military strength or commercial greatness, but in the

purity and honor of its government, the happiness

of its citizens, the high character and eftnobling in-

fluence of its civilization. If with these qualities, and

by means of them, comes imperial expansion, well and

good. It will mean that countries are attracted to our

flag by respect for our laws and desire for our protec-

tion. If we degrade the higher and nobler elements in

our civilization by love of power, greed for gold and the

desire to outstrip trade rivals, such supremacy is not

worth fighting for.

This war in the Transvaal, then, is to be deplored, for

it is needless ; it is to be hated, for it is unjust. Yet,

inconsistent as it may seem, we shall be glad to hear of

British victories, and consider our reverses as regrettible

in every way. For there can be but one ultimate end

to the war—British victory; and the first checks we have

sustained have only made our people more determined

for victory than ever. So the sooner the end comes the

better, as it will save further waste of valuable lives on

both sides.

And when peace is made, let us hope, despite the

recent speech of Mr. Chamberlain, that the terms will

be such as to minimize the harm wrought by this disas-

trous war, and to restore—though that will be the work

of many weary years—some measure of good feeling

and mutual trust in South Africa.
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